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1
Introduction

Ubiquity: presence everywhere or in many places especially simultaneously.

Nearly every choice you make eventually leads to a movement. If you
want a cup of coffee in morning, you need to get up and brew one. Want
to improve your health? Get up and go for a run. Have not seen a friend
for a while? Grab your phone and call them. Maybe you happen to have
a thesis deadline, then you need to start writing. Whatever it is, a motor
action is required to act on your decision and without it, decisions will
have little effect.

1.1 When movement becomes a challenge
Unfortunately, for some people, movement is or becomes a challenge.
People with severe motor disabilities (e.g. tetraplegia), or progressive
motor diseases (e.g. Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, ALS) have (increas-
ingly) limited options to perform action to interact and communicate
with their surroundings. The most affected individuals are limited to
just facial or eye movements, diagnosed as near locked-in syndrome. Or
in worse cases, patients are in a complete locked-in state. In that case,
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Chapter 1. Introduction

no voluntary movement is possible, while the patients’ cognitive capac-
ity is intact. Depending on the severity, patients have little options left to
interact with their surroundings, forcing them to depend on their care-
givers increasingly more.

In the Netherlands between 1998 and 2017, there is an average annual
incidence of 2.64 per 100.000 person-years and a prevalence of 9.6 per
100.000 persons of motor neuron disease [1], an umbrella term for ALS,
primary lateral sclerosis and progressive muscular atrophy. Additionally,
in 2011, 415.000 people had a severe motor disability, which amounts to
2.5% of the Dutch population in that year [2]. Given the decreased options
to interact, these people depend on their caregivers, family and friends to
function in their daily life. This is a burden for both affected individual
and the caregivers. Studies on life satisfaction after spinal cord injury
identified pain and functional independence as main predictors for high
life satisfaction [3]. Not only does motor disability pose a burden on the
patients, it does so on the caregivers as well. Caregiving can negatively
affect the life of the caregiver: it may lead to a higher risk of mortality,
psychosomatic, depressive, or anxious symptoms, and an overall lower
quality of life [4]. Important to note is that positive effects are being
recognized as well, including a sense of fulfillment, accomplishment and
self-esteem [4]. For spinal-cord injured patients, the main predictor of
life satisfaction is access to the environment [5], when accounting for all
other independent measures.

Increasing access to the environment and functional independence
will improve the quality of life for both the patient and their (caregiving)
surroundings. It is therefore essential to provide new and intuitive tools
to this patient group to interact with the environment.

1.2 Building a bridge between intention and
movement

The core problem in most of these motor diseases is that a physical
dysfunction caused a broken link between intention and motor output.
There are many personalized and practical solutions to bridge this gap.
One example is the famous cosmologist Stephen Hawking, who was able
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Figure 1.1: An overview of a basic closed-loop
BCI pipeline. A) The user (attempts) to perform
some behavior, such as (imagined) hand movement
or speech. At the same time, neural data is continu-
ously recorded from the user. B) From the recorded
neural data, features are extracted that are related to
the behavior. C) Using these features, the intended
behavior of the user is continuously being predicted,
which is then used to D) control an output device.
This can be a robotic arm or a speaker to product
speech. As an output is continuously being gener-
ated, the user receives direct feedback by observing
or listening the generated output. The user can then
adjust the strategy for the behavior, adapt to the sys-
tem and learn how to increase control the BCI.

to control several communication devices, first with residual hand move-
ments, followed by cheek muscles. Although it allowed him to commu-
nicate again, using the device was slow. The system used a switch to
select from a library of 2500 to 3000 phrases, resulting in word rates of
about one word per minute. Overall, many pragmatic and creative solu-
tions exist that are very personalized. However, the residual movement
determines the degrees of freedom of control. Moreover, in progressive
diseases the residual movement might degrade, requiring new solutions
over time.

To circumvent dependence on residual movement, the gap between
intention and action can be bridged by directly recording neural activity
and translating it into a control signal for an assistive device (Figure 1.1).
This direct strategy removes the need for a secondary control signals.
In the example above, a mapping needs to be learned from an existing
behavior to the control output, i.e. hand or cheek movement, to control a
switch of the speech computer. Although effective for the situation, the
mapping from speech intention to cheek movement to word selection
to audio output is much less intuitive than translating the intention to
speak into audible speech directly. Strategies that are able to perform a
direct translation from intention to output may provide the most natural
solution to restoring part of the users’ functional independence.

While the idea is simple, the execution is not. Defining and capturing
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Chapter 1. Introduction

’intention’ with sufficient spatial and temporal resolution is an ongoing
challenge. Many different so-called neural decoders or brain-computer
interfaces (BCIs) exist, targeting restoration or support of different func-
tions. These include spelling computers [6], speech decoding [7–9], pain
[10], decision-making decoders [11], neuropsychiatric state decoders [12–
14], visual decoder [15] and motor decoders [16–18]. The latter, motor de-
coders can control a variety of devices, including devices like (motorized)
wheelchairs, mouse pointers for click-and-select or robotic arms restor-
ing a reach and grasp function.

1.3 Capturing motor-related neural activity
A fundamental requirement to translate neural activity into movement is
to capture the right signal. The main target to record neural activity for
motor decoding is the primary motor cortex. Anatomically, the primary
motor cortex has direct descending pathways to the spinal cord [19], lo-
cating it relatively close to the downstream output. The anterior gyrus
of the central sulcus has therefore been of great interest for motor re-
lated research since Penfield and Boldrey described the Homunculus in
1937 [20]. The Homunculus is a famous representation of a segregated
map of the human body within the motor cortex, although it has under-
gone some updates recently [21, 22]. One well-known kinematic encoded
within spiking activity recorded in the motor cortex is direction. Geor-
gopoulos et al. discovered that a weighted sum of the firing of popu-
lations of neurons encoded the direction of movement. Each neuron is
variably tuned towards a preferred direction in 2D [23] and 3D [24]. This
representation is called directional tuning, and led to early demonstra-
tions of 3D robot arm control in primates [25]. The signal was sufficient
to achieve 8 degrees of freedom in an executed and imagined 3D center
out paradigm. In humans, the first demonstration showed cursor control
with 4 degrees of freedom using an imagined movement paradigm [26].
Since then, multiple high-performing decoders have been presented that
successfully decode motor processes from the motor cortex [7, 16–18].

The motor cortex is clearly an essential brain area for motor control,
but it is one component within a larger motor system. The importance
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and ubiquity of movement in daily life may be reflected in the scale of
involved brain areas; most neural processes may facilitate an eventual
downstream motor output [27]. The motor cortex may not contain all be-
haviorally relevant neural information (e.g. higher order processes such
as planning or sequencing movements), and many other brain areas con-
tribute to unique outputs to the periphery as well [28]. To prevent hitting
a performance ceiling in motor BCIs, the integration of multiple areas
can increase the available information into a more complete representa-
tion, ultimately improving the performance of neural motor decoders.

However, to investigate high quality neural signals from other areas
of the motor cortex, different recording methods are required. Particu-
larly, stereotactic encephalography (sEEG) electrodes provide a unique
opportunity on distributed and brain-wide recordings [29].

1.4 Stereotactic encephalography electrodes for
motor brain-computer interfaces

SEEG electrode are long, rod-like electrodes used to record electrophys-
iological neural activity, and are commonly implanted during the treat-
ment of medication-resistant epilepsy. Because medication has not been
effective to reduce seizures and increase quality of life sufficiently, the
patients are treated by resecting or lesioning the onset zone of the epi-
lepsy seizures. To determine the location of the onset zone, the patients
are implanted with multiple sEEG electrodes (Figure 1.2a). Each elec-
trode is inserted in the brain through a small burr hole and penetrates
deep into the brain (Figure 1.2b). Then, the patients undergo a monitor-
ing period of two to three weeks in a specialized clinical center, where
they are constantly observed for seizures. Once the patient had enough
seizures to determine the onset zone, the electrodes are explanted. If the
onset zone does not overlap with eloquent cortex and it is safe enough,
the zone is resected of lesioned.

The unique aspect of sEEG electrodes is that they provide a sparse
brain-wide coverage. The combined locations of multiple electrodes
configurations cover nearly the complete brain (Figure 1.1a and Figure 1.3)
Each electrode is a cylindrical shaft with 8 to 18 contacts. Each contact
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.2: General overview of sEEG implantation. A) Planning of implantation trajec-
tories. B) Electrodes are implanted using stereotactic frame through small burr holes.
Adapted from [29] with permission. C) After surgery, the patients stay in a monitoring
center for 2 to 3 weeks. This period defines the recording window for BCI and other
neuroscientific experiments. Patients are not confined to their bed and can freely move
around within the center. The image is an example of one participant performing one
of our experiments. The experiment is shown on screen, and neural data is streamed in
real-time from the amplifier to the laptop via the yellow cable.

can record neural data, 2mm in length and 1mm in diameter, resulting in
a surface areas of 6.3mm2. The contacts have an inter-contact distance
of 1.5 to 3.5mm. For clarity on the nomenclature throughout this thesis:
the electrodes are the full rods implanted, and each electrode has several
contacts, the physical location where neural activity is recorded. Once
recorded and digitized, they are referred to as channels. The small size
of each contact and the placement directly into the neural tissue gives
sEEG a high spatial resolution. Additionally, the electrophysiological
signal recorded has a high temporal resolution as well, providing access
to high frequency components like high-gamma (> 70Hz). The long
electrodes penetrate into deep brain areas and provide access to subcor-
tical structures that are otherwise hard to reach with other electrophys-
iological recording methods. The millivoltage recorded on each elec-
trodes measures the local field potential (LFP), which is an aggregation
of electrical activity in the extracellular space. Compared with the fast
action potentials, the LFP reflects a slower accumulation of many differ-
ent sources and many different neurons close to the contact. Buzsáki et
al. (2012) [30] identified up to 10 different contributors to the extracellu-
lar voltage, of which the synchrony of current sources and the cellular-
synaptic architectural organization of the network are the most promi-
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nent contributors. As the LFP is an aggregation of all these sources, it is
impossible to disentangle them into separate sources. Nonetheless, the
major component is synchronized firing, which is a reliable measure of
neuronal activity that can be related to behavior.

As mentioned, sEEG electrodes are implanted in epilepsy patients
who undergo a presurgical monitoring period. This monitoring period
provides a recording window for all types of (neuroscientific) research.
The implantation trajectories are solely determined by the clinical need
of the patient, and therefore vary drastically person-to-person. Nonethe-
less, the unique sparse, brain-wide coverage of both cortical and sub-
cortical structures provides an excellent research vehicle for a variety of
decoding studies. For example, in our lab we have a variety of decoding
studies, including speech synthesis [9], decision-making [31], and navi-
gation [32].

In the context of motor decoding, sEEG enables investigation of brain-
wide motor-related activity, as the combined coverage of multiple partic-
ipants includes the whole brain (Figure 1.3). To this end, many areas have
been identified by decoding studies to be involved in motor behavior, in-
cluding the ventral premotor cortex [33], somatosensory cortex [34], pos-
terior parietal cortex [35–37], supramarginal gyrus [34, 36, 38], fusiform
and middle temporal gyrus [39], hippocampus [36, 39] and insula [36, 38].
Moreover, the basal ganglia constitute a subcortical system that is essen-
tial for motor control. Pathologies involving the basal ganglia [40], such
as Parkinson’s Disease (PD), severely limit the patients ability to move.
Treatments like deep brain stimulation show great improvement in mo-
tor behavior, emphasizing the essential role of areas outside of the motor
cortex in motor control.

As a matter of fact, studies using large scale neuropixel recordings re-
port that areas in nearly the whole brain of zebra-fish [41] and mice [42–
45] correlate with movement. The international brain lab consortium
even report "Neural responses correlated with motor action almost ev-
erywhere in the brain." [27]. The major focus of the motor decoding
field has been on the motor cortex, but this contemporary perspective of
global distributed activity leaves valuable opportunities to uncover be-
haviorally relevant neural information for future motor decoders.
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Figure 1.3: Anatomical locations covered by the electrode configurations of 16 partici-
pants (from chapter 5). The bar graph insets at the bottom of the figure show the contacts
labeled as white matter or unknown. Note that most of the electrodes are in these ar-
eas. The brain insets show the corresponding electrode configurations warped onto an
average brain.
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1.5 Finding the hidden neural structure
Using sEEG as recording modality comes with a few challenges as well.
First, the different electrode configurations per participant limit con-
sistent coverage of a most brain areas (Figure 1.3), making it harder to
draw conclusions across participants. Secondly, different types of tissues
are sampled simultaneously. Both grey and white matter contain behav-
iorally relevant information [46, 47], but at different signal strengths. Fi-
nally, all contacts contain a different ratio of behaviorally relevant and
behaviorally irrelevant neural activity, and noise. On the other hand,
the sparse but brain-wide coverage might sample similar large-scale net-
works at different locations. In order to find the common structure among
the different sources of neural information, we may look at the relation-
ship between sources instead of the activity itself. One example where
this is effective is the earlier mentioned directional tuning in the mo-
tor cortex [23]: While the single neurons in the population are variably
tuned to direction, the linear relationship within the neural population
describes a reliable population vector (i.e. a stable representation) of
the direction of movement. Although multi-unit recordings are not di-
rectly comparable with the sEEG recordings here, the idea is applicable
in both. The question then is how do we extract these neural relation-
ships?

For this purpose, dimensionality reduction or manifold learning tech-
niques may be excellent tools to extract hidden neural structures [48, 49].
The underlying premise it that the neural data in each recorded location
contains a mix of behaviorally relevant activity, behaviorally irrelevant
activity and noise. These techniques transform the neural data into a
lower-dimensional representation, constructed by a (non-)linear combi-
nation of the neural activity in each contact. Hence, it captures the rela-
tionship of neural activity between contacts. These neural dynamics ex-
hibit more predictable trajectories within the lower-dimensional repre-
sentation [50]. Regularly used methods to extract a low-dimensional rep-
resentation are principal component analysis or canonical correlation
analysis. Dimensionality reduction techniques apply a transformation
that maximized a metric. In the case of principal component analysis,
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the axes are rotated as such that the axes, or principal components, are
ordered by explained variance. In essence, the transformation combines
the neural information in each channel related to the same variance into
one or more principal components, whereas the unrelated variance and
noise are excluded.

These manifold or neural dynamics approaches appear to be effec-
tive methods to extract hidden neural patterns with predictable trajec-
tories of multiple behaviors [51–53]. For example, Natraj et al. (2021) [52]
show a stable multi-area manifold capturing all movements, where more
specific movements (e.g. finger flexion or pinching) are represented as
sub-manifolds within this manifold. Manifold studies have in common
that they extract a manifold based on the relationship between all recor-
ded neurons (or in our case, contacts), and demonstrate that different
behaviors exhibit predictable trajectories on this manifold. However,
most neural manifold studies so far are based on trial-based paradigms in
monkeys with microelectrode arrays (MEAs) or humans with ECoG. Al-
though these methods can be applied to any time series data, they have
not been applied to the LFPs from sEEG. Given the distributed char-
acteristics of electrode configurations in sEEG, these methods may be
particularly effective to extract the underlying neural structure of brain-
wide activity, and apply it to brain-computer interface applications.

1.6 Problem statement and outline of this thesis
SEEG-based motor decoding has much under explored potential for BCI
development. Thus, this thesis describes multiple research endeavors on
both practical and theoretical aspects of motor decoding using sEEG. In
chapter 2, we started by developing a simple decoder that continuously
predicts left and right hand movements using linear discriminant anal-
ysis. We demonstrated that the decoder was able to do so using beta
and high-gamma power. Based on this encouraging result, we wanted to
look deeper into the predictive power of non-motor brain areas. In chap-
ter 3, we trained a Riemannian decoder, while we specifically removed all
contacts that were located in or around the central sulcus. A Riemannian
decoder has been applied successfully in surface EEG, and makes predic-
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tions based on trial and class covariance matrices. We demonstrate that
our decoder was able to predict movement significantly above chance,
regardless of electrode placement. Subsequently, in chapter 4, we were
interested whether this brain-wide movement-related neural activity can
be described by a low-dimensional representation. We show that there
indeed exists a manifold that describes movement-related neural activ-
ity. This manifold remains stable under loss of channels, and is predic-
tive across tasks and even across participants with non-overlapping elec-
trodes configurations. The movement task used was a simple move/no-
move task, raising the question whether movements that are more com-
plex are represented as well. Therefore, we developed a gamified experi-
ment that captured continuous 3D hand-movements, described in chap-
ter 5, and evaluated a wide range of movement kinematics. We show
that non-directional movement speed and acceleration are represented
throughout the brain, while their directional counterparts did not seem
to be represented. During the experiments described in these chapters,
our lab grew with more colleagues and therefore more experiments. Ini-
tially, all experiments were set up and run manually, which was prone er-
rors with many manual actions and different processes to keep track of.
To handle the increased number of experiments, we had to simplify our
experimental pipeline, reduce errors and increase time spent on record-
ing instead up setup. Therefore, we developed a system called T-Rex that
handles all processes and shows everything in a simple user interface. In
chapter 6, we describe the system and development of T-Rex. T-Rex has
simplified our recordings and is currently in use in multiple hospitals.

The attentive reader might have noticed that chapter 7 is not about
motor decoding. As COVID-19 spread around the world, our daily lives
were severely affected as well. Our own hospital was on the verge of
having insufficient beds on the intensive care to house the large num-
bers of incoming severely affected COVID-19 patients. To aid hospital
decision-making in the case that clinicians needed to choose whom to
give a bed among the incoming patients (ominously called code black),
I decided to redirect my time and resources to provide support where
needed. With a large consortium of 11 different hospitals in the Nether-
lands, we developed an algorithm (chapter 7) that could aid the clinical
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decision-making in case of a bed-shortage. While we were happy with
the result, we were mostly happy that we never had to use the algorithm.
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Chapter 2. Continuously Decoding Grasping Movements using Stereotactic
Depth Electrodes

Abstract
Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) that decode a patient’s movement in-
tention to control a prosthetic device could restore some independence
to paralyzed patients. An important step on the road towards natural-
istic prosthetic control is to decode movement continuously with low-
latency. BCIs based on intracortical micro-arrays provide continuous
control of robotic arms, but require a minor craniotomy. Surface recor-
dings of neural activity using EEG have made great advances over the
last years, but suffer from high noise levels and large intra-session vari-
ance. Here, we investigate the use of minimally invasive recordings us-
ing stereotactically implanted EEG (sEEG). These electrodes provide a
sparse sampling across many brain regions. So far, promising decod-
ing results have been presented using data measured from the subtha-
lamic nucleus or trial-to-trial based methods using depth electrodes. In
this work, we demonstrate that grasping movements can continuously
be decoded using sEEG electrodes, as well. Beta and high-gamma ac-
tivity was extracted from eight participants performing a grasping task.
We demonstrate above chance level decoding of movement vs rest and left
vs right, from both frequency bands with accuracies up to 0.94 AUC. The
vastly different electrode locations between participants lead to large
variability. In the future, we hope that sEEG recordings will provide ad-
ditional information for the decoding process in neuroprostheses.

2.1 Introduction
Continuously decoding movement from neural signals is an important
step towards naturalistic prosthetic control. Promising advances have
been made using non-invasive electro-encephalographic (EEG) [1] or in-
vasive cortical methods, e.g. microelectrode arrays [2]. However, brain-
computer interfaces (BCIs) using stereotactic or sEEG electrodes, cap-
turing neural activity from subcortical structures, are relatively unex-
plored, while holding potential to contribute to higher performing de-
coding algorithms [3]. These electrodes cover a wide variety of areas
across the brain and provide access to harder to reach structures, such
as the basal ganglia, insula or hippocampus. Additionally, the electrodes
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provide simultaneous access to local high frequency oscillations in mul-
tiple areas, which could be used as control signal for BCIs. Exploiting
these high frequency signals can decrease the decoder’s response latency
to the users’ intended action, contributing to naturalistic prosthetic con-
trol. Additionally, activity from subcortical structures might uncover ad-
ditional control signals for adaptive deep brain stimulation [4].

2.2 Background | Related Work
So far, several studies have presented decoding results using local field
potentials (LFPs) measured with depth electrodes. All depth electrode
implantations are based solely on clinical needs, which results in two
main patient populations: Parkinson’s disease (PD) patients with deep
brain stimulation electrodes and medication-resistant epilepsy patients
implanted for presurgical focus localization. The electrodes in PD pa-
tients cover the globus pallidus interna (GPi) and the subthalamic nu-
cleus (STN), and thus decoding efforts utilize activity from these areas.
Loukas and Brown [5] were able to predict the onset of voluntary hand
movement with 95% sensitivity and 77% specificity on a trial-to-trial ba-
sis. Mamun et al. [6] improved on these results by showing 91.5 ± 2.3%
accuracy on movement detection and 74.0 ± 6.4% accuracy on lateral-
ity detection, also on trial-to-trial basis and averaged over patients with
STN and GPi electrodes. Further efforts on decoding movements us-
ing DBS electrodes aimed to decode gripping force from the STN [7, 8].
Recently, Shah et al. [9] decoded gripping force with a correlation up to
0.76 between decoded and actual gripping force, and were able to do so
continuously.

Opposed to the specific and consistently targeted regions in PD pa-
tients, areas covered in epilepsy patients are spread throughout the brain,
which makes comparisons between patients and studies significantly
more complicated. Above chance gesture decoding has been demon-
strated in several studies [10, 11]. Breault et al. [12] decoded movement
speed with a correlation of 0.38 ± 0.03, and 70% ± 3% when decoding
three speed levels.

The studies discussed so far mostly utilize the beta frequency band
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(12-30 Hz) and (high-)gamma band (30-55 and 55-90 Hz). Beta activity, es-
pecially in the STN, but also (sensori-)motor cortex, is decreased during
movement. An increase in beta power is consequently associated with
the inhibition of (imagined) movement [13, 14]. Gamma or high-gamma
activity is considered to hold localized information of movement [15] and
is known to increase during movement. Khawaldeh et al. [14] showed that
high-gamma activity was predictive of intended contralateral and ipsi-
lateral limb movements, supported by a decoding performance of 0.79 to
0.80 area under the receiver operator curve (AUC).

Up to now, most movement decoding efforts are targeting a trial-to-
trial prediction. However, an important step towards naturally controlled
closed-loop BCIs is to decode intention continuously. The work by Shah
et al. [9] already showed promising results on continuous force decoding
using STN activity, but it has not yet been demonstrated in other brain
areas using depth electrodes. In this work, we demonstrate that it is pos-
sible to decode grasping movements continuously and detect laterality
using sEEG electrodes. Due to the large variability in covered cortical
and white matter regions in each patient, results varied drastically and
highlight the importance of target selection.

2.3 Methods
Participants
Eight patients (mean age 39.5± 15.8, 4 male, 4 female) with medication-
resistant epilepsy participated in our study, while being under presurgi-
cal assessment to identify epileptogenic zones. Written informed con-
sent was provided by all participants, and all agreed to participate vol-
untarily during the monitoring period. The experiments were conducted
under the supervision of experienced healthcare staff in a clinical envi-
ronment, and were approved by the IRB of Maastricht University and
Epilepsy Center Kempenhaeghe (METC 2018-0451).

Experimental paradigm
Participants were asked to execute opening and closing their left or right
hand continuously when a 3-second instruction was shown on a screen.
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Figure 2.1: Electrode placements of two participants. Electrodes cover a wide variety
of (sub-)cortical areas across both hemispheres.

There was a 3-second rest period in between trials. The task was re-
peated 30 times per hand in random order, resulting in a total of 60 trials.

Electrode Locations
Electrode locations were solely based on clinical needs. Co-registration
of a pre-operative T1-weighted MRI and a post-operative CT scan were
used to determine the electrode locations. FREESURFER [16] andimg_-
pipe [17] were used for both co-registration and anatomical labeling of
the electrodes. A 3D view of the electrode placement of two of the par-
ticipants is shown in Figure 2.1. The sparse coverage of many different
brain regions, including temporal gyri, frontal gyri, hippocampus and
amygdala (Figure 2.1a), provides a variety of cortical and white matter
signals.

Data Acquisition
The implanted sEEG-electrodes (Microdeep intracerebral electrodes; Dixi
Medical, Beçanson, France) had a diameter of 0.8mm and contained 5 to
18 contacts. Electrode contacts were 2mm long and the inter-contact
distance was 1.5mm. The recordings were common ground referenced.
Neural data were acquired at 1024 Hz using a 128-channel Micromed
SD LTM amplifier (Micromed S.p.A, Treviso, Italy). Incoming data were
synchronized to the experimental timings using LabStreamingLayer [18].
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Signal Processing
Data were first detrended and high-pass filtered using a finite impulse
response filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.5 Hz. Then, beta or high-
gamma activity were extracted by applying two band pass infinite im-
pulse response filters (12 - 30 Hz for beta and 55 - 90 Hz for high-gamma)
and a notch filter of 48 - 52 Hz to attenuate line noise of 50 Hz. Next,
the envelop of the frequency bands was calculated by applying a Hilbert
transform. The resulting signal was windowed using 1s windows with
100ms frame shift and the average was calculated for each window. These
windowing settings were considered to include enough data to capture
the neural dynamics reliably, while also facilitating a low-latency pre-
diction. The same windowing algorithm was applied to the trial labels,
but the mode was used as aggregation method. The resulting matrix was
of form [NWindows×Nchannels]. All analyses are implemented using
Python 3.7.5, filters were applied using the MNE package (v0.21.0) [19].
The learning algorithms described in the next section were implemented
using Sci-kit learn (v0.22) [20]. Source code is available at github.com
/mottenhoff/continuous-grasp-decoding.

Model Development & Validation
A linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier using singular value de-
composition as solver was trained and validated on either beta or high-
gamma band activity from all channels. The LDA was fitted on a 3-class
problem (rest, left hand movement and right hand movement) using 10-
fold non-shuffled cross-validation. Performance was evaluated by calcu-
lating the average area under the receiver operator curve (AUC) over all
folds. The label distribution in the data was 900 left hand, 900 right hand
and 1800 rest labels.

Results
Both beta and high-gamma-based models performed well above chance
in most participants. Figure 2.2 shows the results per participant and
frequency band. Chance level is 0.5. In move vs rest predictions, the
trained models reached a performance of up to 0.80 AUC (0.77 to 0.83;
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Figure 2.2: Overall results of LDA models trained on beta and high-gamma. High per-
formance is seen in both models, notably in laterality detection using high-gamma ac-
tivity. However, there is large variability between and within participants. ROC AUC:
Area under the receiver operator curve

95% confidence interval) when trained on beta activity and 0.81 (0.79 to
0.84) using high-gamma activity. When considering laterality detection,
the maximum performance was comparable to grasping movement de-
tection with an AUC of 0.82 (0.75 to 0.88) using beta activity. The max-
imum performance of the high-gamma models predicting laterality was
excellent with 0.94 (0.91 to 0.96) AUC. However, the results show high
variation in performance between and within participants. For example,
models trained on P2gamma, P4beta and P6 only reached an AUC at cha-
nce level or slightly above for all comparisons, whereas P5gamma shows
excellent performance on laterality discrimination (0.93, 0.90 to 0.96) but
performance just above chance level on detecting movement vs rest (0.66,
0.62 to 0.70).

2.4 Discussion
We showed that LFP measured with sEEG electrodes contain enough
information to accurately decode grasping movements and movement
laterality in a continuous way. We improved on previous work that de-
coded on a trial-to-trial basis using sEEG electrodes [10, 11], and put
a step forward towards closed-loop movement decoding systems from
depth electrodes. Additionally, we expand on the results of Shah et al. [9],
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by showing that accurate movement predictions can also be made from
a sparse brain-wide coverage of the brain using depth electrodes.

However, our results show high variability in performance within and
between participants, which we attribute to the wide variety of covered
brain areas. It is plausible that the low performing models simply did
not have access to the areas encoding movement related activity. More-
over, if one only considers the high performing models, it remains chal-
lenging to identify informative areas. Based on fMRI studies in (non-
)human primates and humans, reach and grasp related neural activity is
seen in dorso-medial and dorso-lateral pathways between the parietal
cortex and fronto-medial areas [21]. However, within the many covered
areas, only few overlap and there is too few data to identify systematically
involved areas; electrodes of the eight included participants cover > 50
areas with> 600 contacts. Note that bilateral locations are aggregated as
single unique area and that the labels are based on the definitions by the
FREESURFER software. Additionally, a significant proportion of these
contacts are located in white matter (n = 270) or unknown areas (n = 69).
Unknown areas were labeled as such because they could not be defined
during anatomical labeling. Both white matter and unknown areas are
included in the models, as they could hold important information. How-
ever, interpretation of white matter signals is an unsolved challenge and
requires an in-depth multi-site analysis [22]. Initial investigations into
the identification of important areas showed highly variable results and
indicated that a more in-depth analysis was required, which was outside
the scope of this work.

Both the beta and high-gamma envelopes were extracted, as both fre-
quencies are identified to modulate movement [13, 15] and successfully
implemented in decoding models [9]. Our results strengthen these find-
ings as both the beta and high-gamma model perform well above cha-
nce, where the highest performance was seen using high-gamma ac-
tivity. However, the high-gamma models also show larger variability
in performance, which might be caused by the higher spatial localiza-
tion of high-gamma. High-gamma spreads less far in a volume than the
lower beta frequency, thus making it less likely that the relevant signal
is captured from a specific area. Despite this, our results indicate that in
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the current implementation, the high-gamma local field potential holds
enough information to achieve excellent performance. Many other fre-
quencies, such as alpha or theta, might also be important, especially in
areas within the broad coverage of sEEG electrodes. We did not include
more frequency bands, as it would increase the complexity of the mod-
els and potentially decrease the reliability of the models. Even within the
included frequency bands, the information that the oscillation encodes
may differ per area. One example is that beta activity in STN is suggested
to suppress the basal ganglia to encode relevant information of intended
actions [14], while beta activity in the sensorimotor cortex is associated
with movement planning and response errors [23]. In this work, we chose
the same frequencies as used in Shah et al. [9] to increase comparability.
With carefully implemented machine learning approaches to avoid over-
fitting, it is not necessarily required to know what information the signal
encodes. However, to improve BCI reliability, especially in the varying
coverage of sEEG electrodes, it is important to be able to identify which
specific areas are used in the decoding models. In short-term, this can
guide experimental paradigms based on the implanted locations, and in
the long-term, it can increase performance and reliability between par-
ticipants and experiments.

Limitations
Participants suffering from epilepsy performed the experiments. It is un-
known if and how the signal is modulated by epilepsy. Furthermore, the
used experimental design did not allow for investigation of additional
promising factors such as speed.

2.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we show that movement related activity can be decoded
continuously using sEEG electrodes in various brain areas with excellent
performance in some participants. However, the sparse covering of the
brain also results in large variability in performance within and between
participants. The current work is a next step towards naturally controlled
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BCIs, but future research should focus on identification of important
areas covered by sEEG electrodes.
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Chapter 3. Decoding executed and imagined grasping movements from
distributed non-motor brain areas using a Riemannian decoder

Abstract
Using brain activity directly as input for assistive tool control can cir-
cumvent muscular dysfunction and increase functional independence
for physically impaired people. The motor cortex is commonly targeted
for recordings, while growing evidence shows that there exists decodable
movement-related neural activity outside of the motor cortex. Several
decoding studies demonstrated significant decoding from distributed
areas separately. Here, we combine information from all recorded non-
motor brain areas and decode executed and imagined movements using
a Riemannian decoder. We recorded neural activity from 8 epilepsy pa-
tients implanted with stereotactic-electroencephalographic electrodes
(sEEG), while they performed an executed and imagined grasping tasks.
Before decoding, we excluded all contacts in or adjacent to the cen-
tral sulcus. The decoder extracts a low-dimensional representation of
varying number of components, and classified move/no-move using a
minimum-distance-to-geometric-mean Riemannian classifier. We show
that executed and imagined movements can be decoded from distributed
non-motor brain areas using a Riemannian decoder, reaching an area un-
der the receiver operator characteristic of 0.83 ± 0.11. Furthermore, we
highlight the distributedness of the movement-related neural activity, as
no single brain area is the main driver of performance. Our decoding re-
sults demonstrate a first application of a Riemannian decoder on sEEG
data and show that it is able to decode from distributed brain-wide re-
cordings outside of the motor cortex. This brief report highlights the
perspective to explore motor-related neural activity beyond the motor
cortex, as many areas contain decodable information.
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3.1 Introduction
Motor neuron diseases, aging-related diseases and accidents can lead to
losing a part of or complete muscle control: in the Netherlands alone,
415.000 people are experiencing severe physical disability (2011) [1, 2].
A main predictor of their life satisfaction is their functional indepen-
dence [3, 4], which could be regained with appropriate assistive tools. An
intuitive way to increase functional independence again is to circumvent
muscular dysfunction by using brain activity directly as input for control
of assistive tools [5, 6]. To achieve this, decoding studies target the pri-
mary motor cortex to capture movement-related neural activity [7–10].
For example, implantations of microelectrode arrays (MEA) in the hand-
knob area of the human primary motor cortex have resulted in state-of-
the-art decoders that can decode imagined handwriting at speeds com-
parable to regular smartphone typing [11]. However, the motor-related
activity from the motor cortex may not capture the full extent of the mo-
tor system [12], as descending motor neurons and concrete motor com-
mands originate from other brain areas than the primary motor cortex as
well [13]. Furthermore, motor-related activity is more widespread than
previously thought [14].

Accordingly, multiple invasive studies reported decoding of motor-
related activity outside of the motor cortex in humans, and found sig-
nificant decoding results from multiple cortical and sub-cortical areas,
such as the ventral premotor cortex [15], posterior parietal cortex [16–
18], somatosensory cortex [15], supramarginal gyrus [15, 17], temporal
areas [19], insula [17, 19], hippocampus [17, 19], basal ganglia [20] and
subthalamic nucleus [21]. So far, all non-primary motor decoding stud-
ies show promising results by decoding significantly above chance from
many areas individually. Leveraging all brain-wide information by in-
cluding all channels may increase decoding power.

However, including all channels increases the risk of a poor decoder
fit. The increased dimensionality may leave too little data to for the
decoder to train on. Furthermore, including neural activity from brain
wide areas might include more channels that do not hold any movement-
related information, decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio. To address this
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dimensionality issue, techniques such as principal component analysis
can be used to acquire a low-dimensional representation of the neural
data [22]. Furthermore, techniques like Riemannian decoders [23] used
in surface EEG, known for its low signal to noise ratio, may be applicable
to sEEG data as well.

Here, we expand from decoding movement from individual non-motor
brain areas to including all available information, We capture whole-
brain activity by recording data from stereotactic electroencephalogra-
phic (sEEG) electrodes implanted in epilepsy patients. Combined over
participants these electrodes cover the whole brain and provide a high-
spatial and temporal resolution [24]. To ensure we only include data from
non-primary motor areas, we remove all electrode contacts around the
central sulcus bilaterally. We reduce dimensionality of the signal into
a low-dimensional representation and apply a Riemannian decoder that
directly classifies based on the covariance matrix of this representation
(Figure 3.1a). We show significant above chance performance for both
executed and imagined movements for nearly all number of principal
components (Figure 3.2), without the need for areas surrounding the cen-
tral sulcus.
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Figure 3.1: A) Overview experimental protocol. B) Contact locations of all participants
warped onto an average brain. Each color represents contacts from one participant. C)
Low dimensional representation of the average movement (blue) and rest (orange) trial
for one participant. For both trajectories the covariance matrix of the first three com-
ponents is shown in the colored boxes. These covariance matrices are used as input for
the Riemannian decoder. The trajectories, shown are smoothed by a low pass filter, the
unsmoothed trajectories are shown in supplementary figure 1. Note that the trajectories
are clearly separated in the space spanned by the first three components.

3.2 Methods
Participants
Eight participants were included in this work (age 35.8±14.2 years, mean
± SD; 5 male, 3 female, supplementary table 1). All participants are re-
fractory epilepsy patients undergoing presurgical assessment for resec-
tion surgery. They were implanted with sEEG electrodes for two to three
weeks to monitor seizures and identify the epileptogenic zone. The elec-
trode placement and trajectories were determined solely based on their
clinical needs. Participants were implanted with 5 to 14 electrodes con-
taining 42 to 125 recordable contacts.
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Tasks
Each participant was asked to continuously open and close their hand
for 3 s per trial follow by a 3 s rest period. 30 trials were cued per hand,
resulting in 60 move and 60 rest trials (Figure 3.1a). The stimuli were
presented in random order on a laptop screen that was resting on the
participants lap or on a table in front. We ran the protocol for exe-
cuted and imagined grasping movements. Participants were instructed
to move only their hands and to keep the rest of their body still dur-
ing executed grasping. For imagined movements, the participants were
asked to remain completely still, and the experimenter visually checked
if the participants adhered to the instruction. We did not use stricter
or more objective methods like electromyography (EMG) to measure any
micro-movements or increased muscle tension [25]. In our experience,
participants often find it challenging to imagine movements. Therefore,
we always preceded the imagined grasping task with the executed grasp-
ing task to provide the participant with a fresh memory of the kinematic
and proprioceptive sensation of a grasping movement. We assumed it
was easier for our participant to recall a mental image of the grasping
movement, helping them to perform the imagery task as good as pos-
sible. Additionally, the experimenter briefly introduced two potential
imagery strategies: kinesthetic or visual [26], but the participants were
free to use any strategy that they thought was most effective for them.

Ethical approval
The experimental protocol was approved by the institutional review board
of Maastricht University and Epilepsy Center Kempenhaeghe (METC
2018-0451). All experiments were in accordance with the local guide-
lines and regulations and under supervision of experienced healthcare
staff. All participants joined the study voluntarily and gave written in-
formed consent.

Data Recording
Neural activity was recorded by platinum-iridium sEEG electrodes (Mi-
crodeep intracerebral electrodes; Dixi Medical, Beçanson, France) us-
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ing two stacked 64-channel Micromed SD LTM Amplifiers (Micromed
S.p.A., Treviso, Italy). The electrodes are 0.8mm in diameter and contain
5 to 18 contacts.The contacts are 2mm in length, have a 1.5mm intercon-
tact distance, and are referenced to a white matter electrode that did not
show epileptic activity, visually determined by the epileptologist. All re-
cordings and stimuli were synchronized using LabStreamingLayer [27].
For clarity, throughout this work we refer to ’electrode’ as the implanted
shaft and ’contact’ for each location on each electrode where activity is
measured.

Imaging
The anatomical locations for each contact were determined using the
img_pipe Python package [28] and parcellation based on the Destrieux
atlas [29]. To do so, we coregistered a pre-implantation anatomical T1-
weighted MRI scan, parcellated using Freesurfer (https://surfer
.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/), and a post-implantation CT scan. For
visualization purposes, the electrodes were warped to average brain from
the CVS average-35 atlas in MNI152 space.

To remove motor cortical areas we excluded all contacts of which the
determined anatomical label contained the word ’motor’ or ’central’ (sup-
plementary data 1). This was a strict exclusion of contacts, meaning that
contacts in white matter close to the central sulcus and primary (sensori-
)motor cortex are removed as well. Note that the white matter anatomical
labels in the Destrieux atlas are based on proximity to labeled grey mat-
ter area, introducing some uncertainty of the exact location.

Electrode coverage
In total, 956 contacts on 82 electrodes were implanted in our partici-
pants, with electrodes containing a minimum of 5 and a maximum of
18 contacts per electrode (Figure 3.1b). All contacts across participants
covered 59 unique grey matter areas with 448 contacts, where the supe-
rior insular sulcus is covered the most (n = 25) followed by the superior
temporal sulcus (n = 23) and the middle frontal gyrus (n = 23). The re-
maining contacts are located in white matter (n = 408) or unknown ar-
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eas (n = 100). Unknown areas are areas that could not be identified due
to various technical reasons. See supplementary data 5 for a graphical
overview of all areas. Because of a limited number of channels (n = 128)
that can be recorded by the amplifiers, not all contact could be recorded,
reducing the total amount of recorded contacts by 71 (supplementary ta-
ble 1). The selection of which contacts should be included was made by
the epileptologist for clinical reasons. The amount of recorded contacts
left after motor and noise removal are shown in supplementary table 1.

Preprocessing
First, we removed all contact in areas in or adjacent to the central sul-
cus (Supplementary data 2 for a complete list of removed labels). Then,
we evaluated the signal quality of each contact by assessing excessive
noise. First, contacts were flagged if the 50 Hz frequency band power
exceeded two times the interquartile range of the signal. Additionally,
contacts with a z-scored log square mean value that was significantly
higher (p < 0.05, assuming normal distribution) than the values in other
contacts were flagged for abnormal amplitude (supplementary table 1).
The remaining contacts were detrended, demeaned and band-stop fil-
tered for 50 Hz line noise its and harmonics up to and including 200Hz,
using a finite impulse response filter implemented in the MNE python
package [30]. Then, we extracted beta (12-30Hz) and high-gamma (55-
90Hz) envelope by taking the absolute of the Hilbert transform on the
band-passed filtered signal. These frequency bands are chosen as they
are known to be movement related and have shown to be effective in
decoding studies [7, 31–33]. After preprocessing, the data was split into
trials. Left and right hand movement trials were combined into a single
movement class.

Decoder
A decoder was trained and tested for [3, 5, 10, ..., 50] principle compo-
nents and beta, high-gamma and beta + high-gamma bands. One partici-
pant had less than 50 contacts and could therefore not be evaluated with
50 components. Each component and band combination was trained and
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evaluated as follows: first, the data was split using 10-fold cross valida-
tion. On the training data, the data was standardized over all included
trials per fold and a principal component analysis was performed. The
learned transformation was subsequently used to transform the train-
ing and test fold to the specific amount of principal components. Af-
ter transformation into the components space, the sample covariance
matrix for each trial was calculated and regularized by the Ledoit-Wolf
lemma [34]. Figure 3.1c shows the average behavior per class for one par-
ticipant. The covariance matrices are used as input for the Riemannian
decoder. Then, the geometric mean per class was calculated based on
the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Trials were then classified by select-
ing the class with the shortest distance to class geometric mean. For the
calculations, we used the pyRiemann implementation [35].

Evaluation
We evaluated the decoder by the area under the receiver operator char-
acteristics (AUC). We tested statistical significance against chance level
(mean AUC = 0.5) using a one sample t-test and corrected for mul-
tiple testing using Bonferroni correction. For the control analysis for
motor cortical areas, we used a Wilcoxon signed rank-test (Bonferroni
corrected, n = 66, Supplementary Table 2) to compare the difference in
performance with and without motor cortical areas. We compared the
Riemannian decoder with a common spatial pattern [36] and linear dis-
criminant analysis (CSP-LDA) decoder. Covariance matrices estimated
during the CSP analysis were regularized using Ledoit-Wolf regulariza-
tion [34]. After spatial filtering, the average power for each CSP was cal-
culated. We used the MNE implementation of CSP [30].

3.3 Results
Our classifier was able to decode executed movements from rest periods
significantly above chance for all number of principal components and
frequency features, except beta using 3 or 5 components. The highest
performance was achieved by combining beta and high-gamma activity
with 45 principal components (0.83±0.11 AUC ± SD, Figure 3.2). Using
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only beta or high-gamma reached 0.81±0.12 and 0.75±0.10, respectively.
For the imagined movement task, the decoder reached above chance per-
formance for most number of components for both beta and beta + high-
gamma. However, including only high-gamma produced barely any sig-
nificant decoding results. Lower number of principal components did
not reach above chance decoding, specifically: 3 and 5 in beta, 3, 5 or 10
in beta + high-gamma. Overall, decoding imagined movements yielded
lower performance than decoding executed movements. The maximum
performance for imagined movements using beta, high-gamma or beta
+ high-gamma was 0.68± 0.08, 0.63± 0.08 and 0.66± 0.06, respectively.
The decoder performed comparable to a CSP-LDA decoder, where the
latter performed better with fewer CSPs (< ±25) and the former with
more components (> ±25, supplementary figure 2)

For high-gamma and beta + high-gamma in executed movements, the
decoder was able to decode significantly above chance for all number of
principal components. For beta, at least 10 were required. In the imag-
ined tasks, at least 10 components were required as well for beta power.
For high-gamma however, only 30 and 40 components were sufficient.
Combining both beta and high-gamma showed that at least 15 compo-
nents were required. Overall, it seems that 10 to 15 components are suffi-
cient to reliably decode movement in both tasks. Increasing the amount
of components gradually increases performance, where the maximum
performance is between 35 to 50 components. However, the increase
in performance per extra component decreases as more components are
added, and stabilizes at about 25 components.

In this work, we included all available contacts in the decoding pipeline,
except those around the central sulcus. When vizualizing the contribu-
tion of each electrode to the first principal components, a distributed
pattern is visible (Figure 3.3, red and yellow for high and low contribu-
tion, respectively). While there are a few regions contributing more to
the first component than others, mostly posterior areas, it seems like
motor-related information is distributed throughout the brain. Specifi-
cally considering that at least 3 to 10 components are required for above
chance decoding.
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Figure 3.2: Decoder performance for different movement tasks, frequency features and
number of components. The rows show the results of the executed or imagined move-
ment task and the columns each frequency feature set used as input for the decoder.
The x-axis depicts the amount of principal components extracted from the data set and
the y-axis the AUC score. The light grey lines show the individual average scores over
all folds per participant and the black circles are the average scores for each number of
components. A filled black circle represents an average score that is significantly above
chance (corrected for multiple testing), whereas an empty circle is not significant. The
grey shaded area shows the standard deviation over participants and the dotted line the
chance level (0.5 AUC).
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Figure 3.3: Multi-angle view of all contacts of all participants warped to an average
brain for either the beta or high-gamma frequency in the imagined movement task. All
contacts in motor cortical areas are excluded. The color indicates the contribution of
that contact to the first principal component, scaled to the explained variance of that
component. Yellow means low contribution and red mean high contribution. The image
shows that orange and red colors are not bound to a specific area, illustrating the wide
distribution of information. Note that here only the contributions to the first principal
components are shown and that sufficient decoding requires at least 3 components (Fig-
ure 3.2). Furthermore, to visualize all contacts, the electrodes are non-linearly warped
onto an average brain. This may result in contacts appearing to be in or around the cen-
tral sulcus. This is an unpreventable visual artifact, and all locations are determined in
the patient’s native space.
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3.4 Discussion
Here, we demonstrate that a Riemannian decoder is able to decode both
executed and imagined movements using a low-dimensional representa-
tion from distributed brain-wide recordings. Furthermore, we show that
non-motor brain areas contain sufficient information for our decoder to
predict movement significantly above chance.

Our results support the notion that movement-related activity is wide-
spread throughout the brain and that extracting a lower-dimensional
representation is effective to capture this distributed activity [12, 37].
So far, studies decoding motor-related activity from distributed recor-
dings have investigated contributions per contact or grouped cortical
areas [15–17]. Here, we expand to include neural activity from all brain
regions, excluding those surrounding the central sulcus. Using this ap-
proach, we were able to decode significantly above chance for almost all
participants. Specifically, when using beta & high-gamma as input po-
wer bands, we were able to decode above chance, regardless of electrode
configuration (Figure 3.2).

Although our decoder was able to predict movements, the used meth-
ods include any signal that is relevant for the classification task, and no
selection is made based on a mechanistic presumption. Thus, the rel-
evant information may also include any other motor related signal, like
motor planning, sequencing or decision-making, as well as non-motor
information such as attention, stimulus processing, stimulus compre-
hension or spatial information. The used paradigm does not allow us to
make an inference of the contents of the neural signals. Nonetheless,
looking at the contributions per electrode indicates that it is not a sin-
gle area driving the performance, but the combination of many different
non-motor areas (Figure 3.3). This is supported by the observation that
multiple different electrode configurations resulted in above chance de-
coding (Figure 3.2, Figure 3.1b).

The performance of our Riemannian decoder demonstrates that this
type of decoder is applicable to the distributed recordings of sEEG. The
presented pipeline is simple and near non-parametric. While there are
multiple variations of Riemannian decoders [38], the only parameter we
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choose was the distance metric (Kullback-Leibler, based on Chevallier et
al. [39]), and the number of principal components. When using Rieman-
nian decoders the dimensionality should preferably to be low. During
training, the decoder calculates the geometric mean between all sam-
ple covariance matrices per class, which is an optimization problem that
scales exponentially with increased dimensions.

Furthermore, using a low-dimensional representation combines in-
formation from all contacts, which separately might not have enough in-
formation for sufficient decoding. Since the information is distributed
throughout the brain, the loss of single contacts likely only has a minor
influence on overall decoding performance. This is especially useful in
the eventual target population, were neurodegenerative diseases might
cause specific brain areas to stop contributing information, or electrode
degradation can decrease the recorded activity from a contact.

Limitations
All our participants are diagnosed with refractory epilepsy, a condition
of which it is unclear how it influences our decoding results. During the
monitoring phase in which we perform our measurements, our partici-
pants are expected to have as much seizures as possible, albeit no sei-
zures occurred during one of the experimental sessions. After a few days
of settling in the monitoring center, medication is reduced and even-
tually the participants are stimulated in various forms to elicit seizures.
Therefore, participants often feel drowsy and experience post-ictal dis-
charges. We try to reduce influences as much as possible by visiting as
early in their treatment as possible, but we are dependent on the clinical
schedule of the patient. Lastly, our decoder is evaluated on a trial-based
paradigm, and thus cannot be applied in real-time decoding applications
in its current form.

3.5 Conclusion
Both executed and imagined movements can be decoded from distributed
non-motor brain areas using a lower dimensional representation from
sEEG electrodes. We demonstrate that a Riemannian decoder captures
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relevant movement-related information that is spread throughout the
brain, which hold enough information to predict movement. Future work
may focus on optimizing Riemannian methods on distributed data, and
application in an online paradigm.
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3.7 Supplementary material
Participants characteristics

# Age Sex Sample rate Electrodes Contacts Noise Motor
Executed Imagined Executed Imagined

1 16 M 2048 14 116 116 8 8 10
2 47 M 1024 11 110 108 20 22 0
3 52 M 1024 6 54 52 65 67 9
4 22 F 1024 5 42 44 85 83 0
5 20 F 1024 11 106 105 13 14 6
6 40 M 1024 12 117 117 13 13 0
7 55 F 1024 12 108 105 15 18 8
8 34 M 1024 11 108 106 17 19 3

Supplementary data 1 - Participants and their electrode configurations. ’Contacts’ de-
notes the amount of contacts after noise and motor removal. ’Motor’ denotes the amount
of contacts located in an area surrounding the central sulcus.

Excluded areas
Supplementary data 2 - List of removed areas surrounding the central sulcus

• ctx-rh-paracentral

• ctx-rh-precentral

• ctx-rh-postcentral

• wm-lh-paracentral

• wm-lh-postcentral

• wm-lh-precentral

• wm-rh-paracentral

• wm-rh-postcentral

• wm-rh-precentral

• ctx-lh-G_paracentral

• ctx-lh-G_postcentral

• ctx-lh-G_precentral

• ctx-lh-G_subcentralctx-lh-S_central

• ctx-lh-S_paracentral

• ctx-lh-S_postcentral

• ctx-lh-S_precentral-Inferior-part

• ctx-lh-S_precentral-Superior-part

• ctx-lh-S_subcentral_ant

• ctx-lh-S_subcentral_post

• ctx-rh-G_paracentral

• ctx-rh-G_postcentral

• ctx-rh-G_precentral

• ctx-rh-G_subcentralctx-rh-S_central

• ctx-rh-S_paracentral

• ctx-rh-S_postcentral

• ctx-rh-S_precentral-Inferior-part

• ctx-rh-S_precentral-Superior-part

• ctx-rh-S_subcentral_ant

• ctx-rh-S_subcentral_post

• wm-lh-G_paracentral

• wm-lh-G_postcentral

• wm-lh-G_precentral

• wm-lh-G_subcentral

• wm-lh-S_central

• wm-lh-S_paracentral

• wm-lh-S_postcentral

• wm-lh-S_precentral-Inferior-part

• wm-lh-S_precentral-Superior-part

• wm-lh-S_subcentral_ant

• wm-lh-S_subcentral_post

• wm-rh-G_postcentral

• wm-rh-G_precentral

• wm-rh-G_subcentral

• wm-rh-S_central

• wm-rh-S_paracentral

• wm-rh-S_postcentral

• wm-rh-S_precentral-Inferior-part

• wm-rh-S_precentral-Superior-part

• wm-rh-S_subcentral_ant

• wm-rh-S_subcentral_post
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• ctx_lh_G_and_S_paracentral

• ctx_lh_G_and_S_subcentral

• ctx_lh_G_postcentral

• ctx_lh_G_precentral

• ctx_lh_S_central

• ctx_lh_S_postcentral

• ctx_lh_S_precentral-inf-part

• ctx_lh_S_precentral-sup-part

• ctx_rh_G_and_S_paracentral

• ctx_rh_G_and_S_subcentral

• ctx_rh_G_postcentral

• ctx_rh_G_precentral

• ctx_rh_S_central

• ctx_rh_S_postcentral

• ctx_rh_S_precentral-inf-part

• ctx_rh_S_precentral-sup-part

• wm_lh_G_and_S_paracentral

• wm_lh_G_and_S_subcentral

• wm_lh_G_postcentral

• wm_lh_G_precentral

• wm_lh_S_central

• wm_lh_S_postcentral

• wm_lh_S_precentral-inf-part

• wm_lh_S_precentral-sup-part

• wm_rh_G_and_S_paracentral

• wm_rh_G_and_S_subcentral

• wm_rh_G_postcentral

• wm_rh_G_precentral

• wm_rh_S_central

• wm_rh_S_postcentral

• wm_rh_S_precentral-inf-part

• wm_rh_S_precentral-sup-part

• ctx-lh-primary-motor

• ctx-lh-premotor

• ctx-rh-primary-motor

• ctx-rh-premotor
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Unsmoothed trajectories

Supplementary data 3 - Unsmoothed trajectories in components space. Calculated from
beta activity in executed movements. The trajectories of P8 are the same as in Figure 1c.
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P-values in pairwise comparison with motor cortical areas
included.

3 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Exec - Beta 0.98 0.71 0.83 0.89 0.84 0.90 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.95 0.94
Exec - High-gamma 0.86 0.79 0.93 0.86 0.95 0.75 0.91 0.89 0.92 1.00 0.97
Exec - Beta + High-gamma 0.83 0.73 0.87 0.76 0.82 0.75 0.63 0.91 0.91 0.30 0.72
Imag - Beta 0.65 0.47 0.44 0.88 0.74 0.84 0.84 0.66 0.87 0.78 0.85
Imag - High-gamma 0.80 0.97 0.75 0.77 0.98 0.92 0.93 0.82 0.79 0.80 0.76
Imag - Beta + High-gamma 0.85 0.78 0.79 0.75 0.80 0.79 0.75 0.75 0.84 0.83 0.88

Supplementary data 4 - P-values for significance tests between the performance using
all electrodes and the performance without motor cortical areas. None of the tests were
significant, meaning that the null hypothesis that both groups come from the same dis-
tribution cannot be rejected.
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Figure 3.4: Decoding performance for a common spatial pattern (CSP) and linear dis-
criminant analysis (LDA) decoder. Compared to the Riemannian decoder, the CSP-LDA
decoder performs better with fewer spatial filters (< ±25), while the Riemannian de-
coder performs better with more components (> ±25).
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Supplementary data 5 - Captured areas by all contacts per hemisphere. The insets shows all contacts in white matter and
labeled unknown. Note that the size of the X-axis on the insets is much larger than the main figure.
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Chapter 4. Global motor dynamics - Invariant neural representations of
motor behavior in distributed brain-wide recordings

Abstract
Neural activity is presumed to be correlated with motor behavior almost
everywhere in the brain, implying that many different brain processes
are involved in generating a behavioral output. Recent studies in multi-
ple non-human species have observed pervasive brain-wide neural activ-
ity directly related to motor output. However, similar brain-wide inves-
tigations in humans with high-temporal resolution are lacking to date.
Here, we recorded invasive data from brain-wide distributed electrodes
in humans and reveal global neural dynamics that are predictive of move-
ment across tasks and across participants. The dynamics are remarkably
stable between participants with substantially varying electrode config-
urations and to loss of information. We demonstrate that these global
neural dynamics are near brain-wide and present in all participants. Un-
covering these global neural dynamics may allow for a more holistic and
network-based perspective on motor-related neural activity.
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4.1 Introduction
Nearly all decisions eventually lead to movement, and consequently most
neural processes facilitate a downstream motor output. While the neural
basis and localization of the processes involved remain elusive, it is con-
ceivable that movement sparks the involvement of many different brain
areas. In animals, brain-wide neural activity associated to motor out-
put was observed in zebrafish [1] and mice [2–5], where spontaneous be-
haviors elicited a broadcast of neural activity throughout the dorsal cor-
tex. Moreover, in a study with 12.000 recorded neurons in mice, nearly
all neurons were strongly modulated by any type (instructed and unin-
structed) of movement in mice [6]. Consequently, the authors conclude
that robust movement representations might be present throughout the
brain. In humans, early indications in functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) suggest that similar brain-wide activity exists [7], but it
has yet to be demonstrated in humans with high temporal resolution in
electrophysiological recordings.

Capturing the neural substrate of these brain-wide motor-related re-
sponses in humans will not only increase our understanding of motor
processes in the brain, but also allow for robust neural decoders. Results
from animal studies that identified global motor-related activity suggest
that there indeed exists decodable information throughout the brain. To
this end, stereotactic-electroencephalographic (sEEG), also called depth
electrodes, provide a unique opportunity to record from sparse but brain-
wide cortical and subcortical areas, and allow us to shine light on global
motor activity and its dynamics [8]. To date, motor decoding studies
based on sEEG recordings have described the decoding of action (e.g.
different hand signs or grasp types) from a variety of individual cortical
and subcortical areas [9], including the ventral premotor cortex [10], pos-
terior parietal cortex [11–13], somatosensory cortex [10], supramarginal
gyrus [10, 12, 14], middle temporal gyrus and fusiform gyrus [14], in-
sula [12, 14] and hippocampus [12, 14].

Given that individual areas are predictive of movements, the under-
lying neural dynamics between areas could increase the available infor-
mation and uncover global dynamics. To capture these dynamics into
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a low-dimensional representation, multiple techniques are available to
reduce the neural space into a single manifold that describe the under-
lying neural dynamics [15–20]. Manifolds are demonstrated to capture
robust representations of latent dynamics [21] and to be predictive for
multiple types of behaviors [22, 23] and subjects [24]. In the context of
decoding motor behavior, these neural manifold approaches have almost
exclusively been used to decode spiking activity recorded in the primary
motor cortex, although the methods are well suited for local field poten-
tials recorded with sEEG electrodes.

Here, we explore motor-related activity from brain-wide distributed
recordings. Eight participants implanted with sEEG electrodes performed
trial-based executed and imagined motor tasks. In each 3-second trial,
they continuously opened and closed either their left or right hand. In
total, we recorded data from 956 contacts covering 60 unique brain ar-
eas. By extracting a low-dimensional representation, we were able to
decode movements across tasks and participants using a Riemannian
geometry approach (Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2a). We find remarkably sta-
ble motor dynamics that are independent of task and participant. In-
deed, we were able to decode movements across participants with non-
overlapping electrodes.
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual overview of the methods. A) Electrode configurations of 8 par-
ticipants mapped onto an average brain. A total of 956 contacts cover 60 unique brain
areas. For each participant, data were recorded in 3-second trials in either a move (red)
or rest (blue) trial. B) On the training set, principal components were extracted and each
trial was transformed to a lower dimensional representation. C) Then, the sample co-
variance matrix was estimated for each trial, and for all trials per class in the training
set, the geometric mean of the covariance matrices was calculated using the kullback-
leibler divergence. D) New, unseen trials from the test set are then classified by findings
the geometric class mean with the smallest kullback-leibler divergence to the new trial
sample covariance matrix.

4.2 Results
Executed and imagined movement can be decoded from
low-dimensional neural representations from distributed
brain areas
The Riemannian geometry-based classifier was able to decode executed
movements for beta, high-gamma and both frequency bands and all num-
ber of principal components (Figure 4.2b, e, h) significantly above cha-
nce level. Beta power resulted in higher decoding performance than
high-gamma power (0.83± 0.15 area under the curve (auc) vs 0.75± 0.17
auc), and including both frequency bands led to similar performance
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(0.84±0.14 auc) as beta power. All number of principal components and
frequency inputs resulted in decoding performance significantly above
chance (one sample t-test, α = 0.05, FDR corrected). Zooming in on
10 components for executed movements, based on the optimum further
described in section 4.2, most participants reached above chance de-
coding, averaging 0.75 ± 0.18, 0.69 ± 0.18, 0.74 ± 0.18 for beta, high-
gamma and both, respectively (Figure 4.2d, g, j). Inter-participant vari-
ance was high, ranging from chance level decoding to auc > 0.9. This
is regularly observed in sEEG decoding studies due to varying electrode
configurations. In the imagined task, the decoder reached above cha-
nce decoding as well for nearly all combinations of principal compo-
nents and frequency bands (Figure 4.2c, f, i), except for the lower num-
ber of principal components (ncomponents < 10) in beta and beta & high-
gamma. Compared to executed movement, the performance was lower
overall, but similar between all frequency bands (0.65± 0.17, 0.64± 0.15
and 0.64 ± 0.18 auc), where beta power and beta & high-gamma power
achieved the highest performance. Given that beta provides the same
predictive power as both beta and high-gamma, further analyses will
continue with beta power only.

The optimal amount of components remains stable under
loss of information
To assess whether the extracted low-dimensional representation cap-
tures neural dynamics on a stable manifold, we performed an ablation
study that progressively removed information from randomly selected
channels. The number of principal components included strongly de-
termined the baseline performance (Figure 4.3a), defined as having ac-
cess to 100% of the available channels. A higher baseline performance
led to a progressive decrease in stability, as the performance dropped
more rapidly for models with more components when information was
removed. Using ncomponents < 10, the performance showed no drop in
performance for up to 50% information loss, whereas ncomponents = 50
led to a drop of 0.15 auc when losing only 10% of information. Losing
even more information reduced the performance to chance level already
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Figure 4.2: Decoder performance. A) Representation of the average dynamics of move-
ments and rest in the first three components. Blue (rest) and red (move) boxes illus-
trate the corresponding covariance matrices. B Average decoding performance for exe-
cuted movements using only beta power. Performance significantly (one sample t-test,
α = 0.05, false discovery rate corrected) above chance (0.5, black dotted line) is shown
by filled circled, non-significant scores are shown as open circles. The annotated num-
ber shows the maximum performance. Each colored line is one participant. C Same as
B, but for imagined movement decoding. D Decoding performance per participant for
executed movements using only beta power and 10 principal components. Error bars
show standard deviation over folds. Red dotted line shows chance level (0.5). E, F, G)
Same as B, C, D, respectively, but with high-gamma power. H, I, J) Same as B, C, D,
respectively, but with both beta and high-gamma power.

at 70% of the available channels. The results introduce a trade-off be-
tween decoder performance and stability, suggesting that there exists
an optimum. Therefore, we calculated the mean performance over all
percentages of information loss for each number of principal compo-
nents, and find a smooth curve with an optimum of ncomponents = 10
(Figure 4.3b). Further inspection of the individual scores at the opti-
mum (Figure 4.3c) revealed that the stability found on average holds true
for each participant, regardless of their individual performance. While
standard deviation increased slightly as expected, the mean performance
remains equal or decreases only slightly under increasing loss of infor-
mation.
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Figure 4.3: Manifold stability. A) Decoder performance when information is removed
from a percentage of channels. Less components (purple) leads to lower baseline per-
formance that remains stable over information loss, whereas more components (yellow)
leads to higher baseline performance, but instability to information loss. B) Mean per-
formance over different percentages of information loss, where the optimum is shown
at 10 principal components. C) Performance per participant for the optimal number of
components. Regardless of baseline performance, the performance remains relatively
stable with increasing information loss for each participant.

Optimal manifold captures similar information across tasks
Next, we explored whether the stable manifold describes task-specific
or broader movement-related information. To test this, we trained our
decoder on executed movements and tested it on imagined movements.
The decoder reached performance significantly above chance (one sam-
ple t-test, α = 0.05, FDR corrected) for all components, except using
only 3 (Figure 4.4a, black line). Maximum performance was 0.61 ± 0.07
auc at 25 components. Interestingly, cross-task performance is equal to
within-task performance (Figure 4.4a, black dashed line), as there is no
significant difference between the performances. The performance is
similar specifically up to 30 components, after which both start to di-
verge with an increasing number of principal components.

Optimal manifold captures participant invariant global
neural dynamics
To further explore the extend of shared information captured by the
manifold, we evaluated the decoding performance on executed move-
ments across participants. We trained our decoder on a source partici-
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pant and tested it on each remaining target participant. For 7 out of 8
source participants the decoder was able to decode significantly above
chance (one sided t-test, α = 0.05, FDR corrected, Figure 4.4b) on av-
erage over all target participants using beta power. For the same anal-
ysis using high-gamma power, 6 out of 8 participants reached signifi-
cantly above chance decoding, whereas beta + high-gamma resulted sig-
nificant decoding in 0 out of 8 participants. While each participant’s
electrode configuration was quite varied and distributed throughout the
brain (Figure 4.1b, Figure 4.4e), nearly all electrode configurations were
sufficient to capture similar information across participants on average.
Surprisingly, even source-target pairs with barely overlapping electrode
configurations were able to achieve good decoding results (Figure 4.4d,
e). A closer inspection of the first principal component showed that the
variance is significantly lower (independent t-test, p = 0.001) during the
move trials compared to rest (Figure 4.4c). This suggests that the first
component captures beta band desynchronization, as this analysis only
uses beta power as input. Inspecting the individual performance values
showed that the source-target pairs are not symmetrical: if one partici-
pant is a good source, it does not seem to predict that one is a good target
as well. For example, the circle shown in Figure 4.4d, shows a high de-
coding performance as target (auc = 0.82), but the reversed direction
only shows auc = 0.54. Furthermore, it seems that if a participant has
good target decoding, they are generally a good target for the other par-
ticipants (Figure 4.4d, columns). From a source perspective, this is not
the case, as the scores vary substantially over participants. Quantita-
tively, it shows that the standard deviation (std) of the target perspective,
that is whether a participant is a good target, is substantially lower than
the source perspective: 0.062± 0.026 vs 0.096± 0.020 (mean ± std of the
std). Taken together, our results suggests that decodable global neural
dynamics exist and these dynamics are similar across tasks and across
participants.
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Figure 4.4: Cross-task and cross-participant decoding. A) Performance across task,
where the decoder is trained on executed movements and tested on imagined move-
ments. For cross-task (filled line) the filled circles represent scores significantly above
chance (one sample t-test, α = 0.05, FDR corrected), whereas the circles in within tasks
(dashed line) shows whether the scores are significantly different then across task (inde-
pendent t-test, α = 0.05, FDR corrected). None of the within task decoding scores are
significantly different than across task, although performance starts to increase gradu-
ally over cross-task performance with 30 or more principal components. B) Decoding
performance when trained on a source participant and tested on the remaining target
participants. Each color represents a single participant. * shows decoding performance
significantly above chance (one sample t-test, α = 0.05, FDR corrected). n.s. = not sig-
nificant. C) Distribution of variance in the first components per class. PC = principal
component. D) Performance matrix for each source-target pair. The diagonal (i.e. source
participant 1 vs target participant 1) shows the within participant performance. An ex-
ample cross-participant performance is highlighted by the circle and arrow, and shows
the E) electrode configurations of the source (p4, red) and target (p7, pink) participant.
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4.3 Discussion
We find a stable low-dimensional manifold underlying global motor ac-
tivity in sEEG recordings that is predictive for both executed and imag-
ined grasping movements. Any number of components is sufficient to
decode executed movement, but we observe that including more com-
ponents gradually increases performance (Figure 4.2b, e, h). In imag-
ined movements, the decoding performance is significantly above cha-
nce from 15 or more components, and the same gradual increase in per-
formance is observed (Figure 4.2c, f, i). However, the ablation study re-
vealed that including too many components decreased the stability of the
decoder. The more components included, the faster the performance of
the decoder decreased under loss of information (Figure 4.3). Thus, it
seems like restricting the number of components increases the general-
izability of the decoder and prevents it from fitting dataset specific infor-
mation. It is challenging to discern whether the increased performance
is movement-related information only captured by the participant-spe-
cific electrode configuration, or that it increasingly overfits on dataset
specific bias or other non-movement related noise.

Our results indicate that there is a performance-stability trade-off (Fig-
ure 4.3b) with an optimum of 10 components. Decoding with this op-
timum reveals a manifold that describes remarkably stable neural dy-
namics, demonstrating that movement-related activity is captured in a
smaller subspace than the original space. For all participants, this man-
ifold remained stable for up to 50% of missing information, regardless
of baseline performance. The stability shows that the information must
come from multiple sources, suggesting that the manifold captured a dis-
tributed network throughout the brain. If a single region or process was
mainly driving performance, we would expect that fewer components
were required to capture the same information, a larger standard de-
viation under loss of information, as well as non-significant decoding
performance across participants. The distributed network captured by
the manifold is even predictive across tasks and across participants with
non-overlapping electrode configurations (Figure 4.4a, b), demonstrat-
ing that it describes generalizable dynamics. In the cross-task analy-
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sis (Figure 4.4a) the decrease in generalizability becomes apparent when
adding more components. For up to 25 components, the performance
is equal, after which the within-task performance continues to increase
and cross-task performance starts to decrease.

Taken together, our results point towards global motor dynamics and
are congruent with results reported in other species [2–4], other record-
ing modalities [7], and in human sEEG motor decoding studies decod-
ing from individual brain-wide areas [9–14]. A key difference with the
global motor dynamics reported in animals or fMRI is that those are
based on spiking activity or hemodynamics, while our results are based
on local field potentials. Furthermore, Steinmetz et al. [2] report that a
majority of the neurons correlated with movement increased their activ-
ity, while a significant minority reduced their activity, highlighting the
heterogeneity in responses required to capture the full neural dynam-
ics. In this work, we focused on beta and high-gamma activity because
of their known involvement with motor behavior. We found a signifi-
cant decrease in variation in the first components between move and rest
that might indicate a beta desynchronization (Figure 4.4c). Nonetheless,
perhaps a broader spectral scope could reveal stronger generalizable dy-
namics.

Our data reveal some contours of the network. First, the network
seems to be global, but not ubiquitous: not all participants reached suffi-
cient decoding performance when using the optimal number of compo-
nents, (Figure 4.2d, g, j) and some participants seems to be good targets
but poor sources for decoding, and vice versa (Figure 4.4b, d). Notably,
we observe that the lowest performing participant in executed beta (p7,
pink) is the best target for cross-decoding (Figure 4.4). Even more, based
on the individual source-target scores, some participants are good tar-
gets for all other participants. That means that if a participant is a good
target in a source-target pair, then it is likely that the participant is also
a good target for the other participants. However, this does not seems
to be the case from the source perspective. The varying performance
between participants and source-target pairs might also be influenced
by non-technical reasons, such as varying engagement, as all our partic-
ipants are under clinical treatment during our experiments, and often
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report tiredness and lack of concentration.
The global motor dynamics may enable us to combine data from mul-

tiple participants, regardless of electrode configuration, improving per-
formance of future decoders as well as reducing calibration times. Al-
though the task is simple, detecting movements is an essential part for
hierarchical decoders [25, 26]. Moreover, movement detection might be
useful for adaptive deep-brain stimulation, where an intended move-
ment might be detected, which subsequently activates stimulation [27].
More speculatively, the revealed global neural dynamics might be able
to inform about a disease state [28], where changes in global motor dy-
namics might reflect disease progression. Future work will be required
to disentangle the size and content of the neural dynamics, and explore
potential application in new or existing decoders.

4.4 Conclusion
In summary, we have identified decodable global motor-related neural
dynamics that is captured by a low-dimensional manifold. This man-
ifold is stable to loss of information, and captures information that is
similar across tasks and across participants, even with varying and non-
overlapping electrodes. These results are the first demonstration show-
ing decodable brain-wide movement-related neural activity in human
electrophysiological recordings, and builds upon studies showing simi-
lar brain-wide activity across multiple species. These global dynamics
might open up the way for a broader scope for all movement-related
neuroscience research, including combining datasets of multiple par-
ticipants, detection of movements for adaptive stimulation technologies
and potentially disease progressions states.

4.5 Methods
Participants
We recorded data from eight epilepsy patients (age 35.8± 14.2, mean ±
standard deviation, supplementary data 1). All participants were under-
going presurgical assessment for resection surgery as treatment for their
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medication-resistant epilepsy. Each participant was implanted with a
varying amount of sEEG electrodes (supplementary data 1) in varying lo-
cations (Figure 4.1a, supplementary data 2). All electrode configurations
and trajectories were solely based on clinical need and were not influ-
enced in any way by this study. The amount of implanted shafts ranged
from 5 to 14 electrodes, containing 42 to 127 recordable contacts.

Ethical approval
The institutional review board of Maastricht University and Epilepsy
Center Kempenhaeghe (METC 20180451) approved the experimental pro-
tocol. All experiments were in accordance with local guidelines and reg-
ulations, and were under supervision of experienced healthcare staff. All
participants participated voluntarily and provided written informed con-
sent.

Tasks
Our participants performed an executed and imagined continuous grasp-
ing task. In the execution task, they were instructed to open and close
their left or right hand continuously, based on visual instruction. Each
trial was 3 seconds long, directly followed by a 3 second rest period (Fig-
ure 4.1a). Left and right hand were each cued 30 times in pseudoran-
domized order, resulting in a total of 60 movement trials and 60 rest
trials. After a short break, the participants were instructed to imagine
performing the previous execution task. The imagined task was always
after the execution task. In earlier pilots, participants reported to find it
challenging to imagine the movements. Thus, performing the executed
task prior to the imagined task provided a fresh memory of the proprio-
ceptive and kinematic experience of the grasping movement. To further
aid the participants, the experimenter briefly introduced a kinesthetic
and visual strategy [29]. However, the participants were free to use any
strategy they felt was most effective. During the imagery task, the experi-
menter instructed the participants to remain completely still and visually
checked whether they adhered to the instruction.
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Recordings and electrodes
Participants were implanted with platinum-iridium stereotactic electro-
encephalography electrodes (Microdeep intracerebal electrodes; Dixi Me-
dical, Beçanson, France), containing 5 to 18 contacts (2 mm long, 0.8 mm
in diameter and 1.5 mm intercontact distance). Neural activity was recor-
ded using two stacked Micromed SD LTM amplifiers (Micromed, S.p.A.,
Treviso, Italy). All contacts were referenced to a contact in white matter
that visually did not show epileptic activity, determined by the epilep-
tologist. Neural data and experimental stimuli were synchronized using
LabStreamingLayer [30]. In this work, we refer to electrodes as the full
shaft and contact as each recording location on the shaft. Once data is
recorded and digitized, we then refer each contact as a channel.

Imaging
We determined the anatomical locations of each contact by coregistering
a pre-implantation anatomical T1-weighted MRI scan and post-implan-
tation CT scan. We first parcellated the MRI using Freesurfer (https:
//surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) and then labeled the anatom-
ical locations according to the Destrieux atlas [31] using img_pipe [32].
To generate a visualization with all electrodes from all participants on a
single brain (Figure 4.1a), we warped all brains and corresponding elec-
trode locations to the CVS average-35 atlas in MNI512 space. Note that
anatomical locations are always determined in native space.

Electrode coverage
A total of 956 contacts on 82 electrodes covered 59 unique grey matter
areas (supplementary data 2). The grey matter areas covered most were
the insular sulcus (n = 25), superior temporal sulcus (n = 23) and middle
frontal gyrus (n = 23). Most non-grey matter areas were in white matter
(n = 408) or unknown areas (n = 100). The unknown areas could not be
labeled due to various reasons, such as the atlas not having a label for a
specific location or contacts between brain tissues, e.g. in sulci.
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Data preparation
All our analyses were done using Python 3.9.7 and all code is pub-
licly available on github.com/mottenhoff/manuscript_glo
bal_motor_dynamics. First, we removed channels without rele-
vant information, such as marker channels and disconnected channels.
Then we removed the channel mean and detrended the signal. Lastly,
we extracted 3 sets of frequency bands: beta (12 − 30 hz), high-gamma
(55− 90 Hz) and both. For the combination of both frequency bands, we
concatenated the channels per frequency. To acquire the instantaneous
power, we band-pass filtered the data using a zero-phase finite impulse
response filter and then took the absolute of the hilbert transform. Fi-
nally, we split the continuous data into trials, and combine left and
right hand movement trials into a single move class.

Decoding
We used a Riemannian classifier, which directly classifies based on the
trial covariance matrix [33]. Riemannian approaches have shown to be
promising for brain-computer interface applications, given its robust-
ness to outliers and applications in surface EEG [34, 35]. To decode
movement from neural activity, we first split the data into training and
test data using 10-fold cross validation. On the training data, we z-score
the data, fit a principal components analysis (PCA) and transform the
data to 3 to 50 principal components (Figure 4.1b). Then, for each trial
we estimate a regularized (Ledoit and Wolf [36]) sample covariance ma-
trix and calculate the geometric mean of all covariance matrices of one
class using the symmetric Kullback-Leibler divergence [37] (Figure 4.1c).
To classify trials in the test set, the learned standardization and filters
from the PCA are applied to the test data. Then, for each trial in the test
set the same regularized sample covariance matrix is estimated. Next,
a prediction is made per trial by the minimum distance to the learned
geometric class means (Figure 4.1d). We used the pyRiemann package
[38] for covariance estimation and decoding.
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Manifold stability
To assess whether the extracted low-dimensional representation cap-
tures neural dynamics on a stable manifold, we performed an ablation
study that removed information from randomly selected channels [39]
We progressively removed information by setting all values in randomly
selected channels to zero, and then retested our decoder. Baseline per-
formance was defined at 100% of the available channels. We then re-
moved information from 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50% randomly selected
channels by setting all values to 0. We then applied the previously de-
scribed decoding (section 4.5) strategy. Within each fold, we repeated
the random channel selection 10 times.

Cross-task and cross-participant decoding
To decode across tasks, we trained our decoder on the full executed
dataset, and tested it on the full imagined dataset. The standardization,
principal components filters and geometric class means were fitted on
the executed data, and then applied to the imagined test data. To decode
across participants, the same strategy was used as cross-task decoding,
but the training and test set were a source and a target participant.

Evaluation
All decoding scores were evaluated by the area under curve the receiver
operator characteristic. To compare the decoding results against cha-
nce level (AUC = 0.5), we used a one-sample t-test and applied a False
Discovery Rate (Benjamin-Hochberg) correction to correct for multiple
testing in the main results (Figure 4.2b, c, e, f, h, i) and Figure 4.4a, b).

4.6 Data availability
Data will be made publicly available at publication.

4.7 Code Availability
All code to perform the analyses and to generate the figures are available
at https://github.com/mottenhoff/manuscript_global_
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4.10 Supplementary material
Participant information

# Age Sex Sample rate Electrodes Contacts
1 16 M 2048 14 127
2 47 M 1024 11 127
3 52 M 1024 6 68
4 22 F 1024 5 54
5 20 F 1024 11 117
6 40 M 1024 12 127
7 55 F 1024 12 127
8 34 M 1024 11 115

Supplementary data 1 - Participant information. Age = years, Sample rate = Hz
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Supplementary data 2 - Brain regions covered by the implanted electrodes. Each color is a different participant. Note that
most contacts are in white matter and unknown areas, as shown in the insets.
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Chapter 5. Continuous decoding of 3D hand kinematics from distributed
brain-wide neural recordings

Abstract
Correlation between neural activity and movements can be recorded nearly
anywhere in the brain, but the neural contents of these global motor dy-
namics are still unknown. Decoding motor-related activity using dis-
tributed brain-wide neural recordings may shine light on global motor
dynamics, but studies so far have used simple trial-based task-designs.
To capture the full complexity of motor control, continuous decoding de-
signs aimed at decoding more complex movements are necessary. The-
refore, we designed a continuous hand tracking experiment and demon-
strate successful decoding of 3D hand kinematics from distributed re-
cordings. In this study, we included 16 participants implanted with ste-
reotactic electroencephalographic electrodes, providing a sparse but brain-
wide coverage. We designed a gamified 3D movement tasks and recor-
ded continuous hand movement trajectories using a motion tracker. We
extracted delta activity, alpha-beta power and broadband high-gamma
power, and trained a preferential subspace identification model to pre-
dict the trajectories of 12 hand movement parameters. We were able to
reconstruct non-directional hand speed and acceleration significantly
above chance, where delta activity was most predictive with an aver-
age hand speed reconstruction correlation of 0.39 ± 0.20 (mean, std) and
maximum of 0.75 ± 0.05. The decoder was able to reconstruct movement
speed for any frequency input for all participants, regardless of electrode
placement. Furthermore, we show strong correlations (both positive and
negative) between delta activity and hand movement speed across the
brain. The results indicate that non-direction movement kinematics are
represented throughout the brain, expanding on earlier work on global
motor dynamics. Our results highlight that delta phase information is
strongly related to continuous hand movement control. Furthermore,
sEEG may have untapped potential for online motor decoders on dis-
tributed recordings, and studies could uncover more recording targets
for new and existing decoders.
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5.1 Introduction
Movement-related neural activity is more widespread than was previ-
ously thought. High correlations throughout the animal brain between
neural activity and movement are consistently being reported in zebrafish,
and mice [1–3]. In humans, motor-related neural activity can be decoded
from many different individual non-motor brain regions as well [4–11].
Previous work extended these findings of decoding individual regions by
extracting a neural manifold from all recorded areas, and revealed that
there exist global motor dynamics that are predictive across tasks and
across participants with non-overlapping electrodes [12]. These studies
all leverage the unique opportunity provided by stereotactic-encephalog-
raphy (sEEG) electrodes [13], usually implanted in medication-resistant
epilepsy patients. The electrode configurations cover the whole brain
when combined over patients, enabling investigations of global motor
activity.

So far, most sEEG studies are based on highly controlled trial-based
experimental paradigms, and usually involve decoding of a small set of
individual movements (e.g. finger flexion or different grasp types). While
simple decoding designs has proven to effective in clinical BCIs [14],
they impose a limit on the maximum complexity of control. To pro-
vide the full range of motor control to clinical brain-computer inter-
faces, experiments need to transition towards continuous decoding de-
signs that specifically target more complex motor tasks. To date, few
studies demonstrated continuous motor decoding using sEEG. Wu et al.
(2022) were able to decode continuous force per trial with mean squared
errors rates ranging from 0.05 to 0.35, depending on the decoder [15].
Bouton et al. (2021) [16] and Breault et al. (2019) [17] demonstrated trial-
based continuous classification of hand flexion tasks and speed levels.
Lastly, Shah et al. (2018) [18] demonstrated continuous decoding of force
from the subthalamic nucleus with a reconstruction correlation up to
0.76. These results corroborate the possibility of continuous decoding
from distributed recordings, although no decoding paradigm in sEEG
has targeted a comprehensive overview of continuous decoding of hand-
kinematics.
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When broadening the scope to other local field potential (LFP) record-
ing modalities (e.g. electrocorticography, ECoG), more evidence shows
that continuous motor activity can be decoded from a variety of corti-
cal areas. An important caveat in the context of distributed recordings
it that nearly all ECoG studies target the motor cortex, which is rarely
captured by sEEG implantations. Jerbi et al. report in their review that
there is strong evidence that direction is encoded in M1 in low frequen-
cies and spiking activity [19]. This low frequency component was named
by Schalk et al. (2007) [20], who demonstrated the feasibility to use ECoG
(i.e. LFPs) to decode 2D movement trajectories in a circular tracking
task. The authors coined the term Local Motor Potential (LMP), which
effectively is low-pass filtered (< 5Hz) neural activity. Combrisson et
al. (2023) [10] decoded direction using sEEG and highlighted the impor-
tance of low-frequency phase (< 1.5Hz) as well.

The evidence so far leads us to hypothesize that continuous and more
complex movements can be decoded from distributed recordings. To test
this hypothesis, we recorded data from 16 epilepsy patients, covering 117
unique brain areas with 1520 contacts, and continuously decoded 12 dif-
ferent hand kinematics in a 3D hand movement task. Because of the rel-
evance of low frequency phase, we included delta activity instead of po-
wer. Additionally, we use alpha-beta power and broadband high-gamma
power, and trained a preferential subspace identification model [21] to
decode 3D hand kinematics. The decoder was able to reconstruct non-
directional hand kinematics for nearly all participants. Our results show
that continuous non-directional control is strongly related to the low-
frequency component. Moreover, we highlight that the highest correla-
tions between channels and kinematics are distributed throughout the
brain, further corroborating the distributed nature of motor-related neu-
ral activity.

5.2 Methods
Participants
We included 16 epilepsy patients implanted with stereotactic-encephalo-
graphic (sEEG) electrodes. All participants were under treatment for
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medication-resistant epilepsy and undergoing an assessment period in
preparation for resection surgery. Each participant was implanted with
5 to 14 electrodes, resulting in a total of 135 electrodes and 1520 record-
able contacts over all participants. The implantation locations were de-
termined solely by their clinical need, and were not influence in any way
by this study.

Ethical Approval
The experimental protocol was approved by the institutional review board
Maastricht University and Epilepsy Center Kempenhaeghe (METC20180451).
All experiments were in accordance with local guidelines and regula-
tions, and were under supervision of experience healthcare staff. All
participants joined the study voluntarily and provided written informed
consent.

Experiment
We developed a continuous 3D movement task where the participant had
to capture targets on screen by moving the cursor to the target position
(Figure 5.1f, i). The cursor was controlled by moving their preferred hand
above a motion tracker. The tracker fitted a hand model on an infrared
video of the hand. The coordinates of the hand palm were then trans-
lated from the tracker coordinate system to the experiment coordinate
system, allowing the cursor to be moved. The x and y axis were left-right
and up-down, respectively. The z-axis was forward-backward movement
and changed the size of the cursor. In this way, the 3D space could be
transformed to a 2D representation on screen. The smaller the cursor,
the farther away the cursor was, thus the more forward the hand. If the
hand of the participant was out of view for more than one second (more
specifically, the tracker was not able to fit a hand model), the experiment
paused and showed a red circle in the middle of the screen. To continue
the experiment, the participant had to hold the cursor on the circle for
one second. The experiment would then continue with the same target
as before the hand went out of view. This also allowed the participant to
take a break, as for some participants prolonged lifting of the arm was
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tiresome.
To capture a target, the participant had to match the size of the cursor

to the size of the target and hold it at that location for 1 second. If the cur-
sor was on target (i.e. matching the size of the target) the cursor turned
green. When the target was successfully captured, a new target imme-
diately appeared on screen. The locations of the targets where placed
such that the distances between locations where uniformly distributed.
To make the task more engaging for our participants, we changed the
visual elements into an underwater world, where a pufferfish (the cur-
sor) had to pop the bubbles (targets). Each run included 50 targets. We
captured as much data per participant as recording time and participant
ability allowed. For quick and skillful participant, we were able to do
multiple runs.

Data recordings
Participants were implanted with platinum-iridium sEEG electrodes (Mi-
crodeep intracerebral electrodes; Dixi Medical, Beçanson, France), where
each electrodes contained 5 to 18 contacts. The contacts were 2mm long,
0.8mm in diameter and had an intercontact distance of 1.5mm. The neu-
ral activity was recorded using two stacked Micromed SD LTM ampli-
fiers (Micromed, S.p.A., Treviso, Italy). Contacts were referenced by the
epileptologist, who selected a contact in white matter that visually did
not show epileptic activity. Throughout this work, we refer to electrode
as the complete shaft, contact as the physical recording location on the
shaft, and channel as the digitized data from a single contact. We re-
corded hand movements by using the UltraLEAP motion tracker (Ultra-
leap Limited, Bristol, England). The tracker records data varying sample
rate (effective frame rate = 65 ± 14 Hz). Neural data, stimuli and hand
tracking data were synchronized and recorded using T-Rex [22] and Lab-
StreamingLayer [23].

Imaging & Visualisation
The anatomical locations of each contact were determined by coreg-
istering a pre-implantation anatomical T1-weighted MRI scan with a
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post-implantation CT scan. We parcellated the MRI using Freesurfer
(https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) and labeled the
anatomical locations using img_pipe [24] according to the Destrieux at-
las [25]. All anatomical locations and brain renderings are constructed in
native space. In visualizations that require multiple electrode configura-
tions to be shown in a single brain, the electrodes are warped to the CVS
average-35 atlas in MNI512 space. The visualisations in Figure 5.1, 5.2
and 5.3d-f are based on perceptually uniform and color-vision deficiency
friendly colormaps developed by Crameri F. (2018) [26, 27].

Electrode coverage
In total 1520 recordable contacts covered 117 unique brain areas per De-
strieux atlas (Figure 5.1a). Most contacts where in left (463) or right (354)
white matter or labeled as unknown (102). Locations labeled as unknown
could not be labeled due to a variety of reasons, including electrodes not
entirely in the brain, electrodes in ressected areas or contacts between
brain tissues, for example in sulci. The most covered grey matter areas
were left hippocampus (36), superior temporal sulcus (24) and frontal su-
perior gyrus (23).

Data preparation
To prepare the recorded data for our decoder, we applied the following
steps: First, we removed irrelevant channels (e.g. empty marker chan-
nels) and applied a common electrode reference to the neural data. This
sEEG specific rereferencing scheme removes the average activity of the
contact from one electrode from each contact.. Then, the data was fil-
tered (finite impulse response filter using a hamming window, imple-
mented by the MNE python package) to extract delta, alpha-beta and
broadband high-gamma activity, using the following parameters: 1) a
low-pass filter < 5Hz, 2) a band pass filter from 8 to 30 Hz or 3) a band
pass filter from 55 to 200 Hz. For alpha-beta and broadband high-gamma,
we calculated the instantaneous power using a Hilbert transform.

The hand tracking data and neural data were sampled at different
rates, and had to be aligned. First, the hand tracking data were split into
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subsets, based on identified gaps in the tracking data (i.e. when the hand
was out of view)). For each subset, we interpolated the hand tracking data
to the same sample rate as the neural data. Then, we calculated the ve-
locity and acceleration by differentiating the position, and extracted the
non-directional velocity (speed) and acceleration by taking the norm of
the directional components. Finally, we windowed the neural data and
hand tracking data using 300ms long window and a 50ms window shift.
The resulting windows from all subsets were then concatenated into a
single dataset. If multiple runs were recorded for one participant, the
same algorithm was applied and the different runs were concatenated as
well.

Decoder
To continuously decode hand kinematics, we trained a preferential sub-
space identification (PSID) algorithm (Figure 5.1d) [21]. PSID extracts
behaviorally relevant dynamics that are shared between behavior and
neural activity, by projecting future behavior onto past neural activity.
Using these latent dynamics, a Kalman filter predicts the movement tra-
jectories based on new neural activity (see [21] for an extensive descrip-
tion of PSID). PSID requires three parameters to be set: Number of latent
states Nx, number of behaviorally relevant states N1 and the horizon i.
If Nx and N1 are different, then the remaining states (Nx - N1) will cap-
ture the behaviorally irrelevant dynamics, that is, neural dynamics that
are not related to movements. Since we were not interested in behav-
iorally irrelevant dynamics, we kept Nx and N1 the same. First, we split
the dataset using 5-fold cross-validation. Then, we selected the 30 chan-
nels with the highest summed correlation between the channels and all
hand kinematics on the training set. To find the optimal PSID parame-
ters, we split the training set using an 4-fold inner cross-validation, on
which we performed an exhaustive grid search over N1 = [3, 5, 10, 20, 30]
and i = [5, 10, 25, 50]. The parameter set with the highest average perfor-
mance over the inner cross-validation was selected and used to train and
test the model on the train and test set of the outer cross-validation. The
performance was evaluated by the reconstruction correlation, that is, the
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Figure 5.1: A) Electrode configurations for all participant warped onto an average brain.
Each color represents the implantations for one participant. B) Raw EEG data labeled
per trial. C) Frequency components extracted from the EEG. Delta activity is extracted
by a low pass filter of 5 Hz. To extract alpha-beta and broadband high-gamma as band
pass filter (8-30 and 80-200 Hz, respectively) and Hilbert transform was used. D) A PSID
algorithm is used, which extract behaviorally relevant states. E) 12 Hand kinematics are
extract from the 3D hand trajectories. The x, y, z coordinates of position, velocity and
acceleration and the norm of each vector. F) (top) Gamified experiment used, a cursor
(represented as a pufferfish) is controlled by a leap motion controller. The participant
needed to acquire targets (represented as blue bubbles) by moving their hand to the
position of the bubble. Depth coordinates (forward - backward) was represented as an
increase or decrease of the cursor size. (bottom) The Leap Motion fits a hand model
on images of the hand. The hand palm was used to control the cursor. G) 3D hand
coordinates are recorded by the leap. The data is synchronized with the neural data
(in B) using LabStreamingLayer. H) PSID reconstructs hand kinematics based on the
extracted behaviorally relevant states (see panel D).
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correlation between the actual behavior and the predicted behavior.

Chance level
To calculate whether the decoder is able to predict the kinematics better
than chance, we performed a permutation test with 10.000 permutations.
We randomly split the reconstructed kinematics between 10% and 90%
of the time course, and then switched the two parts around. This way the
temporal structure remains intact. Then, we calculated the correlation
between the permuted reconstructed kinematics and the true kinemat-
ics. Finally, we determined chance level by the 95th percentile of the
permuted correlations.

5.3 Results
We recorded 623 ± 322 seconds (mean, std) of data over 16 participants,
capturing 95 ± 66 targets, leading to a total of 2 hours and 46 minutes
of recorded data and 1512 targets. The participants completed each trial
with varying speed, with a median of 3.4 seconds (Figure 5.2a). All partic-
ipants were able to perform the experiment after a brief practice session
or explanation. Based on observation, the general movement pattern be-
tween two targets was a large movement to the general location, followed
by smaller corrections to adjust to the target position (Figure 5.2b, c).
Usually the final correction was most prominent in rz . The electrode
configurations over all participants covered the whole brain (Figure 5.1a).

On average, #»v and #»a could be reconstructed significantly above cha-
nce for delta activity, alpha-beta power and broadband high-gamma po-
wer (Figure 5.2d). Delta activity was most predictive for #»v (0.39 ± 0.20
correlation coefficient, cc), followed by broadband high gamma. Alpha-
beta (0.26 ± 0.14 cc) power performed worse than both delta activity and
broadband high-gamma (0.36 ± 0.15 cc), but was still significantly above
chance. The performance in #»a was generally lower than #»v , but the same
ratio between the frequency components was seen: (delta: 0.32±0.20 cc,
alpha-beta: 0.21±0.14 cc and broadband high gamma: 0.32±0.15 cc). For
#»r (0.06 ± 0.14) cc and all directional kinematics (rx = 0.05 ± 0.14, ry =
0.02± 0.19, rz = 0.09± 0.17), the decoder was rarely able to reconstruct
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the trajectory significantly above chance (Figure 5.2d). Only delta activ-
ity was sufficient for the decoder to reconstruct a directional hand speed
above chance (vx: 0.16 ± 0.13cc, vy : 0.13 ± 0.11 cc, vz : 0.23 ± 0.15 cc),
although the reconstruction correlation remained low.

Zooming in on #»v and #»a , decoder was consistently able to decode #»v
above chance for all participants and all frequency inputs. For #»a this was
true as well, except for three participant/frequency input combinations.
Overall, the decoder was able to reconstruct #»v best using delta activity,
with the highest performance reaching 0.75± 0.05 cc.

The best decodable kinematics, #»v , is correlated throughout the brain.
For delta activity, the strongest correlations, both positive (up to 0.69)
and negative (down to -0.59) are found in many different brain areas (Fig-
ure 5.3a). The locations of the strongest correlations are bilateral and
do not seem to converge to one or multiple regions. Deeper regions are
highly correlated as well. For alpha-beta power, the general channel cor-
relations were weaker (-0.35 to 0.17), and the negative correlations are
wide-spread. Broadband high-gamma correlations were mostly positive
(-0.16 to 0.41) and more localized than delta or alpha-beta frequencies.
Deeper areas showed notable correlations as well.
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Figure 5.2: A) Average time to completion, colored by participant. B) Hand movement
trajectory (blue) successfully capturing 100 targets (gold circles). C) Trajectories per trial
for one participant. D) Mean performance per kinematic per frequency input. Only the
non-directional derivatives speed #»v and acceleration #»a could be reconstructed signif-
icantly above chance level (95th percentile of 10.000 permutations.) E) Best reconstruc-
tion correlation ( #»v ) per participant for delta activity. F) Same as F, but for alpha-beta
power. G) Same as F, but for broadband high-gamma power. H) Best reconstruction cor-
relation for #»a per participant for delta activity. I) Same as I, but for alpha-beta power. J)
Same as I, but for broadband high-gamma power.
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Figure 5.3: Correlations between frequency inputs per channel and #»v . All electrode
configurations are warped onto an average brain. For one participant the warped elec-
trodes were not available. Colorscales are made symmetrical based on the highest abso-
lute value. The limits of the histogram x-axes are equal to the color bars. A) Correlation
between delta activity and #»v . B) Correlation between alpha-beta and #»v . C) Correlations
between broadband high-gamma and #»v . D) Histogram of channel correlations between
delta activity and #»v . E) Histogram of channel correlations between alpha-beta activity
and #»v . F) Histogram of channel correlations between broadband high-gamma activity
and #»v .
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5.4 Discussion
Non-directional movement kinematics can be reconstructed from ar-
eas throughout the brain. Hand movement speed ( #»v ) and acceleration
( #»a ) can be reconstructed significantly above chance using delta activ-
ity, alpha-beta and broadband high-gamma power, where acceleration
reconstruction correlation was slightly lower than speed.

We were able to reconstruct speed significantly above chance for all
frequency components and participants. This means that regardless of
implantation, all electrode configurations in our dataset capture enough
information to reconstruct continuous hand movement speed, albeit with
high variation between participants. This is in line with previous work [12],
where we demonstrated that there exists stable global motor dynam-
ics predictive across tasks and participants. Here, we extend the sim-
ple trial-based move-no-move task to continuous speed reconstructions,
showing that the global motor dynamics relate to online motor control.

The results clearly show that our decoder was not able to reconstruct
any directional kinematics, as most directional kinematics did not reach
above chance reconstruction. Only the three velocity directions (vx, vy
and vz ) reached above chance decoding, but with much lower correla-
tion than its non-directional counterpart. While it seems like direc-
tionality is mostly encoded in the primary motor cortex [19], one sEEG
study reports directional representation based on a trial-based center-
out task [10]. The authors demonstrate classification scores ranging from
44% to > 80%, using similar frequency inputs as used in this work. Other
similar (but not sEEG) studies [28, 29] also report a directional compo-
nent in neural activity from non-motor areas, using a trial-based center-
out task as well. The apparent discrepancy between these studies can
be explained by the difference in paradigm. In this work, we use a less
controlled and more naturalistic continuous trajectory decoding task, as
opposed to the trial-based center-out paradigm. The directional neu-
ral representations reported in the center out-task might not be strong
enough to be captured in the continuous data stream (in this case 300ms
window length, with 50ms window shift. We believe that this highlights
the imperative to move to continuous, naturalistic tasks in the context
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of BCI research.
The most informative frequency component was low frequency infor-

mation (delta activity, < 5Hz), followed by broadband high-gamma po-
wer (55 − 200Hz). The low frequency component correlated strongly
with movement behavior in both negative and positive direction. The
importance of a low-frequency component for continuous decoding has
already been described in the motor cortex as the LMP [20], and our re-
sults extent the presence of the LMP to brain-wide areas. Broadband
high-gamma power was mostly positively correlated with movement be-
havior, which has been associated with force control [15, 30].

In our decoding pipeline, channels are selected based on summed cor-
relation with all hand kinematics. This might exclude some channels
that are correlated with one specific parameter, but not with all oth-
ers. Thus, perhaps some directional components are represented, but
not captured by our pipeline. However, the low overall reconstructions
make it unlikely that a channel strongly correlated with a specific kine-
matic is not in the 30 most correlated channels. Furthermore, position
is currently based on the coordinates system of the bubble experiment
space. A better representation might be a coordinate system that is cen-
tered on the individual, for example setting the center of the coordinate
system to the eyes or body the participant. This does require a measure-
ment of that position, which is not captured in this experiment.

5.5 Conclusion
In summary, we show for the first time that continuous non-directional
hand-kinematics can be decoded from distributed brain-wide sEEG re-
cordings, and demonstrate that hand speed trajectories can be decoded
regardless of electrode configuration. We expand on previous work that
motor related activity is widespread, and contains enough information
for continuous hand speed or acceleration. While neural information re-
lated to direction seems to be limited to the motor cortex or only weakly
represented throughout the brain, our results provide evidence that non-
motor areas are essential targets for improved BCI control.
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Abstract

Background: Recording time in invasive neuroscientific research is lim-
ited and must be used as efficiently as possible. Time is often lost due
to a long setup time and errors by the researcher, driven by the number
of manually performed steps. Currently, recording solutions that auto-
mate experimental overhead are either custom-made by researchers or
provided as a submodule in comprehensive neuroscientific toolboxes,
and there are no platforms focused explicitly on recording. Objective:
Minimizing the number of manual actions may reduce error rates and
experimental overhead. However, automation should avoid reducing the
flexibility of the system. Therefore, we developed a software package
named T-Rex (Standalone Recorder of Experiments) that specifically sim-
plifies the recording of experiments while focusing on retaining flexi-
bility. Methods: The proposed solution is a standalone webpage that
the researcher can provide without an active internet connection. It is
built using Bootstrap5 for the frontend and the Python package Flask
for the backend. Only Python 3.7+ and a few dependencies are required
to start the different experiments. Data synchronization is implemented
using Lab Streaming Layer, an open-source networked synchronization
ecosystem, enabling all major programming languages and toolboxes to
be used for developing and executing the experiments. Additionally, T-
Rex runs on Windows, Linux, and macOS. Results: The system reduces
experimental overhead during recordings to a minimum. Multiple ex-
periments are centralized in a simple local web interface that reduces
an experiment’s setup, start, and stop to a single button press. In princi-
ple, any type of experiment, regardless of scientific field (e.g. behavioral
or cognitive sciences, and electrophysiology), can be executed with the
platform. T-Rex includes an easy-to-use interface that can be adjusted to
specific recording modalities, amplifiers, and participants. Because of
the automated setup, easy recording, and easy-to-use interface, partic-
ipants may even start and stop experiments by themselves, thus poten-
tially providing data without the researcher’s presence. Conclusions:
We developed a new recording platform that is operating system inde-
pendent, user friendly, and robust. We provide researchers with a so-
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lution that can greatly increase the time spent on recording instead of
setting up (with its possible errors).

6.1 Introduction
Recording high-quality electrophysiological human brain activity is no-
toriously difficult. The best quality signal has both high spatial and tem-
poral resolution and is recorded with invasive electrodes [1, 2]. How-
ever, since implanting electrodes in humans for research purposes is a
lengthy and challenging process with many safety and ethical concerns,
scientists tend to use the clinical treatment of patients who receive im-
plants for clinical purposes [3, 4] as a research vehicle. Some examples
are patients with medication-resistant epilepsy undergoing presurgical
monitoring for resection surgery [5] or patients qualified for deep brain
stimulation [6].

Because recordings should not interfere with clinical treatment, the
time to record data for neuroscientific experiments in these patient groups
is severely limited. For implanted epilepsy patients, the recording win-
dows are usually a few days to 2 weeks. In contrast, for patients with
deep brain stimulation, the recording windows are during surgery using
microelectrode recordings, and between surgery and when the stimula-
tor is turned on. During these recording windows, patients need time
to recover and have sufficient general well-being to participate. More-
over, time spent on clinical treatment and other assessments that require
recording time can further reduce the already limited recording time.

Therefore, the brief remaining time window should be used as effi-
ciently as possible. In practice, this means that the time spent on record-
ing should be maximized, while the time spent on setup and solving er-
rors should be minimized. Both the set-up time and error rate can be
significantly reduced by automating as many manual actions as possi-
ble (eg, connecting to recording devices; starting experiments; selecting
data streams; and starting, stopping, and synchronizing the recording).
However, as experiments or recording setups change over time, it is of-
ten not worthwhile for research groups to invest in developing a more
sophisticated system. It takes human resources, technical knowledge,
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and substantial time investment to move beyond custom-made systems,
which are often only used internally and unavailable to the public. Aside
from custom-made setups, there exist multiple measurement platforms,
including BCI2000 [7], OpenVIBE [8], FieldTrip [9], NFBlab [10], and ME-
DUSA [11]. These systems can record data from many different ampli-
fiers and include modules to design, analyze, and provide feedback dur-
ing or after the experiments. While all these platforms also include good
recording capabilities, they are more broadly focused on experimental
design and analysis.

Additionally, these solutions limit the experiments that can be exe-
cuted by the researcher in some way, either by targeting a specific type
of experimental design or by imposing some hardware or software tool
sets, such as programming language, input/output devices, or operating
systems (OSs). Furthermore, not all platforms are open-source, which is
not in the spirit of open science and impedes collective quality control
and replicability. For example, FieldTrip requires the researcher to use
the proprietary platform MATLAB, and BCI2000 and OpenVIBE impose
the use of their tools and application programming interfaces. Addi-
tionally, the researcher must install a complete software package on the
system, even when only the recording functionality is needed. Ashmaig
et al. [12] developed and described a system exclusively focused on con-
tinuous data recording for neurosurgical patients. The system provides
a good use case for naturalistic long-term recordings but has an exten-
sive list of hardware requirements and limits the researcher to Linux.
Furthermore, not all research groups have the opportunity to perform
long-term recordings.

While all these platforms provide good solutions for their use case and
cover a significant part of the neural recording space, we observed that
none of these platforms are specifically tailored to the setup and record-
ing of experiments. Here, we describe the T-Rex (Standalone Recorder
of Experiments ) platform that is specifically targeted to improve the
recording of experiments. By automating the setup, start, and stop of
experimental recordings, T-Rex reduces the error rate and time spent
between recordings. T-Rex minimizes restrictions on hardware and soft-
ware, is available on all major OSs, and is publicly available as an open-
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source project. This work presents T-Rex’s system design, functionality,
usage, and potential implications for the field.

6.2 Methods
Requirements
We determined 3 criteria that the system should meet to make T-Rex ap-
plicable to as many labs as possible. First, T-Rex should be as indepen-
dent as possible of tools, paradigms, OSs, and programming languages.
Each lab has its preferred tool set, and ensuring independence means
that researchers do not need to port their existing experiments to fit T-
Rex. Its only requirement is for the experiments to use Lab Streaming
Layer (LSL) to stream data [13]. The backend of T-Rex uses LSL to syn-
chronize data across sources (see the section Details of LSL). Second,
T-Rex should be user friendly to both the researcher and the participant.
Increasing simplicity will reduce error rates and time spent on setup,
which can be achieved by automating multiple manual actions. Lastly,
the system should be robust. This means that an experiment should only
run when all requirements to run are met, and in case of technical prob-
lems, the experiment should retain the data up to that point and return
to the Home screen.

System Outline
In brief, T-Rex acts as the middleman handling the experimental over-
head for the researcher (Figure 6.1). When using T-Rex, the researcher
can select an experiment by pressing a button on the main menu screen
(Figure 6.2). T-Rex will then check the availability of all required data
streams and connect to the streams. Examples of data streams are a
hand-tracking device sending coordinates of a person’s hands or an am-
plifier recording the participant’s neural activity. T-Rex will then start
the experiment user interface (UI) that instructs the participant on what
task to perform. Upon successful start of the experiment UI, T-Rex starts
recording all data streams and saves them to a folder specified by the re-
searcher. All data are saved by LSL into a single .xdf file. After the
experiment is completed, the UI prompts the participant on how the
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Figure 6.1: A schematic overview of the experiment loop of T-Rex (Standalone Recorder
of Experiments). A) Data from the participants (eg, EEG, movement, and audio) are re-
corded by a variety of device inputs. Each input device should create a Lab Streaming
Layer StreamOutlet to make the data available to record. B) T-Rex then provides a user
interface for experiment selection. The backend finds the required data streams and
records them. The rounded box shows the different software components (web inter-
face, controller, and user configuration). C) Example outputs of the experiment. These
components interact with the participant (experiment user interface and stimuli), or the
recorded data are saved. EEG: electroencephalography.

experiment went and returns to the Home screen. During the full exper-
iment loop, the actions that the researcher needs to perform are to start
the required device data streams and select the experiment in the Home
screen.

Materials, Software, and Technologies
T-Rex has multiple components, including a local web interface, a record-
ing backend, and a controller interface connecting these 2 components.
The web interface (Figure 6.2a-d) is built using Bootstrap5 for the fron-
tend and the Python package Flask for the backend. The recording back-
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end uses LSL and handles data stream synchronization and recording
itself (information is provided in the section Details of LSL). T-Rex is
compatible with Windows, Linux, and macOS. The controller interface
(information is provided in the section Controller) is implemented in
Python 3.7+ and a few dependencies found in requirements.txt.

Details of LSL
T-Rex uses LSL to synchronize the data streams from different devices,
such as a variety of electroencephalography (EEG) amplifiers, audio streams,
movement trackers, and cameras. The service handles “networking, time-
synchronization, (near-) real-time access and optionally the centralized
collection and recording of data.” [13]. It is lightweight and has multi-
language and multiplatform support, including Unity and Android. LSL
allows the researcher to send data via a data stream to a local network
server, which can be recorded. Basic usage involves defining a Stream
Outlet that makes a time series data stream available on the network.
The data are pushed per sample or per chunk into the outlet. By creating
an outlet, the stream is made available to the local network of comput-
ers. The most basic usage (in Python) is represented in the following
code block:

1 from pylsl import StreamOutlet, StreamInfo
2 outlet = StreamOutlet(StreamInfo('my_marker_stream',

'markers', 1, 0.0, str, 'my_unique_id'))↪→

3 outlet.push_sample('Experiment_start')

This code creates aStreamOutlet object with a name (my_marker_-
stream), type (“markers”), channel count (1), irregular sample rate
(defined as 0.0), data type (“str”), and source ID (“my_unique_id”).
Lastly, a sample containing “Experiment_start” is pushed to the
outlet. Inversely, to receive data, one can instantiate a StreamInlet
and use inlet.pull_sample(). For a comprehensive overview, see
the official documentation [13]. For T-Rex to be able to record all data, the
devices, and the experiments themselves must all create aStreamOutlet
(like the example above). If no StreamOutlet is created, T-Rex will not
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be able to find and record the device and start the experiment. By us-
ing LSL, T-Rex is able to connect to many popular experiment platforms,
such as Psychopy, OpenSesame, and Presentation. In case a stream is
listed in the requirements provided by the config in an experiment, but
is not available, T-Rex will throw an error and return to the Home screen.
Thus, no experiment can start while missing a data stream.

Trigger
In some recording setups, a trigger marks the start and end of an exper-
iment. In these setups, participants’ clinical data are recorded continu-
ously and stored on a server. During an experiment, the data cannot be
streamed directly and needs to be retrieved afterward by the responsi-
ble data steward. The data steward can locate the requested data files by
identifying the trigger pattern sent by the experimenter. Depending on
the manufacturer, a trigger can be delivered via the amplifier or with a
separate device. If it can be delivered internally, the experimenter can
directly send triggers from within the experiment, and the trigger func-
tionality of T-Rex does not need to be used. T-Rex provides some basic
functionality to send a trigger code if an external device is required. In
short, T-Rex searches for a USB device with a name set in the main con-
figuration file. It connects to this device and sets up an LSL stream.
Then, if an experiment is started and the trigger flag in the main con-
figuration file is set to True, the trigger class sends a user-defined code.
When the experiment is finished, the trigger will be sent again, flagging
the start and end of the complete experiment. The data steward can then
retrieve the correct data with these trigger codes. At the same time as
sending a trigger, the code also sends a marker to LSL, allowing for syn-
chronization across data streams.

Software Components
The software consists of 2 main components: the web interface that han-
dles the UI and the controller that sets up, starts, and stops all experi-
ments (Figure 6.1b).
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Figure 6.2: Representation of the main 4 windows of the web interface. A) The Home
window contains all the experiments accessible to the researcher, represented on a grid
configuration. B) The Experiment Feedback window allows obtaining feedback from
the participants about their experience with the experiment. It is achieved through the
green (“All good”) and red (“Not so good”) buttons. Participants can only continue after
pressing one of these buttons. C) The Admin Login window allows access to the admin-
istration panel by entering the password. D) The Admin Configuration window allows
the administrator to create new participants and modify their access to experiments.

Web Interface
The web interface includes 4 windows: Home, Experiment Feedback,
Admin Login, and Admin Configuration (Figure 6.2).

The Home window (Figure 6.2a) displays all the experiments in a grid.
Experiment cards are shown on that grid with a title, description, and
start button. When the button is pressed, the controller executes a com-
mand that starts the selected experiment. The command is defined by
the researcher and specified on the configuration of the experiment (more
details are provided in the section User Configuration). During the ex-
periment, the web interface is on stand-by awaiting the completion of
the experiment.

After completion, the participant is redirected to the Experiment Feed-
back window, where the question “How did the experiment go?” is promp-
ted (Figure 6.2). The participant or researcher is required to select a feed-
back option to continue. This allows the researcher to save a brief ex-
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periment evaluation to assess data quality in later analysis. In potential
future applications, the participants might perform the experiments by
themselves. Then, this feedback is useful to flag the researcher to be
aware of potential poor data quality. The feedback is stored under the
file name feedback.txt| in the same folder as the most recent .xdf file
(that contains the data recorded from the experiment).

The Admin Configuration provides the researcher with a closed envi-
ronment where the participant identifier can be selected and a selection
of all available experiments is available. To access the Admin Configu-
ration, the researcher must first log in using the password that is config-
ured in the main configuration file (Figure 6.2c; details are provided in
the section User Configuration). When logged in, the researcher can see
the configuration of the active experimental session, composed of an al-
phanumeric participant identifier and their access to experiments. A list
of all the experiments included in the platform is visible from this win-
dow, but only those with checked marks are visible to the participant.
The changes in this window are only applied after pressing the “Save”
button at the end of the page.

The web UI has been tested with Firefox (version 105.0.1), Chrome
(version 106), Safari (version 16), and Edge (version 106), although it should
be compatible with higher versions and other mainstream browsers.

Controller
The controller handles everything related to running an experiment
and has 3 main parts: setup, start, and stop (Figure 6.3). The related code
can be found in the ./libs/ directory.

Setup When an experiment is started by pressing the start button on
the card, the controller class in Controller.py (Figure 6.3) is called,
and it loads the main configuration file and extracts the information re-
ceived from the UI about which experiment to run. With this informa-
tion, an experiment instance is created, and its loading function is called.
Experiment loads the experiment-specific information and completes

the setup in 3 steps. First, it checks for all devices and their LSL streams
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Figure 6.3: Backend flow of running an experiment. When an experiment is started by
pressing the start button on the card, the controller is called, loading the main configura-
tion file and extracting the information received from the user interface (UI) about which
experiment to run. Then, an experiment instance is created, loading the experiment-
specific information and completing the setup in 3 steps. First, it checks for all devices
and their Lab Streaming Layer streams. Second, it initializes a recorder instance and
adds all streams to the list of streams it should record. Lastly, if a trigger is required
for the selected experiment, it will set up a trigger class that searches and connects to
the trigger. Once the subprocess call is returned, experiment sends the final trigger and
stops the recorder. The data is saved in the ./output/ folder, and the researcher or parti-
cipant is redirected to the experiment assessment screen (Figure 6.2b).

as defined by the researcher in the experiment configuration underdevi
ce_inputs. Subsequently, experiment initializes a recorder instance
and adds all streams to the list of streams it should record. For a move-
ment experiment [14–18], the streams recorded could be the neural am-
plifier and experimental triggers. Additionally, a movement tracker [19–
21] or a force sensor [22] could be added. For speech perception [23–25]
or auditory perception [26, 27], the audio stream, experiment triggers,
and neural data need to be recorded. For speech production [28–31], the
streams could be neural data, microphone, and triggers. In the Results
section , we provide some example experiments. The last step is to check
if a trigger is required for the selected experiment. If so, it will set up a
trigger class that searches and connects to the trigger. All devices must
be connected and available to LSL before the experiment instance is
called. As all requested devices are essential for successful recording,
T-Rex will raise an error and return to the UI if not all input devices are
connected successfully.
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Start A user-defined command is called using Python’s subprocess li-
brary to start the experiment UI. The command should be callable from
the command line interface and can be set in the experiment-specific
configuration. Because the experiment UI likely contains a stream that
sends out experiment-related markers, experiment will start a loop on
a user-defined timeout to search for the marker stream. Once found,
usually almost instantly, the recorder will start recording all streams. Im-
plementing the system this way does not restrict the research aside from
using LSL. However, owing to the timeout, the experiment may start be-
fore the recording starts. This can only happen if the time between the
setup of the experiment StreamOutlet and sending the first marker is
shorter than the time that the recorder can find the stream and start the
recording. Usually, finding the StreamOutlet and starting the recording
is in the order of milliseconds. However, to entirely prevent the possibil-
ity of this happening, we recommend including a waiting screen in the
experiment UI (eg, “Press button to start”) or ensuring sufficient time
(longer than the timeout set in the experiment configuration) between
the setup of a StreamOutlet and the start of the experiment. Once con-
nected to the experiment StreamOutlet, the experiment UI should start,
and the experiment instance will wait until the called command is ter-
minated and returned, which usually happens when the experiment UI
window is closed.

Stop Once the subprocess call is returned, experiment sends the final
trigger and stops the recorder. The data are saved in the ./output/
folder, defined in the main configuration file (information is provided
in the section User Configuration). An example of the created directory
tree can be found in supplementary data 4.

Device Inputs
Each experiment can have multiple input devices, such as an amplifier
measuring the neural data, a hand-tracking device, and a microphone.
Any device can be included if it generates a StreamOutlet. Each de-
vice should send the data from the device to LSL, allowing it to be ac-
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cessed by the other system components and to be recorded. The name,
type, or source_id supplied to the StreamOutlet will be the values that
T-Rex will search for during experiment setup (information is provided
in the section Controller). In practice, this means that either the name,
type, or source_id needs to be supplied under device_inputs in the ex-
periment configuration file (information is provided in the section Ex-
periment Configuration). Since devices can be used for multiple ex-
periments, we included a separate destination for all device input files
(./exp_module/inputs), although input devices can be stored any-
where as long as they generate a StreamOutlet.

User Configuration
There are 2 types of configuration files that the researcher can set: main
configuration and experiment-specific configuration. All configuration
files are formatted in Yet Another Markup Language (YAML).

Main Configuration
The file config.yaml in the root folder contains the system-wide con-
figuration. This configuration file contains information containing gen-
eral settings. Supplementary data 1 contains a description of the differ-
ent available options, and supplementary data 2 contains an example of
the main configuration file. The main option under path is the path all
relative paths will be anchored to and should be set to the root folder.
Most parameters are preset, but out and trigger configurations may
vary between different recording setups and might need to be redefined.

Experiment Configuration
Each experiment included in T-Rex requires a separate folder in ./exp_
module/experiments/ and must include at least 2 files: config.yaml
and the file to start the experiment. A full description of all the fields
and different options in the config.yaml can be found in the supple-
mentary data 5. The name and description define the text shown
in the UI, command sets the command line interface command made by
the controller class to start the experiment, exp_outlet sets the name,
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type, or source_id that the experiment class will search for. For exam-
ple, if the experiment UI is a Python script that will create a Stream-
Outlet named markers, the command to execute would be python.\
exp_module\experiments\your_experiment_file.py and
exp_outlet=’markers’.

6.3 Results
We have included 3 different example experiments to provide a practical
view of how to use T-Rex. The examples can also serve as a quick start
for researchers to create new experiments or adapt the ones included. A
step-by-step explanation of adding a new experiment is described in the
section 6.3 to the Platform.

Case 1: Simple Experiment in Python
This experiment is a simple text-based instruction for a grasping task
(Figure 6.4a). The participant is prompted by text in a Python Tkinter
window to continuously open and close either the left or right hand,
as used previously [32]. The experiment requires neural data as the in-
put device and generates a StreamOutlet to send markers that inform
about the start and end of the experiment and of the trials. The neu-
ral data are acquired from a stream with name=Micromed, type=EEG,
and source_id=micm01. These values are all set by the researcher.
As T-Rex will search for all 3 options (name, type, and source_id), only
1 must be provided. Therefore, the option under device\_inputs in
grasping\config.yaml is set to eeg (case insensitive). Next, the
marker StreamOutlet that will be generated by the experiment has sour
ce_id=emuidw22. When the experiment class runs the experiment
command (command field in grasping\config.yaml), it will search
for these streams. Therefore, the exp_outletfield is set to ’emuidw22’.
Finally, since the grasping experiment is Python-based, the command
should use Python to call the script with the command: python.\ex
p_module\experiments\grasping\grasping.py. The configu-
ration file used can be found in supplementary data 6.
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Figure 6.4: User interfaces for the 3 use case experiments included. A) Grasping: simple
text-based experiment built using the Python package Tkinter. B) Grasping web exper-
iment: reimplementation of the grasping experiment as a single page application (SPA)
to allow its execution on any device with access to a web browser. C) 3D hand-tracking
experiment: the hand-tracking is performed using the LeapMotion controller, and the
experiment is implemented in Python using the package Tkinter.

Figure 6.5: Neural data were recorded with
the grasping experiment using T-Rex (Stan-
dalone Recorder of Experiments). Two
streams were recorded during this experi-
ment: an EEG stream and a marker stream.
The data from the EEG stream is shown by
the black lines, indicating the voltage over
time in a selection of 15 neural electrodes.
The marker stream sends the start and end
of the experiment and the individual tri-
als. These markers were used to determine
the colored areas (blue and orange) shown.
EEG: electroencephalography.

When these options are set, the
experiment is ready to go and
can be started by pressing the
start button on the Home win-
dow. The Tkinter window opens
and waits for the spacebar to
be pressed. Once pressed, the
experiment starts and is locked
as the top viewed window until
completion. When the experi-
ment is finished and closed (i.e.
the command call ends and re-
turns to the experiment class), the
experiment instance stops the
recording and saves the data. In-
depth details on how experiments
are started and stopped are de-
scribed in the section Controller.

Figure 5 shows a random selec-
tion of 15 channels of neural data
recorded with T-Rex during the
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grasping experiment. Two streams were used in this experiment. First a
marker StreamOutlet that sends all experiment-related markers, such as
the start and end of the experiments and the start and end of each trial,
with the accompanying label (move or rest). Second, an EEG Stream-
Outlet that streams the data from our Micromed Amplifier to LSL. With
T-Rex, these streams were automatically identified and recorded. The
start and end of the colored columns (identifying move and rest tri-
als) were determined by the recorded markers sent through the marker
StreamOutlet. The synchronization by LSL ensures that the EEG and
marker stream timestamps are the same.

Case 2: Simple Experiment in a Web UI
We included the same grasping experiment as in Case 1 but implemented
it in a web interface (Figure 6.4b). It uses a single page application (SPA)
locally and thus can be created on any device with access to a web browser,
like a laptop, tablet, and smartphone. The grasping web experiment also
illustrates options other than a Tkinter window for experimenting. No
internet connection is required, relieving some security concerns that
could render execution on the web unsafe.

We constructed the experiment using HTML, CSS (Bootstrap5 for the
responsiveness and other visual aspects), and JavaScript for the behav-
ior. The device input is the same as in the Tkinter implementation of
the experiment and the StreamOutlet containing the markers; thus, the
device_inputs and exp_outlet are the same. The difference is
in the command executed to start the experiment. In this case, start
./exp_module/experiments/graspingWeb/index.html is
used. The configuration file used can be found in supplementary data 7.

Once the experiment is started on the Home window, theexperiment
instance opens another tab on the browser displaying the “grasping_web”
experiment. The experiment starts when the participant presses the
green “Start” button. When the experiment is finished, the participant
or researcher is prompted to press a red button to close the experiment.
The GraspingWeb command call is finished at the button press and re-
turns to the experiment instance, stopping the recording and saving
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the data.

Case 3: Multiple Devices
Lastly, we included a 3D hand-tracking experiment, where the goal is to
hold a cursor (a black circle) on a target (a red circle). The cursor can be
moved in 3 dimensions, where the third dimension controls the size of
the circle (Figure 6.4c). In this case, the hand-tracking is performed by
the LeapMotion controller, but any other device can be used. We have
provided a .exe file that reads the data from the tracker and sends it
to an LSL StreamOutlet with name=LeapLSL, type=Coordinates,
and source_id=LEAPLSL01. In addition to the hand-tracking infor-
mation, we also need neural activity, for which we use the same Stream-
Outlet as described in Case 2. Lastly, the experiment is implemented in
a Python Tkinter window and generates a marker stream similar to the
streams described in the previous use case withSource_id=BUBBLE01.
Thus, to set up the configuration for this experiment, we set the com-
mand to python./exp_module/experiments/Bubbles/bubbl
es.py, exp_outlet to BUBBLE01, and device_inputs to LEAPLSL01 (the
tracking information stream) and eeg (the neural data stream). To run
the experiment, the researcher should start the device stream before the
experiment is started in the Home screen (ie, run the .exe first). The
configuration file used can be found in supplementary data 8.

Mix and Match
We have presented only 3 examples showing different possibilities. Dif-
ferent devices can be included by adding a StreamOutlet name, type,
or source_id to the list of device_outputs. The only requirement
to add a device is that the data from the device can be sent to a Lab-
StreamingLayer StreamOutlet. This code is either supplied by the man-
ufacturer or written by the researcher. If this requirement is met, any
medical device or technology can be included, as T-Rex does not impose
any further restrictions on technologies or types of experiments, includ-
ing, but not limited to, speech production, audio or speech perception,
movement, decision-making, and simple or naturalistic tasks [33, 34]. For
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Figure 6.6: The combined data recorded from 3 different streams: an EEG stream, a
marker stream, and a LeapMotion controller. The EEG channels are 5 channels ran-
domly selected from 87 available channels. X, Y, and Z are the 3D coordinates of the
palm of the hand, provided by a LeapMotion controller. The marker stream provides
the shown trials (numbers on top with vertical dashed lines). To start and record this
experiment, the LeapLSL stream has to be started, along with the EEG stream. Then,
only the experiment needs to be started in T-Rex (Standalone Recorder of Experiments).
T-Rex records all 3 streams (synchronized by Lab Streaming Layer), ultimately allowing
to combine the 3 streams into this image. EEG: electroencephalography.
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example, new experiments can also be built in Unity or PyGame to pro-
vide better graphical experiences.

Adding New Experiments to the Platform
The following steps describe how to add a new experiment from scratch
to T-Rex:

1. Create the experiment folder inside the directory ./exp_module
/experiments/. An example of the directory tree for different
example experiments can be found in supplementary data 3.

2. Create the experiment configuration file (config.yaml) inside
the new folder. Information in supplementary data 9 can be used as
the base example for creating this file, and the section Experiment
Configuration contains a detailed description of each parameter.

3. Adjust the fields to the specific experiment.

After completing these initial steps, the experiment should be visible
from the Admin Configuration panel. The researcher can set the exper-
iment as “visible” from the admin panel by selecting its corresponding
check mark. If configured as “visible,” it should appear on the Home
window, and it can be executed by clicking on its respective button. It
is worth mentioning that when porting an already configured version of
T-Rex to a different OS, some parameters might need to be revised. For
example, regarding the parameter command, when used on Windows to
start a Python experiment, the definition is the following:

command: python .\exp_module\experiments\example\example_experiment.py

However, when used on Unix or Unix-like systems, the definition changes
to the following:

command: python ./exp_module/experiments/example/example_experiment.py

The difference comes because “/” is the path separator on Unix and
Unix-like systems, and Microsoft uses “\”.
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There might be other scenarios where the parameter command might
differ between OSs; thus, we recommend revising each experiment con-
figuration file when porting the platform to a different OS.

Practical Experience
At the time of writing, we entirely switched to recording with T-Rex for
our experiments at different recording sites. So far, we have recorded
multiple experiments, involving speech, motor, and decision-making tasks.
Furthermore, at one of the recording sites, we recorded using the trigger
functionality included in T-Rex. We see no indications of different data
quality in our neural decoding endeavors. We can decode speech [35, 36]
and movement trajectories [37] with performance equal to that using our
previous setup.

6.4 Discussion
We presented T-Rex, an independent, user friendly, and robust system
that minimizes the setup time and error rate. T-Rex provides a simple UI
and reduces the experimental setup to the press of a button. The soft-
ware merges the LSL recording backend with a simple UI, automating
experimental overhead for the researcher. T-Rex reduces the setup time
and error rate, resulting in more time spent recording neural data. The
simplicity of T-Rex reduces the number of actions that the researcher
must perform to only 2: starting the required devices and starting the
experiment. The fewer manual actions the researcher needs to perform,
the lower the chance that an error is made. It improves reliability and
increases total data volume and time spent on recording. The LSL soft-
ware package fully handles synchronization and recording. We decided
on LSL as it is lightweight, is easy to use, has submillisecond timekeep-
ing, and has a proven track record [38]. The flexibility of T-Rex makes
the system applicable in fields other than the neuroscientific context de-
scribed here.

T-Rex provides benefits for both the researcher and participant. A
streamlined process may have multiple benefits from the perspective of
the participant. It leaves more time to interact with the participant, mak-
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ing it more comforting and engaging. T-Rex may be particularly benefi-
cial for participants who are anxious or nervous about participating. Fur-
thermore, a streamlined process conveys more professionalism and may
improve participation satisfaction, ultimately increasing the willingness
to participate in future research. Moreover, if the start and recording
of experiments are simplified enough, participants may be able to run
experiments themselves. The introduction of engaging and fun exper-
iments that enable participants to run them as they like provides the
participants with an opportunity to alleviate boredom and do something
meaningful by contributing to scientific research. Together, both the
researcher (more data) and the participant (more engagement) are bene-
fitted. While T-Rex has been developed with independent recording in
mind, it is currently not being tested for that purpose.

In comparison with other available software platforms, T-Rex is the
only solution specifically focused on recording experiments, allowing it
to remain lightweight. Platforms like BCI2000 [7], OpenViBE [8], and
MEDUSA [11] offer comprehensive functionalities spanning the 3 stages
of a BCI system: signal acquisition, signal processing, and feedback pre-
sentation. However, they require complete software installation even if
only the recording module is needed. T-Rex enhances the researcher ex-
perience by offering flexibility in the choice of programming language
and technology for creating the experiments, unlike BCI2000 and Open-
ViBE, which mandate the use of C++; MEDUSA, which requires the use
of Python; or NFBlab [10], which requires the use of its graphical UI. Re-
garding compatibility, T-Rex holds a distinct advantage, supporting all
major OSs, including Windows, Linux, and macOS. This is in contrast
with BCI2000’s limited functionality outside Windows and MEDUSA’s
exclusive Windows availability, as well as the system presented by Ash-
maig et al. [12], which is Linux-bound. Each of these platforms has its
strengths and excels in its intended function. T-Rex provides a tailored
solution for a specific part of neuroscientific research that allows it to
remain simple and lightweight.

T-Rex aims for simplicity, setting up experiments in T-Rex requires ba-
sic knowledge of command line interface usage. Moreover, experiments
and devices must use LSL to make data available. Although LSL is avail-
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able for all mainstream OSs and programming languages, experiments
already used by researchers may require adjustments to the experiment
code structure for inclusion in T-Rex. Therefore, technical knowledge
and usage of LSL may limit the applicability for some labs. Further-
more, T-Rex is available for all mainstream OSs but may not apply to all
different versions. Specifically, the command line interface version of
LabRecorder, including the script that records and stores the multiple
data streams, had to be built for different chipsets (M1 and M2) for ma-
cOS. These are currently included, but other architectures likely require
a different build of LabRecorder. As T-Rex matures, we expect more ver-
sions to become applicable. T-Rex is in ongoing development, and we
have identified several potential future updates targeting an improved
user experience. First, device streams currently need to be started man-
ually, and this may be performed automatically at the start of an experi-
ment.

This is also a requirement to enable participants to start recordings
themselves, which is a main future improvement. Aside from ensuring
that there are no manual actions except starting the experiments, allow-
ing T-Rex for independent use may require improved internal logging
and error handling. Combined, these updates would reduce even more
actions for both the researcher and participant, and increase the robust-
ness of T-Rex. In conclusion, T-Rex offers a flexible solution to record
neuroscientific experiments. It streamlines setup and recording, and re-
duces error rates that increase the time spend on recordings. We envi-
sion T-Rex to help standardize and simplify recording experiments and
eventually allow recordings by participants independently. This may im-
prove the overall satisfaction of participation and increase the amount
of data collected. The open-source nature of T-Rex is in the spirit of
open science and increases its value through an increase in community
knowledge.
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Data Availability
The source code, installation guide, and example experiments can be
found on GitHub: https://github.com/neuralinterfacing
lab/t-rex. T-Rex is available under the permissive MIT License. As
T-Rex will be in ongoing development, we kindly invite researchers to
provide feedback or contribute to this open-source project.
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6.6 Supplementary material

Supplementary data 1 - This is the system-wide configuration file that must be placed
inside the root folder of the project, which allows the researcher to configure the exe-
cution of T-Rex.

Supplementary data 2 - An example of a main configuration file example. Note that all
paths are relative to the main parameter.

Figure 6.7: Supplementary data 3 - The directory tree illustrates a system with 3 dif-
ferent folders each for a different experiment (/EXPERIMENT_1/ /EXPERIMENT_2/
and /EXPERIMENT_3/). Each experiment contains their own configuration file (con-
fig.yaml). The researcher can add any additional files to each folder.
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Supplementary data 4 - The directory tree illustrates the content of the ./output/ folder
when saving the experimental data gathered with one experiment. The output.xdf file
is created upon the experiment completion. It contains the recorded data from the pre-
configured LSL streams. The feedback.txt file contains the feedback the participant
inputted on the Experiment Feedback window and it is saved in the same folder as the
most recent .xdf file.

Supplementary data 5 - The different options for the experiment configuration file. Each
experiment must include this file. The parameter command might need to be modified
when porting the platform to a different Operating System (from Windows to Linux or
macOS, for example). It is up to the researcher to perform the redefinition.

Supplementary data 6 - Experiment configuration file used for the grasping experiment.
This experiment presents simple instructions to the participant indicating continuous
opening and closing of either their left or right hand. The visual interface was built
using the Python Tkinter library.
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Supplementary data 7 - Experiment configuration file used for the grasping-web ex-
periment. This experiment presents simple instructions to the participant indicating
continuous opening and closing of either their left or right hand. The visual interface
was built using HTML, CSS (Bootstrap5 for the responsiveness and other visual aspects),
and JavaScript for the behavior.

Supplementary data 8 - Experiment configuration file used for the 3D hand tracking
experiment. The goal of the experiment is to hold the cursor on the target. The cursor
can be moved in 3d, where the third dimension controls the size of the circle. In this
case, the hand tracking is done by the LeapMotion controller.

Supplementary data 9 - Template that can be used for creating some experiment config-
uration file.
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Chapter 7. Predicting mortality of individual patients with COVID-19: a
multicentre Dutch cohort

Abstract
Objective: Develop and validate models that predict mortality of pa-
tients diagnosed with COVID-19 admitted to the hospital. Design: Ret-
rospective cohort study. Setting: A multicentre cohort across ten Dutch
hospitals including patients from February 27 to June 8 2020. Partic-
ipants: SARS-CoV-2 positive patients (age ≥ 18) admitted to the hos-
pital. Main Outcome Measures: 21-day all-cause mortality evaluated
by the area under the receiver operator curve (AUC), sensitivity, speci-
ficity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value. The pre-
dictive value of age was explored by comparison with age-based rules
used in practice and by excluding age from the analysis. Results: 2273
patients were included, of whom 516 had died or discharged to palliative
care within 21 days after admission. Five feature sets, including premor-
bid, clinical presentation and laboratory & radiology values, were derived
from 80 features. Additionally, an ANOVA-based data-driven feature
selection selected the ten features with the highest F-values: age, num-
ber of home medications, urea nitrogen, lactate dehydrogenase, albumin,
oxygen saturation (%), oxygen saturation is measured on room air, oxygen
saturation is measured on oxygen therapy, blood gas pH and history of
chronic cardiac disease. A linear logistic regression (LR) and non-linear
tree-based gradient boosting (XGB) algorithm fitted the data with an
AUC of 0.81 (95% confidence interval 0.77 to 0.85) and 0.82 (0.79 to 0.85),
respectively, using the ten selected features. Both models outperformed
age-based decision rules used in practice (AUC of 0.69, 0.65 to 0.74 for
age > 70). Furthermore, performance remained stable when excluding
age as predictor (AUC of 0.78, 0.75 to 0.81). Conclusion: Both models
showed good performance and had better test characteristics than age-
based decision rules, using ten admission features readily available in
Dutch hospitals. The models hold promise to aid decision-making dur-
ing a hospital bed shortage.
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7.1 Introduction

The first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic had a dramatic effect on our
society and severely disrupted our daily lives, economies and healthcare
systems. During the peak of the first wave, hospitals and intensive care
units (ICU) throughout Europe were overwhelmed and resources were
exhausted. Implementation of public health policies reduced the infec-
tion rate; however, there is a considerable risk that relaxation of these
policies leads to a next pandemic wave, which is already seen through-
out European countries. Given the novelty of the virus, accurate infor-
mation about the clinical course and prognosis of individual patients
is still largely unknown, which led to the use of crude limits to unilat-
erally withhold advanced life support measures to face the large num-
bers of pulmonary insufficient patients during the first wave. Although
criticized, several hospitals in Europe have already solely used age as
a triage criterion [1]. Many publications have developed and evaluated
triage selection criteria, but there remains a significant knowledge gap
and the final criteria are subject to socio-ethical debate [2–4]. Preferably,
triage is averted, but when necessary, the decision should be guided by
evidence-based medical criteria. Since March 2020, many studies have
been published regarding the clinical characteristics of patients suffer-
ing from a SARS-CoV-2 infection in both smaller (n=58 [5], n=200 [6])
and larger cohorts (n > 5000 [7–9]). However, these studies have reported
notable differences in clinical characteristics that were associated with
an adverse outcome. Importantly, these studies only provide informa-
tion about clinical characteristics and risk factors on the group level
and therefore do not provide information about the prognosis for in-
dividual patients. Prognostics models using multivariable analysis, such
as [7] and [9] could be of great value during triage, especially when tai-
lored towards individual prediction. These models can provide infor-
mation about the individual patients’ chance of survival, despite largely
unknown underlying risk factors. Within the ongoing socio-ethical de-
bate in the Netherlands, whether age should be included in the triage
selection criteria, a predictive model could allow to exclude age or to in-
clude it together with clinical characteristics. Wynants et al. 2020 [10],
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reviewed COVID-19 prediction models, identifying 145 prediction mod-
els of which 23 were tailored towards predicting mortality. The authors
identified that all studies were at high risk of bias and are likely to under-
perform in clinical practice. However, a recent paper, not yet reviewed
by Wynants et al., showed promising results on predicting mortality with
excellent performance, using a very large cohort (n > 50.000) from the
United Kingdom [11]. The uncertainty and risk of bias in almost all pub-
lished COVID-19 related prognostic models, stresses the importance of
thorough methodology in variable selection, internal and external model
validation and performance evaluation [10]. In addition, a constant in-
terplay between data scientists and clinicians must be in place during
model development. Furthermore, studies developed and performed in-
dependently with similar methodology are more valuable than ever to
reduce the uncertainty of published models and the risk of spurious pub-
lications [12, 13]. Therefore, a prognostic model was developed and eval-
uated that predicts 21-day all-cause mortality; utilizing data from 2273
SARS-CoV-2 infected patients from 10 hospitals across the Netherlands.

7.2 Materials and Methods
Data collection
Data were included from 10 Dutch hospitals varying from small to large
peripheral hospitals to large academic centres. For an up-to-date overview
of the including centres, see www.covidpredict.org. Clinical data were
derived from electronic health records, pseudonymised and stored in the
database (Castor EDC, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) by each hospital
independently. Data collection started with the first admitted patients
in the included centres. This was after the first confirmed case in the
Netherlands on February 27, 2020. Records were included up to an ad-
mission date up until June 8th when the Dutch admission rates sharply
decreased [14]. Inclusion criteria were admission in a hospital, age ≥ 18
years, a positive SARS-CoV-2 PCR before or during admission, or a CO-
RADS CT thorax score ≥ 4 at admission. All patients were included con-
secutively. Retrospective data collection was based on the rapid COVID-
19 case report form (rCCRF) developed by the WHO [15]. After consulta-
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tion with several specialist consultants and an evaluation of the COVID-
19 literature (mainly from China and Italy), additional clinical and labo-
ratory features were added to the rCCRF. All included variables can be
found in supplementary table 1. The study protocol was reviewed by the
medical ethics committees of the Amsterdam University Medical Cen-
ters (Amsterdam UMC; 20.131) and Maastricht University Medical Cen-
ter (MUMC; 2020-1323). Given the exceptional circumstances related
to the COVID-19 crisis and in accordance with national guidelines and
European privacy law, the need for informed consent was waived and an
opt-out procedure was communicated by press release. Despite this, in-
dividual centres used local guidelines to obtain consent retrospectively
from patients or representatives. In all centres, measures were taken to
ensure adequate and safe data pseudonymisation and storage.

Outcome definition
To support the decision of (ICU) treatment during scarcity at hospital
admission, we aim to predict the unfavourable outcome of COVID-19
patients at hospital admission. Given the amount of data, predicting
each possible outcome, such as mortality, palliative care, discharge, and
hospitalization, could increase the risk of biased models and overfit-
ting. Therefore, the prediction goal was modelled as a binary classi-
fication problem, where an unfavourable outcome corresponds to pa-
tients that either died or were discharged for palliative care within 21
days after hospital admission. Palliative discharge is end-of-life care that
focuses on patient comfort rather than treatments with curative inten-
tions. A favourable outcome corresponds to patients that are discharged
to home, nursing homes or rehabilitation units within 21 days and pa-
tients that are alive and still hospitalized at 21 days after hospital ad-
mission. Patients that were still hospitalized but shorter than 21 days,
transferred to other hospitals (including transfers to participating hos-
pitals), re-admitted or have an unknown outcome were excluded from
further analysis.
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Data processing and quality
The rCCRF was filled in manually by a large team of researchers and
doctors because the electronic patient dossiers in the different hospitals
could not be coupled to the Castor database. The rCCRF and additional
features resulted in a large number of features (> 400). A consensus
meeting with clinicians was held (April 18th, 2020) to remove features
that were not available at hospital admission, not within the standard
admission laboratory values or at risk of bias. This resulted in a feature
set of 80 features. These 80 features were then divided into 6 sets: (1)
premorbid characteristics (age, gender, occupation and past medical his-
tory, n=24), (2) clinical characteristics at admission (n=14), (3) laboratory
and radiology findings at admission (n=42), (4) the combination of set 1
and 2 (n=38), (5) all features (n=80) and (6) a data-driven selection from all
features (n=10). The process of data-driven selection is described further
in the modelling process section. The decision to use 10 variables was a
practical one, in an attempt to balance fewer variables for easier applica-
tion in practice and more variables to inform about important features.
A complete overview of all features per set is shown in supplementary
Table 1 and numerical characteristics per set are shown in supplemen-
tary Table 2. The resulting features were checked for physiologically
implausible outliers by two authors (MA/DH). Some features contained
high but plausible values and were therefore not removed (e.g. creatinine
kinase). Furthermore, collinearity was assessed by a Pearson correlation
matrix (supplementary Figure 1). No variables were removed due to high
collinearity.

Predictive modelling
Ultimately, the obtained models could change the clinicians’ decision
and thus could directly influences the life of a patient. It is therefore
of utmost importance that the obtained models are both robust and in-
terpretable [16]. To comply with these requirements, two models with
a fundamentally different modelling approach were selected: a logis-
tic regression (LR) that fits the data linearly, and a tree-based gradient
boosting algorithm that fits the data non-linearly. The models were im-
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plemented using the Python 3 libraries Scikit-learn [17] and XGBoost
(XGB) [18], respectively. Both models can be interpreted relatively easy
and XGB often shows state-of-the-art results in multiple tasks. The mod-
els were trained and validated using leave-one-hospital-out cross-valida-
tion (LOHO-cv). By iteratively training the models on all but one hospital
and performance testing on the left-out hospital, the performance of the
model represents the ability to predict the outcome on independent data
and thereby incorporate possible data heterogeneity between hospitals.
To prevent skewed performance on individual folds due to a small num-
ber of samples, we combined the data from the two hospitals with the
smallest number of samples and considered them as a single hospital in
LOHO-cv for further analysis. Additional to LOHO-cv, internal 10-fold
random sub-sampling cross-validation using data from all hospitals was
performed to facilitate a comparison of the results to other studies that
typically only perform internal cross-validation.

Modelling process
Features that had more than 50% missing values and subsequently pa-
tient records that had more than 80% missing values were removed. The
remaining missing values were imputed using Bayesian ridge regression,
which is inspired by the MICE method [19], and implemented using the
IterativeImputer from the Sci-Kit Learn library. Only one dataset per im-
putation was used since the disadvantages of single imputation are most
apparent in small datasets with less than 100 events [20]. This imputa-
tion method models the missing values in each feature as a function of
all other features and therefore provides a more sophisticated approach
than the traditional imputation methods, such as using mean, median or
mode imputation [19]. After imputation, each feature was scaled to its in-
terquartile range (IQR). IQR scaling is known to be robust to outliers and
often gives better results than z-score or minmax scaling [21]. Non-linear
interactions between continuous variables can be taken into account by a
non-linear model like XGB, thus splines were not included to prevent an
unnecessary increase of the feature space [22]. The data was then split
into folds using LOHO-cv, where each iteration consists of a training
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fold with eight hospitals and a test fold with one hospital. The data-
driven feature selection of set (6) was performed on the training fold by
selecting the ten features showing the highest ANOVA F-value. Because
for each iteration, the training fold consists of eight different hospitals,
the selected features with the highest F-values can differ due to hetero-
geneity between hospitals. To be able to describe the ten most predictive
features in further analysis, the features selected most often over all it-
erations are presented. If two feature sets are selected equally often, the
set with the highest summed F-values was chosen. Both missing value
imputation and feature selection were performed independently on the
training and test set. After feature selection, both models were fitted
and parameters optimized by a 50-iteration randomized grid search us-
ing a stratified shuffle split cross-validation. A schematic overview of
all the processing steps is shown in Figure 1 and the grid search pa-
rameters are shown in supplementary Table 3. All code in the pipeline
was implemented using the Scikit-learn python package [17]. To adhere
to guidelines on transparent reporting of multivariable prediction mod-
els, the TRIPOD checklist is included in supplementary table 4 [23]. All
code used in this paper, the final model and a calculator is available at
DOI:10.5281/zenodo.4077342. A screenshot of the calculator is shown in
supplementary Figure 2.

Performance analysis
Model discrimination was assessed by area under the curve (AUC), sensi-
tivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive
value (NPV). Except for AUC, the metrics require a binary classification
instead of likelihood and therefore the cut-off threshold was tuned to
the shortest distance to the upper-left corner in the receiver operating
curve (ROC) plot, which was named as the ‘optimal’ threshold in further
analysis. In addition, a confusion matrix was derived over the complete
dataset and for each centre, also tuned to the optimal threshold. Fur-
thermore, model calibration is shown in supplementary Figure 3.
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Figure 7.1: A schematic overview of all steps involved data acquisition to model evalu-
ation. The dotted line depicts the step only used during feature selection of the 10 best
features.

Feature importance
Feature importance of models is described using SHAP (SHapley Addi-
tive exPlanations) [24], a game-theoretic approach to explain the output
of any machine learning model. SHAP computes the average contribu-
tion of all features by permuting all of them and subsequently evaluating
the error in the prediction for when a given feature is either included
or not in the model. With SHAP, the impact of low and high values of
a given feature on the models’ predictions can be evaluated, as well as
how impactful the feature is in predicting the correct class [24].

Subgroup analysis for ICU admitted patients
During a large influx of patients suffering from life threatening lung in-
fections, it is most likely that the ICU is exhausted first due to the low
bed count and invasive ventilation capacity. It is therefore important to
analyse whether the model also performs well on ICU admitted patients,
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as triage might be dependent on ICU capacity. In the Netherlands, triage
was prevented by distributing patients to districts with fewer admissions
or German hospitals. However, possible bias may already be present in
the selection of patients, because, for example, certain patients might
not be admitted to the ICU because of old age, premorbid characteris-
tics, presentation with multi-organ failure and patients’ own treatment
restraints wishes. For these reasons, both LR and XGB performances
were assessed by training on the complete dataset and the ICU patient
subgroup.

Age as feature
To compare the models to clinical practice, the performance was com-
pared with two age-based decision rules that have been applied in prac-
tice during the crisis [1]. The rules were translated as follows: 1) If age
is above 70 then the outcome is considered unfavourable and 2) If age is
above 80 then the outcome is considered unfavourable. Furthermore, it
was assessed whether age is important for the final prediction to be able
to contribute to the ongoing socio-ethical debate in the Netherlands.
In July 2020, a discussion between ethicists, medical professionals and
policy-makers was started about criteria for triage to decide which pa-
tients receive ICU care during acute hospital care shortage. The main
point of discussion was that the Dutch government was firmly opposed
to using an age-based decision rule because it violates the Dutch consti-
tution, which states that everyone should be treated equal and discrim-
ination on any ground is illegal. To contribute to this discussion, the
effect of age on the best performing model was assessed, by retraining
the model on the same feature set, while excluding age as a feature.

Patient and Public involvement
This study was a rapid response to an international public health emer-
gency. Patients were not involved in any stage of this study.
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7.3 Results
Patient population
The database included 2527 patients from ten different hospitals on June
8, 2020. 223 patients were excluded because it was not possible to re-
trieve an outcome for these patients: patients that were still in the hos-
pital, but less than 21 days (n=53), patients transferred to another hos-
pital (n=113), patients that were discharged and re-admitted (n=55) and
patients where the outcome was listed as unknown (n=2). In addition to
these 223 excluded patients, 31 patients were excluded because they did
not have a confirmed COVID-19 infection. After exclusion, 2273 patient
remained to be included in further modelling and analysis.

Figure 7.2: Flow diagram of patients ex-
cluded for further analysis.

Of these 2273 included pa-
tients, 1757 had a favourable
outcome and 516 had an un-
favourable outcome. Of the 1757
patients with a favourable out-
come, 1195 were discharged home
and not re-admitted patients, 76
were discharged to a nursing
home, and 232 were discharged to
a rehabilitation unit. In addition,
254 were still in the hospital at 21

days after admission (112 at the ward or medium care and 142 in the
ICU). Of the 516 patients with an unfavourable outcome, 509 patients
died and 7 patients were discharged to palliative care. See Figure 2
for an overview. To better balance the samples per hospital, the two
smallest hospitals (n=59 and n=70) were combined. The resulting ratio
of unfavourable outcome / total patients per hospital is 19% (n=261), 14%
(n=169), 10% (n=118), 31% (n=317), 14% (n=113), 21% (n=401), 27% (n=325),
27% (n=440) and 19% (n=129).

Feature description
Two features, history of smoking and alcohol abuse, were removed be-
cause of multi-interpretable questions in the rCCRF. One feature was
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removed from the Clinical presentation feature set and eleven features
were removed from Laboratory & Radiology feature set for missing more
than 50% values. No patient records were excluded for missing more
than 80% values. After preprocessing, Premorbid and Clinical presenta-
tion features had 2.8% and 4.0% missing values, respectively. The admis-
sion Laboratory and Radiology features showed 21.6% missing values.
See supplementary table 1 and 2 for a complete overview of features and
missing values. Descriptive statistics of a selection of features are shown
in table 1.

Variables Missing Overall Favourable outcome Unfavourable outcome Adjusted p-value
Total Patients 2273 1758 516
Age, median [Q1, Q3] 19 69.0 [58.0,78.0] 65.0 [55.0,75.1] 77.1 [71.0,83.1] p<0.001***
Gender, n (%) 0

Female 858 (37.7) 690 (39.3) 168 (32.6)
Male 1415 (62.3) 1067 (60.7) 348 (67.4)

History of Hypertension, n (%) 30 p<0.001***
No 1207 (53.8) 998 (57.7) 209 (40.8)
Yes 1036 (46.2) 733 (42.3) 303 (59.2)

History of Diabetes with complications, n (%) 64 p<0.001***
No 2044 (92.5) 1608 (94.4) 436 (86.3)
Yes 165 (7.5) 96 (5.6) 69 (13.7)

History of Diabetes without complications, n (%) 69 p<0.001***
No 1789 (81.2) 1412 (83.0) 377 (75.1)
Yes 415 (18.8) 290 (17.0) 125 (24.9)

History of asthma, n (%) 55 p>0.05
No 1988 (89.6) 1524 (89.0) 464 (91.7)
Yes 230 (10.4) 188 (11.0) 42 (8.3)

History of liver disease, n (%) 57 p>0.05
No 2194 (99.0) 1693 (99.0) 501 (99.0)
Yes 22 (1.0) 17 (1.0) 5 (1.0)

History of rheumatologic disorder, n (%) 43 p<0.05*
No 1981 (88.8) 1549 (89.9) 432 (85.2)
Yes 249 (11.2) 174 (10.1) 75 (14.8)

History of autoimmune and/or inflammatory diseases, n (%) 62 p<0.05
No 2027 (91.7) 1559 (91.5) 468 (92.3)
Yes 184 (8.3) 145 (8.5) 39 (7.7)

History of chronic cardiac disease, n (%) 36 p<0.001***
No 1539 (68.8) 1271 (73.6) 268 (52.4)
Yes 698 (31.2) 455 (26.4) 243 (47.6)

History of chronic hematologic disease, n (%) 50 p<0.05
No 2133 (96.0) 1648 (96.0) 485 (95.7)
Yes 90 (4.0) 68 (4.0) 22 (4.3)

History of chronic kidney disease, n (%) 45 p<0.001***
No 1987 (89.2) 1566 (91.3) 421 (82.2)
Yes 241 (10.8) 150 (8.7) 91 (17.8)

History of chronic neurological disorder, n (%) 45 p<0.001***
No 1921 (86.2) 1519 (88.4) 402 (79.0)
Yes 307 (13.8) 200 (11.6) 107 (21.0)

History of chronic pulmonary disease (not asthma), n (%) 47 p<0.001***
No 1790 (80.4) 1419 (82.5) 371 (73.2)
Yes 436 (19.6) 300 (17.5) 136 (26.8)

Table 7.1: Patients characteristics per outcome group and a selection of features. P-
values were calculated using a t-test and corrected for multiple comparisons by Bonfer-
roni correction. ***: p<0.001, **: p<0.01, *: p<0.05

Overall model performance
XGB and LR performed equally on the premorbid set with an AUC of
0.77 (95%-CI, 0.73 to 0.81) and 0.77 (0.72 to 0.81), respectively. On all
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other feature sets, XGB performed better than LR, although most 95%
confidence intervals overlapped. Both XGB and LR achieved the high-
est AUC on the 10 best features (0.82, 0.79 to 0.85 and 0.81, 0.77 to 0.85,
respectively). Figure 3a shows a comparison of the AUCs per feature
set, and Figure 3b the confusion matrix of XGB trained on the 10 best
features. Sensitivity and specificity were comparable between the algo-
rithms. Overall, the NPV was high and the PPV was low, as the number
of patients with a favourable outcome was considerably higher than the
number of patients with an unfavourable outcome. This implies that the
model can make accurate predictions of favourable outcomes, but less
accurate predictions of unfavourable outcomes. All results are shown in
table 2. For an in-depth overview of the results per fold, see supplemen-
tary table 5. The results from internal cross-validation were comparable
and shown in supplementary table 6. The between-hospital performance
variation was small for both algorithms, shown by the small 95% confi-
dence intervals in AUC of 0.02 to 0.06 and a low standard deviation (0.01).
LR showed larger confidence intervals (0.04 to 0.07) with equal standard
deviation (0.01). The overall standard deviation for all folds is small, and
the comparison between internal cross-validation and LOHO-cv shows
only minor differences in results between these approaches, reducing
the risk of over-optimistic results. Between models, XGB fitted the data
more robustly than LR, supported by the relatively equal ratios between
correct and incorrect predictions, as shown in Figure 4, which shows the
confusion matrix per hospital for XGB-10 best predicting features using
the optimal threshold derived from the complete dataset.

Performance stability over time
With increased duration of stay within the hospital, the uncertainty of
the patients’ outcome may also increase. The patient’s chance of survival
might change because patients that have a longer hospital stay are likely
to have a more complicated clinical course and/or get different types of
treatments. Additionally, prolonged hospital stay simply allows more
events to happen. To assess whether the models’ performance changes
based on the duration of hospital stay, the patients were split per dura-
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Figure 7.3: Panel A: Overall performance of both models per feature set. All models
perform well above chance level. XGB generally performs better than LR, except on the
premorbid feature set, where both models performed equally. The highest performance
was achieved by XGB on both all features and the 10 selected features. Panel B: The
confusion matrix of the best performing models, XGB trained on the 10 selected features.
The prediction threshold was tuned to the shortest distance to the upper left corner of
the AUC plot to create the ‘optimal’ binary prediction.

tion of stay and subsequently, the performance per group was assessed.
The result, presented in Figure 5, shows that model performance does
not deteriorate as the hospital duration increases, as the relative correct
predictions remain between 0.6 and 0.9 and no trend is shown.

Feature importance
The 10 features selected most often were, in order of highest f-value to
lowest f-value: age, urea nitrogen, number of home medications, oxygen
saturation (%), history of chronic cardiac disease, oxygen saturation is
measured on room air, oxygen saturation is measured on oxygen ther-
apy, blood Lactate Dehydrogenase (LDH), blood albumin and blood gas
pH value. Blood gas pH is measured from arterial, venous and capil-
lary samples, of which 90.7% of the pH values are arterial measurements.
The two ‘oxygen is measured on’ features are binary features that de-
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Figure 7.4: Confusion matrix per centre as predicted by XGB trained on the 10 selected
features. The prediction threshold is optimized by the shortest distance to the upper-left
corner in the ROC plot of the complete dataset. All matrices show comparable distribu-
tions, though centre 4 shows relatively many false positives.
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Figure 7.5: Performance per day for the XGB trained on the 10 selected features. The
left y-axis shows the absolute number of correct predictions and the right y-axis the
relative number of correct predictions. Relative performance was calculated by correct /
(correct + incorrect) and was well above chance level (0.5) for all days. The results indicate
robust performance as the relative performance showed no decrease over time while
varying between 0.6 and 0.9. The absolute performance shows that most patients have
an outcome (both favourable and unfavourable within one week after admission. A high
number of patients is seen on day 21, which is caused by the aggregation of all patients
that are in the hospital 21 days or longer. LR on the 10 best features shows similar
performance (Figure not shown).

termine whether the oxygen saturation (%) is measured on room air or
during oxygen therapy. The features were chosen independently of the
choice of the model; therefore, the selected features were the same for
both LR and XGB. Figure 6a and 6b show the SHAP values per feature
based on XGB trained on all features. For readability, only the top 20 fea-
tures are shown. The features selected by the ANOVA in pre-training are
also present in the top features computed by the SHAP values in post-
training, which strengthens the likelihood of these features being the
most important features within this dataset. This is also shown by the
fact that LR scored notably higher by using the 10-best features than us-
ing all features and XGB showing equal performance using 10-best or all
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Classifiers Feature set AUC Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV

LR

Premorbid 0.77 (0.72-0.81) 0.73 (0.61-0.84) 0.71 (0.64-0.78) 0.39 (0.35-0.44) 0.91 (0.88-0.95)
Clinical Presentation 0.67 (0.62-0.71) 0.60 (0.51-0.68) 0.63 (0.57-0.69) 0.30 (0.22-0.38) 0.86 (0.83-0.90)
Laboratory and Radiology 0.66 (0.59-0.73) 0.65 (0.47-0.83) 0.54 (0.34-0.73) 0.25 (0.16-0.34) 0.83 (0.74-0.91)
Premorbid + Clinical Presentation 0.79 (0.75-0.83) 0.71 (0.62-0.80) 0.71 (0.66-0.75) 0.38 (0.32-0.43) 0.91 (0.89-0.93)
All 0.71 (0.67-0.76) 0.62 (0.52-0.73) 0.70 (0.62-0.78) 0.36 (0.28-0.44) 0.88 (0.85-0.92)
10 best 0.81 (0.77-0.85) 0.77 (0.68-0.85) 0.71 (0.65-0.77) 0.41 (0.36-0.45) 0.93 (0.90-0.95)

XGB

Premorbid 0.77 (0.73-0.81) 0.68 (0.54-0.81) 0.60 (0.39-0.82) 0.36 (0.29-0.43) 0.68 (0.44-0.92)
Clinical Presentation 0.73 (0.71-0.74) 0.69 (0.61-0.77) 0.64 (0.59-0.69) 0.33 (0.26-0.40) 0.89 (0.87-0.92)
Laboratory and Radiology 0.72 (0.66-0.77) 0.68 (0.60-0.75) 0.63 (0.57-0.68) 0.31 (0.27-0.35) 0.88 (0.84-0.92)
Premorbid + Clinical Presentation 0.81 (0.78-0.83) 0.76 (0.67-0.85) 0.62 (0.47-0.78) 0.36 (0.29-0.44) 0.81 (0.62-1.00)
All 0.82 (0.79-0.85) 0.66 (0.54-0.78) 0.77 (0.65-0.89) 0.47 (0.42-0.52) 0.91 (0.88-0.95)
10 best 0.82 (0.79-0.85) 0.67 (0.57-0.77) 0.75 (0.63-0.86) 0.44 (0.40-0.48) 0.91 (0.88-0.94)

Table 7.2: Evaluation metrics for both classifiers for each feature set. The average and
95% confidence intervals over all LOHO-cv iterations are presented. Values in bold
represent the best performance for each metric per classifier. The premorbid feature set
includes age, gender, occupation and past medical history. AUC: area under the curve;
PPV: positive predictive value; NPV: negative predictive value; LR: logistic regression;
XGB: extreme gradient boosting.

features. Analysis of SHAP values for LR on all features (supplementary
Figure 4) showed that the linear LR model was not able to capture the
non-linear predictive value of the age feature, as it was ranked as 4th.
Nonetheless, the highest-ranked features for LR show importance and a
direction of association consistent with the literature [25, 26].

Subgroup analysis for ICU patients
Of the 2273 included patients, 384 (17%) were admitted to the ICU at any
time during the hospitalization. LR showed the highest overall perfor-
mance on ICU patients with an AUC of 0.71 (0.65 to 0.78). XGB showed
the highest performance on both Premorbid and Premorbid + Clinical
presentation features (0.69, 0.59 - 0.79). See table 3 for all results. For
non-ICU patients, LR showed highest performance on the 10-best fea-
tures (AUC 0.85, 0.81 - 0.88) and XGB on all features (AUC 0.86, 0.82 -
0.89). Compared with the results on the complete dataset, the perfor-
mance dropped notably on ICU patients, decreasing in AUC by 0.04 to
0.20. The confidence intervals also increased, overall ranging from 0.03
to 0.18. The decreased discriminative power of the models is consid-
ered acceptable, as the initially best-performing feature sets decreased
only slightly and retained small confidence intervals. The decrease was
expected, given that performance on a smaller subgroup is inevitably
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Figure 7.6: SHAP values of XGB trained on all features. To prevent readability issues,
only the top 20 features are shown and the SHAP value range is set from -1.5 to 1.5,
visually cutting of a few outliers. The colour of each data points depicts the height of
the value, where red corresponds to high values and blue to low values. SHAP values
above 0 suggest a positive association with the outcome. Given the outcome is defined
as mortality within 21 days, the positive SHAP values translate to association with higher
mortality.

lower. In addition, the prognosis of the outcome of ICU admitted pa-
tients might change, for example, due to receiving distinct interventions
only available at the ICU. Inspection of sensitivity and specificity indi-
cates that the lower performance was due to a decrease in sensitivity
rather than specificity (see supplementary table 6). The main objective
in times of ICU admission at the time of ICU bed shortage is to correctly
identify those patients that would benefit from intensive care. There-
fore, the models may still be considered for application in practice, de-
spite lower overall performance. Nonetheless, a more tailored approach
might capture the unique characteristics of ICU patients better.

Comparison with age-based rules for whole cohort
Of the 2273 patients, the age of 19 patients was missing and these were
thus excluded for this analysis. Of the remaining 2254 patients, 1061
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Classifiers Feature set AUC - ICU patients AUC - non-ICU patients

LR

Premorbid 0.71 (0.66-0.76) 0.81 (0.77-0.84)
Clinical Presentation 0.51 (0.37-0.66) 0.68 (0.64-0.72)
Laboratory and Radiology 0.54 (0.45-0.63) 0.69 (0.61-0.76)
Premorbid + Clinical Presentation 0.60 (0.42-0.78) 0.83 (0.80-0.86)
All 0.63 (0.50-0.76) 0.75 (0.72-0.79)
10 best 0.62 (0.44-0.80) 0.85 (0.81-0.88)

XGB

Premorbid 0.69 (0.59-0.79) 0.80 (0.76-0.83)
Clinical Presentation 0.57 (0.41-0.72) 0.75 (0.72-0.77)
Laboratory and Radiology 0.59 (0.52-0.66) 0.76 (0.69-0.83)
Premorbid + Clinical Presentation 0.69 (0.59-0.79) 0.84 (0.81-0.87)
All 0.68 (0.58-0.78) 0.86 (0.82-0.89)
10 best 0.68 (0.57-0.79) 0.85 (0.82-0.88)

Table 7.3: Model performance on (non-)ICU subgroup. Values in bold represent the
best performance per classifier per subgroup. The premorbid feature set includes age,
gender, occupation and past medical history. AUC: Area under the curve, ICU: Intensive
care unit, LR: Logistic regression, XGB = Extreme Gradient Boosting

were older than 70 and 415 were older than 80. The age-based decision
criteria therefore ‘predicted’ that of age > 70, 1193 will survive and 1061
will die. For age > 80 the prediction was 1839 and 415, respectively. Age
> 70 showed an AUC of 0.69 (0.65 to 0.74) whereas age > 80 showed
a lower AUC (0.61, 0.57 to 0.65). Figure 7 shows the confusion matri-
ces of LR and XGB trained on the 10-best features and both age-based
decision criteria. To compare both models with the age-based rules, the
results were tuned to the shortest distance to the upper left corner in the
ROC plot. Both LR and XGB show a higher AUC than either age-based
decision criteria. The results show that the presented models can out-
perform earlier applied triage rules during crises and can thus provide
better information based on individual medical data.

Sensitivity analysis of age as feature
The best performing model, XGB-10, was retrained and evaluated with-
out age as a feature. While expecting the performance to drop signifi-
cantly, given that age was the most predictive feature by both the fea-
ture selection and SHAP analysis (Figure 6), the performance decreased
only slightly from an AUC of 0.82 (0.79 - 0.85) to 0.78 (0.75 - 0.81). Even
though there were no signs of troublesome collinearity (supplementary
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Figure 7.7: LR and XGB trained on the 10 selected features compared with two age-
based decision rules. Both LR and XGB showed a higher AUC than both age-based
rules. 19 patients did not have a value for age and were excluded for this analysis.

Figure 1), age did show high multicollinearity (variance inflation factor;
VIF > 20). However, during model development, it was decided not to
exclude features beforehand. Nonetheless, the high VIF indicates that
the information present in age is latently present in two or more other
features, which could explain the retained performance.

7.4 Discussion
We have shown that the mortality of individual COVID-19 patients can
be predicted at hospital admission with good discrimination using both
linear (LR; AUC 0.81, 0.77 to 0.85) and nonlinear (XGB; 0.82, 0.79 to 0.85)
models with 10 features that are readily available in most hospitals. Both
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models showed improved discrimination over age-based decision rules,
used in practice during acute hospital bed shortage [2]. XGB trained
on all 80 features and the 10 best features performed comparable, but
the latter model may be preferred for easier translation to clinical prac-
tice. The presented models were trained on a large cohort, represent-
ing approximately 16% of the total COVID-19 related hospital admis-
sions in the Netherlands during the first wave. [NICE, consulted Octo-
ber 7th] [24]. Wynants et al. reported that most models were at severe risk
of bias due to poor patient selection, predictor description and method-
ology [10]. The present study has addressed these issues by aiming to
clearly describe the patient inclusion process of a large cohort, clearly
defining an outcome measure and by using a standardized predictor for-
mat (rCCRF) from the WHO, expanded with potentially predictive vari-
ables curated by clinicians working in the COVID field. The models
were calibrated by using nested cross-validation to prevent data leakage
and validated by leave-one-hospital-out cross-validation. This location-
based external cross-validation shows better results than classic cross-
validation [27], although validation on an independent dataset remains
preferred. Additional to LOHO-cv, the risk of overfitting was further
reduced by regularizing both models, where regularization parameters
were optimized using nested cross-validation on the training set. Fur-
thermore, the internal cross-validation results shown in supplementary
table 6 are similar to the results of LOHO-cv validation, indicating that
the risk of overfitting on specific centres is low. An important note is
that a good model fit was not shown on all feature sets, e.g. Laboratory
& Radiology features or LR on all features. Additionally, analysis of the
SHAP values of LR (supplementary Figure 4, showed that the predic-
tive value of age was not well captured by LR, as the feature was only
ranked as the fourth most predictive feature. Combined, XGB-10 is the
recommended model, as it showed a good fit and capture the non-linear
predictive value of age well.

The results shown in this study are similar to a large-scale study by
knight et al 2020 that utilized a UK cohort ten-fold larger than this co-
hort and external validation [11]. The authors presented similar meth-
ods with similar results as this study, which strengthens the reliability
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of both models and reducing the risk of reporting over-optimistic results.
However, before application in practice the models need to be validated
by an independent research group and for data in other countries. We
have identified several uncertainties that may limit the current reliabil-
ity of the models. Firstly, the skewed outcome distribution (516 events
over 2273 records) in our cohort limits the calibration of our models (sup-
plementary Figure 3). This becomes apparent in the decreased calibra-
tion for higher-risk patients, though it must be noted that the recom-
mended model (XGB-10) retains good calibration. Secondly, the cohort
represents Dutch hospitalized COVID-19 patients during the first wave
of infections and might differ from current COVID-19 patients due to
the availability of therapies like steroids or vaccination. The included
features could be improved by adding some features that are known to
be highly predictive such as d-dimer, presence of infiltrates on the chest
x-ray and duration of symptoms before hospital admission. These vari-
ables were initially included in our data but had to be removed due to
too many missing values. Additionally, the duration of symptoms before
admission was anamnestic, decreasing its reliability due to the retro-
spective data collection. Lastly, some uncertainties arise from the out-
come definition, defined as the chance of death or discharge to palliative
care within 21 days after hospital admission. The outcome was defined
as all-cause mortality instead of COVID-19 related mortality, and this
might result in an overestimation of the predictive power of specific co-
morbidities. Furthermore, the cut-off point of 21 days was considered
as a balanced choice between early outcome and eventual outcome. A
shorter time frame might result in inaccurate outcomes and extending
it would not have resulted in many more cases. However, some patients
that were still at the hospital on day 21 might have an unfavourable out-
come shortly after, resulting in a mislabelling of the patient, which over-
all might lead to an underestimation of mortality. Moreover, no follow-
up of patients discharged to palliative care was implemented, possibly
labelling patients with an erroneous unfavourable outcome. However,
given that only seven patients (0.3% of all patients) were discharged to
palliative care, we consider the risk negligible. Lastly, no bed shortage
was experienced in the Netherlands and it is therefore unlikely that pri-
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oritization towards specific patients biased the cohort.

Implications for clinicians and policymakers
The presented models show that a reliable prediction can be made based
on ten features readily available in all Dutch and most worldwide hos-
pitals: age, number of home medications, admission blood values urea
nitrogen/LDH/albumin, oxygen saturation (%), blood gas pH and history
of chronic cardiac disease. The models are thus easily applicable in prac-
tice and can improve the triage decision by providing a more objective
medical foundation. We also showed that age as a feature is contribut-
ing towards a better prediction, but is not crucial. This implicates that
policymakers can decide to exclude age when utilizing these models.

Unanswered questions and future research
This work shows a promising step towards a triage tool during a hos-
pital bed shortage. However, given the rapidly improving medical care
for COVID-19 patients and the lack of external validation, the data used
during development are likely less representational of the current hos-
pitalized COVID-19 patients. Additionally, the models are trained on
a Dutch cohort and cannot be generalized to other countries. Lastly, it
should be evaluated how the prediction of the models compare with the
clinician expertise. Altogether, a validation study evaluating these unan-
swered questions would be the next step towards clinical implication.

7.5 Conclusion and Recommendation
Both LR and XGB showed good performance using the 10 best features,
and outperformed age-based rules, with or without age included in the
features. The results suggest that XGB using the 10 best features can
improve decision making during an acute hospital bed shortage during
a COVID-19 crisis and this model holds promise to be developed into a
clinical tool.
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7.12 Supplementary materials
Premorbid Clinical presentation Laboratory / Radiology findings
Age Bleeding (Haemorrhage) Adenovirus PCR positive
AIDS / HIV Days since infection before hospital admission ALT
Asthma (physician diagnosed) Diastolic blood pressure aPTT
Autoimmune andor inflammatory diseases Disturbed capillary refill AST
Chronic cardiac disease, including congenital

heart disease (not hypertension) Heart rate Bacteria in sputum cultured

Chronic hematologic disease History of fever Blood Albumin
Chronic kidney disease Irregular heart rhythm Blood cultures positive
Chronic neurological disorder Respiratory rate Blood Urea Nitrogen
Chronic pulmonary disease (not asthma) Seizures CO-RADS CT thorax score
Diabetes with complications Shortness of breath (Dyspnea) Blood Creatinine kinase
Diabetes without complications Systolic blood pressure Blood Creatinine value
Gender Temperature Blood CRP
Healthcare worker Oxygen saturation Blood D-dimer
Hypertension Oxygen saturation measured on room air Blood Ferritine
Immunosuppressive medication Oxygen saturation on oxygen therapy Blood Fibrinogen
Malignant neoplasm FiO2 supplied
Microbiology worker Blood Glucose
Mild liver disease Blood Haemoglobin
Moderate or severe liver disease Influenza PCR positive
Number of different medicine patient uses Blood INR
Regular medicine use at home Blood Lactate value
Rheumatologic disorder Blood LDH

Rheumatologic disorder Other Infectious Respiratory
diagnosis confirmed

PaO2 – Arterial blood gas
PaO2 – Capillary blood gas
PaO2 – Venous blood gas
PaCO2 – blood gas
PH value – blood gas
Blood Platelets value
Blood Potassium
Blood PT
SaO2 – Blood gas
Blood Lymphocyte count
Blood Neutrophil Count
Blood Sodium
Thoracic CT findings
Blood Total Bilirubin
Blood Total calcium
Blood White blood cell count value
Presence of infiltrates on lung imaging

Supplementary table 1 – Individual features per feature set (adapted from the rapid
COVID-19 case report form. Removed values due to missing more than 50% of values
are underlined. Blood gas pH values are measured from arterial (90.7%), venous (7.0%)
and capillary (0.4%) samples. For 1.8% pH samples, the location is unknown.
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Feature set N
features

N Features
after
preprocessing

Average
absolute
missing

Average
relative
missing (%)

Min
missing

Max
missing

Premorbid 24 22 63 2.8 0 349
Clinical presentation 14 15 92 4.0 0 336
Laboratory & radiology 42 33 490 21.6 0 1023
Premorbid +
clinical presentation 38 37 75 3.3 0 349

All 80 70 271 11.9 0 1023

Supplementary table 2 – Feature set description before and after preprocessing. The
average absolute missing, average relative missing, minimum missing per feature and
maximum missing per feature are described after preprocessing. The Laboratory & Ra-
diology feature set shows notably higher amount of missing values, likely because no all
laboratory values are measured for each patient. In addition, some features were added
at a later stage in development, resulting in missing values for patients already included.
The degrees of freedom are equal to the amount of estimated parameters, which might
vary from the initial amount of features due to removal and dummification of features.

Classifier Parameter Name Parameter Value
XGB [Learning rate] [0.1, 0.01, 0.001]

[Gamma] Minimum loss reduction required
to make a further partition on a leaf
node of the tree

[0.1, 0.01, 0.001]

[N estimators] [100, 200, 300, 500, 700]
[Subsample] Subsample ratio of the
training instances [0.5, 0.7, 0.9]

[Colsample by tree] Parameters for
subsampling the columns [0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8]

[Max depth] Maximum depth of a tree [2, 4, 6, 8]
LR [Solver] [Saga]

[Penalty] Regularization penalty type [Elasticnet, L2]
[L1 Ratio] Ratio between L1 and L2
regularization [0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0]

[C] Inverse regularization strength
[0.0, 0.001, 0.006, 0.046,
0.359, 2.783, 21.544, 166.81,
1291.55, 10000.0]

Supplementary table 3 - Hyper-parameters used for optimizing LR or XGB models. A
50-iteration randomized grid-search was used for both models. The values in square
brackets under parameters name are the parameter names as per function in the code.
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5 

 

Section/Topic Item  Checklist Item Page 

Title and abstract 

Title 1 D;V 
Identify the study as developing and/or validating a multivariable prediction model, the target 
population, and the outcome to be predicted. 

4 

Abstract 2 D;V 
Provide a summary of objectives, study design, setting, participants, sample size, predictors, 
outcome, statistical analysis, results, and conclusions. 

4 

Introduction 

Background and 
objectives 

3a D;V 
Explain the medical context (including whether diagnostic or prognostic) and rationale for 
developing or validating the multivariable prediction model, including references to existing models. 

5 

3b D;V 
Specify the objectives, including whether the study describes the development or validation of the 
model or both. 

5, 6 

Methods 

Source of data 

4a D;V 
Describe the study design or source of data (e.g., randomized trial, cohort, or registry data), 
separately for the development and validation data sets, if applicable. 

7 

4b D;V 
Specify the key study dates, including start of accrual; end of accrual; and, if applicable, end of 
follow-up.  

7 

Participants 

5a D;V 
Specify key elements of the study setting (e.g., primary care, secondary care, general population) 
including number and location of centres. 

7 

5b D;V Describe eligibility criteria for participants.  7 

5c D;V Give details of treatments received, if relevant.  n/a 

Outcome 
6a D;V 

Clearly define the outcome that is predicted by the prediction model, including how and when 
assessed.  

7, 8 

6b D;V Report any actions to blind assessment of the outcome to be predicted.  n/a 

Predictors 
7a D;V 

Clearly define all predictors used in developing or validating the multivariable prediction model, 
including how and when they were measured. 

8, T2, 
ST1, 
ST4 

7b D;V Report any actions to blind assessment of predictors for the outcome and other predictors.  n/a 

Sample size 8 D;V Explain how the study size was arrived at. 7 

Missing data 9 D;V 
Describe how missing data were handled (e.g., complete-case analysis, single imputation, multiple 
imputation) with details of any imputation method.  

8 

Statistical 
analysis methods 

10a D Describe how predictors were handled in the analyses.  8, 9 

10b D 
Specify type of model, all model-building procedures (including any predictor selection), and method 
for internal validation. 

8, 9 

10c V For validation, describe how the predictions were calculated.  
10, fig 

1 

10d D;V 
Specify all measures used to assess model performance and, if relevant, to compare multiple 
models.  

10 

10e V Describe any model updating (e.g., recalibration) arising from the validation, if done. n/a 

Risk groups 11 D;V Provide details on how risk groups were created, if done.  n/a 

Development vs. 
validation 

12 V 
For validation, identify any differences from the development data in setting, eligibility criteria, 
outcome, and predictors.  

10, 11 

Results 

Participants 

13a D;V 
Describe the flow of participants through the study, including the number of participants with and 
without the outcome and, if applicable, a summary of the follow-up time. A diagram may be helpful.  

12 

13b D;V 
Describe the characteristics of the participants (basic demographics, clinical features, available 
predictors), including the number of participants with missing data for predictors and outcome.  

12, T1 

13c V 
For validation, show a comparison with the development data of the distribution of important 
variables (demographics, predictors and outcome).  

T1 

Model 
development  

14a D Specify the number of participants and outcome events in each analysis.  12, T1 

14b D If done, report the unadjusted association between each candidate predictor and outcome. n/a 

Model 
specification 

15a D 
Present the full prediction model to allow predictions for individuals (i.e., all regression coefficients, 
and model intercept or baseline survival at a given time point). 

- 

15b D Explain how to the use the prediction model. - 

Model 
performance 

16 D;V Report performance measures (with CIs) for the prediction model. 
15, T2, 
16, 17, 
T3, 18 

Model-updating 17 V If done, report the results from any model updating (i.e., model specification, model performance). n/a 

Discussion 

Limitations 18 D;V 
Discuss any limitations of the study (such as nonrepresentative sample, few events per predictor, 
missing data).  

19 

Interpretation 

19a V 
For validation, discuss the results with reference to performance in the development data, and any 
other validation data.  

19 

19b D;V 
Give an overall interpretation of the results, considering objectives, limitations, results from similar 
studies, and other relevant evidence.  

20, 21 

Implications 20 D;V Discuss the potential clinical use of the model and implications for future research.  20 

Other information 

Supplementary 
information 

21 D;V 
Provide information about the availability of supplementary resources, such as study protocol, Web 
calculator, and data sets.  

Refere
nced 

throug
hout 

Funding 22 D;V Give the source of funding and the role of the funders for the present study.  21 

 

 
  

Supplementary table 4 – TRIPOD Checklist: Prediction Model Development and Vali-
dation. T: Table, ST: supplementary table
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Supplementary table 5 - Classifier scores per fold using leave-one-hospital-out cross-
validation. CLF: Classifier, AUC: Area under the curve, TN: True negative, FP: False
positive, FN: False negative, TP: True positive, PPV: Positive predictive value, NPV:
Negative predictive value, LR: Logistic Regression, XGB: XGBoost, PM: Premorbid, CP:
Clinical presentation, L&R: Laboratory and Radiology.

CLF
Feature

set
Fold AUC TN FP FN TP Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV

LR PM 0 0.779 106 39 9 15 0.625 0.731 0.278 0.922
1 0.764 145 74 21 77 0.786 0.662 0.510 0.873
2 0.694 169 42 28 22 0.440 0.801 0.344 0.858
3 0.701 164 158 26 92 0.780 0.509 0.368 0.863
4 0.894 79 26 0 24 1.000 0.752 0.480 1.000
5 0.793 229 86 22 64 0.744 0.727 0.427 0.912
6 0.854 68 29 1 15 0.938 0.701 0.341 0.986
7 0.701 97 9 6 6 0.500 0.915 0.400 0.942
8 0.727 144 93 25 63 0.716 0.608 0.404 0.852

LR CP 0 0.638 70 75 8 16 0.667 0.483 0.176 0.897
1 0.625 172 47 63 35 0.357 0.785 0.427 0.732
2 0.714 106 105 12 38 0.760 0.502 0.266 0.898
3 0.765 237 85 40 78 0.661 0.736 0.479 0.856
4 0.694 69 36 11 13 0.542 0.657 0.265 0.863
5 0.689 212 103 32 54 0.628 0.673 0.344 0.869
6 0.698 61 36 4 12 0.750 0.629 0.250 0.938
7 0.516 60 46 7 5 0.417 0.566 0.098 0.896
8 0.660 156 81 35 53 0.602 0.658 0.396 0.817

LR L&R 0 0.554 94 51 13 11 0.458 0.648 0.177 0.879
1 0.714 71 148 7 91 0.929 0.324 0.381 0.910
2 0.705 140 71 17 33 0.660 0.664 0.317 0.892
3 0.686 228 94 51 67 0.568 0.708 0.416 0.817
4 0.617 3 102 3 21 0.875 0.029 0.171 0.500
5 0.759 212 103 24 62 0.721 0.673 0.376 0.898
6 0.806 67 30 3 13 0.813 0.691 0.302 0.957
7 0.657 12 94 2 10 0.833 0.113 0.096 0.857
8 0.434 237 0 88 0 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.729

LR PM + CP 0 0.779 98 47 6 18 0.750 0.676 0.277 0.942
1 0.777 137 82 21 77 0.786 0.626 0.484 0.867
2 0.745 153 58 19 31 0.620 0.725 0.348 0.890
3 0.795 209 113 22 96 0.814 0.649 0.459 0.905
4 0.871 75 30 4 20 0.833 0.714 0.400 0.949
5 0.806 251 64 37 49 0.570 0.797 0.434 0.872
6 0.894 67 30 3 13 0.813 0.691 0.302 0.957
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7 0.678 90 16 7 5 0.417 0.849 0.238 0.928
8 0.781 152 85 19 69 0.784 0.641 0.448 0.889

LR All 0 0.621 96 49 13 11 0.458 0.662 0.183 0.881
1 0.749 147 72 29 69 0.704 0.671 0.489 0.835
2 0.726 124 87 10 40 0.800 0.588 0.315 0.925
3 0.723 242 80 50 68 0.576 0.752 0.459 0.829
4 0.702 52 53 4 20 0.833 0.495 0.274 0.929
5 0.770 256 59 35 51 0.593 0.813 0.464 0.880
6 0.827 61 36 3 13 0.813 0.629 0.265 0.953
7 0.568 89 17 7 5 0.417 0.840 0.227 0.927
8 0.741 208 29 51 37 0.420 0.878 0.561 0.803

LR 10 best 0 0.770 88 57 5 19 0.792 0.607 0.250 0.946
1 0.797 140 79 17 81 0.827 0.639 0.506 0.892
2 0.750 164 47 19 31 0.620 0.777 0.397 0.896
3 0.787 197 125 17 101 0.856 0.612 0.447 0.921
4 0.874 76 29 2 22 0.917 0.724 0.431 0.974
5 0.825 249 66 27 59 0.686 0.790 0.472 0.902
6 0.944 70 27 1 15 0.938 0.722 0.357 0.986
7 0.778 95 11 6 6 0.500 0.896 0.353 0.941
8 0.768 152 85 21 67 0.761 0.641 0.441 0.879

XGB PM 0 0.736 116 29 12 12 0.500 0.800 0.293 0.906
1 0.740 164 55 42 56 0.571 0.749 0.505 0.796
2 0.672 0 211 0 50 1.000 0.000 0.192 0.000
3 0.722 210 112 44 74 0.627 0.652 0.398 0.827
4 0.902 84 21 4 20 0.833 0.800 0.488 0.955
5 0.785 0 315 0 86 1.000 0.000 0.214 0.000
6 0.806 74 23 7 9 0.563 0.763 0.281 0.914
7 0.810 100 6 7 5 0.417 0.943 0.455 0.935
8 0.731 169 68 37 51 0.580 0.713 0.429 0.820

XGB CP 0 0.710 74 71 3 21 0.875 0.510 0.228 0.961
1 0.735 158 61 31 67 0.684 0.721 0.523 0.836
2 0.784 117 94 8 42 0.840 0.555 0.309 0.936
3 0.738 207 115 30 88 0.746 0.643 0.433 0.873
4 0.721 67 38 9 15 0.625 0.638 0.283 0.882
5 0.734 241 74 40 46 0.535 0.765 0.383 0.858
6 0.742 65 32 5 11 0.688 0.670 0.256 0.929
7 0.694 75 31 6 6 0.500 0.708 0.162 0.926
8 0.680 132 105 23 65 0.739 0.557 0.382 0.852

XGB L&R 0 0.723 81 64 6 18 0.750 0.559 0.220 0.931
1 0.719 129 90 28 70 0.714 0.589 0.438 0.822
2 0.754 109 102 9 41 0.820 0.517 0.287 0.924
3 0.691 213 109 45 73 0.619 0.661 0.401 0.826
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4 0.705 66 39 7 17 0.708 0.629 0.304 0.904
5 0.751 196 119 23 63 0.733 0.622 0.346 0.895
6 0.823 64 33 4 12 0.750 0.660 0.267 0.941
7 0.787 86 20 5 7 0.583 0.811 0.259 0.945
8 0.504 138 99 51 37 0.420 0.582 0.272 0.730

XGB PM + CP 0 0.771 84 61 5 19 0.792 0.579 0.238 0.944
1 0.810 152 67 25 73 0.745 0.694 0.521 0.859
2 0.774 144 67 16 34 0.680 0.682 0.337 0.900
3 0.768 204 118 26 92 0.780 0.634 0.438 0.887
4 0.867 0 105 0 24 1.000 0.000 0.186 0.000
5 0.831 264 51 29 57 0.663 0.838 0.528 0.901
6 0.868 70 27 2 14 0.875 0.722 0.341 0.972
7 0.794 90 16 6 6 0.500 0.849 0.273 0.938
8 0.767 140 97 18 70 0.795 0.591 0.419 0.886

XGB All 0 0.791 106 39 6 18 0.750 0.731 0.316 0.946
1 0.823 68 151 0 98 1.000 0.311 0.394 1.000
2 0.779 197 14 29 21 0.420 0.934 0.600 0.872
3 0.775 227 95 42 76 0.644 0.705 0.444 0.844
4 0.863 86 19 7 17 0.708 0.819 0.472 0.925
5 0.832 273 42 37 49 0.570 0.867 0.538 0.881
6 0.932 82 15 2 14 0.875 0.845 0.483 0.976
7 0.820 100 6 7 5 0.417 0.943 0.455 0.935
8 0.786 188 49 38 50 0.568 0.793 0.505 0.832

XGB 10 best 0 0.801 107 38 7 17 0.708 0.738 0.309 0.939
1 0.806 66 153 2 96 0.980 0.301 0.386 0.971
2 0.762 178 33 24 26 0.520 0.844 0.441 0.881
3 0.786 223 99 35 83 0.703 0.693 0.456 0.864
4 0.841 80 25 7 17 0.708 0.762 0.405 0.920
5 0.820 271 44 38 48 0.558 0.860 0.522 0.877
6 0.940 81 16 3 13 0.813 0.835 0.448 0.964
7 0.847 101 5 7 5 0.417 0.953 0.500 0.935
8 0.781 175 62 31 57 0.648 0.738 0.479 0.850
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Classifiers Feature set AUC Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV
LR Premorbid 0.76 (0.75-0.77) 0.75 (0.73-0.78) 0.67 (0.65-0.70) 0.40 (0.38-0.42) 0.90 (0.90-0.91)

Clinical Presentation 0.68 (0.65-0.71) 0.59 (0.50-0.68) 0.67 (0.60-0.74) 0.34 (0.30-0.38) 0.86 (0.85-0.87)
Laboratory and Radiology 0.67 (0.66-0.69) 0.59 (0.56-0.61) 0.67 (0.64-0.71) 0.34 (0.32-0.36) 0.85 (0.84-0.86)
Premorbid + Clinical Presentation 0.78 (0.77-0.79) 0.73 (0.66-0.79) 0.72 (0.68-0.76) 0.42 (0.39-0.46) 0.90 (0.89-0.92)
All 0.59 (0.55-0.64) 0.29 (0.14-0.44) 0.83 (0.75-0.92) 0.35 (0.31-0.38) 0.80 (0.77-0.83)
10 best 0.81 (0.80-0.82) 0.79 (0.77-0.80) 0.71 (0.69-0.73) 0.44 (0.42-0.47) 0.92 (0.91-0.93)

XGB Premorbid 0.77 (0.76-0.79) 0.78 (0.75-0.81) 0.68 (0.66-0.70) 0.39 (0.37-0.42) 0.68 (0.44-0.92)
Clinical Presentation 0.73 (0.72-0.74) 0.69 (0.67-0.72) 0.66 (0.64-0.68) 0.37 (0.36-0.39) 0.89 (0.87-0.92)
Laboratory and Radiology 0.73 (0.71-0.74) 0.70 (0.67-0.72) 0.63 (0.60-0.66) 0.35 (0.33-0.38) 0.88 (0.84-0.92)
Premorbid + Clinical Presentation 0.81 (0.80-0.82) 0.77 (0.75-0.79) 0.71 (0.70-0.73) 0.45 (0.43-0.47) 0.81 (0.62-1.00)
All 0.83 (0.81-0.84) 0.78 (0.75-0.80) 0.74 (0.72-0.77) 0.47 (0.45-0.49) 0.91 (0.88-0.95)
10 best 0.81 (0.80-0.82) 0.75 (0.72-0.77) 0.74 (0.71-0.76) 0.46 (0.43-0.49) 0.91 (0.88-0.94)

Supplementary table 6: Performance on internal validation. Performance is evaluated
by using 10-fold random subsampling cross-validation. For each metric, the best per-
formance per classifier is highlighted by bold text. LR performed best on all metrics
except specificity when trained on the 10 selected features. XGB performed highest us-
ing all features on all metrics except negative predictive value. LR: Logistics regression,
XGB: Extreme gradient boosting, AUC: Area under de curve, PPV: Positive predictive
value, NPV: Negative predictive value

Supplementary Figure 1 – TRIPOD Checklist: Prediction Model Development and Va-
lidation. T: Table, ST: supplementary table
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Supplementary Figure 2 – Screenshot of the calculator

Supplementary Figure 3 – Model calibration. The recommended model, XGB trained on
the 10 best features, is highlighted, and shows good calibration for all risk groups.
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Supplementary Figure 4 – SHAP values for logistic regression
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8
Discussion

This thesis presents a progressive exploration of decoding motor related
activity using stereotactic-encephalography electrodes (sEEG). Through-
out the chapters, a few core topics recur on the various aspects of de-
coding brain-wide motor representations with sEEG. Here, I will first
expand on sEEG as a research vehicle. Then, I will evaluate our findings
on motor-related neural activity and discuss potential representations.
Furthermore, I will discuss the use of neural manifolds in sEEG and end
with future implications on sEEG motor brain-computer interfaces.

8.1 Stereotactic encephalography as a research
vehicle

Many types of recording modalities are available to record neural activ-
ity, all of which have different temporal and spatial resolutions. Ideally,
the recording modality has a high spatial and temporal resolution, and
records the whole brain simultaneously. Unfortunately, such a recording
modality does not exists. In general, there is a trade-off between higher
resolution and the size of the area covered by the electrodes. For exam-
ple, hemodynamic methods may cover the whole brain, e.g. functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), but are inherently limited in tem-
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poral resolution by the hemodynamic response. Non-invasive methods
recording electrical activity of the brain, like surface electroencephalo-
graphy (EEG), cover the whole brain with high temporal resolution, but
are limited in spatial resolution and frequency range: gamma and higher
frequencies are strongly attenuated when passing through the skull and
do not spread as far due to the 1/f decrease in power when the frequency
increases. On the other side of the spectrum are the single or multi-unit
electrodes (e.g. microelectrode arrays, MEAs or microwires), which are
capable of recording individual spikes with very high spatial and tem-
poral resolution. However, MEAs usually only cover a 4 x 4 mm area per
array.

In the middle of this spectrum exist sEEG and electrocorticography
(ECoG). ECoG grids capture local field potentials (LFPs) directly from
the cortex. These grids capture neural activity from cortical areas with
high spatial and temporal resolution, covering roughly 10mm2. SEEG
electrode have the unique property to capture from cortical and subcor-
tical areas simultaneously. The spatial resolution is similar to ECoG,
aggregating about 10.000 neurons in the recorded LFPs per electrode.
Both recording methods are close enough to the neural sources to have
access to high-frequency components as well. Lastly, sEEG electrodes
are very similar to deep brain stimulation electrodes which boast safe
and stable long-term implantations. Although there are no reports of
long-term implantations of sEEG electrodes, in the context of BCIs, a
similar safety profile in sEEG would be a welcome property compared to
the instability of MEAs [1].

Together, these properties make sEEG an excellent research vehicle
to explore global and previously hard to reach brain areas. In the con-
text of BCIs, reports on decoding neural data using sEEG date back only
to 2011 [2], highlighting the potential for new neuroscientific endeavors.
For example, the sEEG coverage allow new studies to decode memory,
decision-making [3] or navigation [4] processes in humans, as areas like
the hippocampus, cingulate cortex and insula are regularly captured by
sEEG implantations (Figure 1.3). Moreover, the broad coverage of sEEG
electrodes enable large-scale network investigations that include inter-
action effects, as opposed to single area decoding. For example, chap-
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ter 4 leverages the large-scale coverage of sEEG to describe global motor
dynamics.

As sEEG electrodes penetrate deep into the brain, they inevitably co-
ver many white matter areas as well. Contacts in white matter areas are
generally assumed to hold little relevant information, and are thus often
used as reference electrode. However, some reports [5, 6] and our internal
analyses indicate that decodable information exists in these white mat-
ter contacts: removing these areas led to a decrease in decoding perfor-
mance. However, there is no consensus whether this information orig-
inates from nearby grey matter areas [7] or from sources within white
matter. For example, speculative sources may be ’leaked’ activity from
nodes of Ranvier or electrical activity from glia [8]. Unfortunately, sEEG
lacks the precision to disentangle such small-scale sources. Moreover,
the imaging strategy used in thesis to localize the brain area a contact is
in also does not provide sufficient information to draw any conclusions
from white matter areas. The imaging pipeline co-registers an pre-op
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan with a post-op computed to-
mography (CT) scan, and labels the anatomical location of each contact
based on the Destrieux atlas [9]. This imagining pipeline provides de-
tailed information about many grey matter areas, but does not provide
detailed white matter labels, except for which hemisphere it resides in.
White matter labels can be provided by other tools like diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) [10], but these require specialized MRI sequences that are
not part of clinical epilepsy treatment. Including DTI scans would pro-
vide an important extra level of detail in sEEG research, as it would en-
able BCI studies to related activity patterns to white matter tracts. With-
out it, these type of studies cannot be conducted, and thus including DTI
scans may be valuable to consider in future studies or treatments.

Although the brain-wide coverage of sEEG provides new opportuni-
ties, the varying electrode configurations per implantation poses new
challenges for analyses. As sEEG implantations are part of the clini-
cal treatment of medication-resistant epilepsy patients, the implanta-
tion locations are solely determined by clinical necessity. Coverage of
the same region across participants is thus inconsistent, which makes
systematic comparisons of the same area between participants challeng-
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ing. Some areas are covered more regularly, like the superior temporal
gyrus or hippocampus, but most other areas are not. Moreover, large
structures can have the same anatomical label, meaning that the same
label may not always indicate exactly the same area. For example, con-
tacts in the hippocampus are labeled as right-hippocampus or
left-hippocampus, which may be anywhere between the anterior
and posterior edge. As already noted in the discussion of chapter 2, there
are too few data to identify systematically involved areas. This led to the
application of dimensionality reduction methods (Chapter 3, 4 and 5) to
extract relevant information from all the electrodes. These methods will
be further discussed in section 8.3.

In spite of the challenges, the sparse but global coverage of sEEG
electrodes that includes cortical and subcortical structures simultane-
ously is a unique strength of this recording modality, making it well
suited for within person and large-scale electrophysiological decoding
approaches. From within this context, this thesis has provided new in-
sight on brain-wide motor representations.

8.2 Motor representations throughout the brain
We uncovered global neural dynamics from distributed areas in chap-
ter 4 and we were able to decode non-directional 3D hand-kinematics
from distributed areas in chapter 5. In both studies, no particular area
appeared to be the main driver of performance, except for the sporadic
coverage of the motor cortex (particularly in chapter 5, Figure 5.3a). Cor-
relations were widespread, although differences exists between areas.
This is in line with literature [11], builds upon reports of brain-wide cor-
relations between movement and spiking activity in mice [12–15], and
expands to brain-wide correlations in humans.

It is an open question what these global motor correlations represent.
So far, it seems like these correlations are related to any movement, both
instructed and non-instructed [14, 16], and represent something non-
directional. The widespread negative correlations with alpha-beta po-
wer and positive correlations with broadband high-gamma power ob-
served in chapter 5, Figure 5.3b & c may indicate that these are related
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to change of movement. Given the close relationship between accelera-
tion and force, there might be a relationship between these correlations
and the (estimated) force of movement. A few studies have reported suc-
cessful decoding of force from sEEG [17, 18] or ECoG [19]. Branco et
al. [20] report that a transient high-gamma response is strongly coupled
with onset and offset of a grasp force tasks. A similar increase of high-
gamma at onset is observed in Murphy et al. (2016) [18]. Although S1
and M1 were involved, Branco et al. report significant responses out-
side of the sensorimotor cortex, including supplementary motor cortex,
posterior parietal cortex, cingulate motor areas and the premotor cortex.

In the context of goal-directed movement, alpha-beta desynchroniza-
tion may reflect a change in global motor dynamics that enables the mo-
tor system to become active. An increase of high-gamma power at onset
may then reflect an initial estimate of the required force, acceleration or
effort to reach a goal, leading to the hypothesis that the size of the high-
gamma peak is correlated with the distance to a goal. The global con-
tributions of this high-gamma peak might then be involved in providing
information to make this estimation. If this is the case, then integration
centers like the supramarginal gyrus (SMG) should be involved. To this
end, the strongest contributions of the first principal components seen
in chapter 3, Figure 3.3 are clustered around the SMG, and Breault et
al. (2019) [21] report that average power in the SMG positively correlated
with the path length.

The decoder in chapter 5 was not able to decode any directional com-
ponent from any kinematic. Other studies [22–24] do report significant
decoding of directional movement components from non-motor areas,
seemingly contradicting the results from chapter 5. The commonality
between these studies is that they all use the classic center-out task.
The decoder selected features based on the summed correlation with all
kinematics, so it might be that correlations of specific directional com-
ponents were too weak compared to the other kinematics, and thus not
selected by the decoder. However, the discrepancy might be better ex-
plained by the fact that highly controlled experimental designs do not
necessarily translate to designs that are more naturalistic. A weaker sig-
nal may be uncovered by averaging trials, but remain obscured in single
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trial paradigms. This discrepancy highlights that decoders that contin-
uously decode neural signals are essential for clinical applications that
capture the full complexity of the motor system. Future research projects
should therefore transition from highly controlled experiments to con-
tinuous and naturalistic designs.

Overall, the relatively recent availability of large-scale electrophysio-
logical recordings has generated new questions about global motor re-
lated activity and its representations. To answer these questions, we may
need to develop and/or apply new tools to gain new insights [25]. The
methods used in chapter 4 use manifold learning approaches to uncover
the underlying dynamics of global motor-related neural activity. These
tools are gaining traction as they result in stable representations com-
bined from many different electrodes. Multiple approaches exist to ex-
tract these hidden structures, which can be exploited by motor decoders.

8.3 Manifold learning as a tool to describe and
decode movement

Recording data from brain-wide areas inevitably means that the sEEG
electrodes capture many ongoing neural processes. However, only a sub-
set of neural activity is relevant for the targeted behavior, while the other
neural activity is irrelevant to the behavior or noise. Each contact con-
tains a combination of behaviorally relevant neural activity, behaviorally
irrelevant neural activity and noise, in different ratios. To disentangle
the behaviorally relevant information from the rest, dimensionality re-
duction techniques can be applied to extract a low-dimensional repre-
sentation of the behaviorally relevant information. The benefit of these
methods is that they increase the signal-to-noise ratio, as well as re-
duce the dimensionality of the data. Principal component analysis is
a well-known example, which extract principal components that are a
linear combination of all contacts. Therefore, a single principal compo-
nent captures behaviorally relevant activity from multiple sources and in
essence describes a relationship between the contributing sources.

These relationships of neural activity are often called neural popula-
tion dynamics or a neural manifold, and are effective methods to de-
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code movement for BCIs [26–29]. In our work, we explicitly extracted
these relationships by calculating the covariance matrices of the low-
dimensional representation. Using the regularized sample covariance
matrices for each trial in a class, we calculated the geometric class mean
covariance matrix. In other words, we extracted the stereotypical dynam-
ics per class. This resulted in a stable representation, which was simi-
lar enough between tasks and participant to cross decode significantly
above chance.

Stability is an important property as new methods aim to apply man-
ifolds to retain degrading BCI performance over time [29]. On a single
or multi-neuron scale, the brain constantly changes: neurons migrate
within the cortex, cells are dying and regenerating and the tuning of fir-
ing rates of single neurons can change over time. The neural signal is
affected by tiredness as well as day-to-day variations. However, learned
skills and behaviors remain remarkably stable over time. Perhaps this
stability is ensured by retaining the relationships between groups of neu-
rons, or in other words, the covariance structure. This has the poten-
tial to be an effective method, as the ablation study in chapter 4 showed
barely any degradation in performance for up to 50% of signal loss at the
optimal number of dimensions. Another example of stable relationships
is the directional tuning in the motor cortex (as discussed in the intro-
duction). While the underlying tuning constantly changes, the popula-
tion vector remains stable in a preferred direction. Indeed, preserved
covariance structures have been identified multiple times in multiple
regions as well [30–33]. Natraj et al. (2021) [34] extends this to multi-
ple scales. The neural covariance between multiple areas within a dis-
tributed network remained stable during all movements, whereas more
specific movements within this manifold exhibit more specific covari-
ance structures as well. The large-scale multi-area manifold described
in Natraj et al. (2021) seems similar to the global motor dynamics de-
scribed in chapter 4. The importance of stability of the neural dynamics
is demonstrated by Sadtler et al. (2014) [35]. The authors learned the
intrinsic manifold of a monkey by mapping neural activity into factors,
which then mapped to cursor control in a center-out task. When the au-
thors perturbed the mapping from factors to cursor output (within man-
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ifold), the subject was able to adjust within sessions. On the other hand,
an outside manifold perturbation, that is a perturbation of the mapping
from the neural activity to the factors (i.e. a change of dynamics), took
the subjects days to adjust to. The outside manifold perturbation forced
the subject to adjust the neural dynamics, which, given its stability, are
hard to change. Taken together, stability generated by persistent covari-
ance structures may be a globally applied mechanism on multiple scales
to ensure stable behavior over time.

So far, it seems like a few characteristics are related to neural mani-
folds in motor representations. First, on a large scale, there exists stable
covariance structures that can change based on global brain state [30],
for example from move to not-move (Chapter 4). Secondly, covariance
structures arise at multiple scales, describing more fine-grained move-
ments [30], e.g. general movement to grasping movement to specific
hand movements [34]. Lastly, similar covariance structures capture sim-
ilar movements [31, 34]. Regardless whether manifolds describe a func-
tion of the brain or not, they are a useful mathematical tool to describe
complex neural networks and its communication. In light of the clinical
BCI perspective, it may not be essential to entirely understand the under-
lying representation first, given a sufficiently reliable output is provided.
For example, in chapter 5 we applied a preferential subspace identifica-
tion algorithm [36] to separate neural activity into a parameterized num-
ber of behaviorally relevant and irrelevant information, and used these to
continuously decode 3D hand kinematics. Although we have not identi-
fied what the latent states represent, it does show that sufficient infor-
mation exists to consistently decode hand movement speed and acceler-
ation.

Some considerations remain. First, the studies presented in this work
and the studies referred to above all use linear algorithms to learn a man-
ifold. Linear approaches are easier to apply and interpret, but it is un-
known whether the underlying relationship is best described linearly or
non-linearly. Few efforts have been presented to fit non-linear mani-
folds, e.g. by using recurrent neural networks [37–39]. An elegant ap-
proach is presented by Perkins et al. (2023) [40], where they choose from a
library of predefined neural trajectories, resulting in fast and interpreta-
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ble non-linear decoding with known constraints. Secondly, the optimal
number of dimensions is unknown and may vary depending on the con-
text of electrode configuration and decoding task. From this perspec-
tive, selecting the number of latent states is an optimization problem.
In chapter 4, we determined that 10 dimensions was the most stable in
an ablation study. However, we also observed that including more di-
mensions did increase decoder performance. Given the decoding goal,
in this case stability or performance, the choice of parameter changes.
When reporting the ’optimal’ number of dimensions, the context should
be taken into account. Moreover, complex modelling or decoding strate-
gies are not necessarily better than simpler ones [40, 41].

In sum, the manifold learning field provides tools that may be excep-
tionally useful for the large-scale and varying sEEG recordings. They
provide stable information on relationships between areas and motor-
representations that can be used in neural decoders.

8.4 Translating sEEG to clinical applications.
SEEG-based BCI research is still relatively young, but has already proven
to be a promising tool for exciting applications [42]. However, to capture
the full complexity of motor control, sEEG motor BCI research should
move to naturalistic closed-loop studies as soon as possible. Closing
the loop will provide tangible feedback to both the user and researcher
whether a signal or decoder is sufficiently powerful to provide a reliable
output. For specific areas or between participant studies, other elec-
trodes might provide better resolution to answer the scientific question.
For example, exploring white matter activity would need single or multi-
neuron recordings to disentangle potential sources. Moreover, sEEG
provides opportunities to uncover important processes that may suffi-
ciently support clinical BCIs that would justify additional implantations.
However, sEEG electrodes are not implanted in the target population for
BCI, increasing uncertainty whether the same processes can be decoded
in the target population. If electrodes were implanted in the target popu-
lation, the road from first decoding results to clinical implantation is still
deceptively long. When looking at the speech decoding field, we see that
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although astonishing performance has recently been demonstrated [43,
44], even then the road to end users is long [45]. Furthermore, it is not
only a scientific and engineering challenge. Legislation, financial and
neuroethical aspects, like device obsolescence, are challenges the field
needs to overcome as well.

In spite of the current and future challenges, sEEG based neural de-
coding holds many undiscovered opportunities. The global coverage
provides access to previously hard to reach areas, while at the same time
calls for new approaches to understand the large-scale neural dynamics.
Altogether, sEEG motor BCI research has the potential to lead to excit-
ing new neuroscientific discoveries and improved BCI applications.
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Impact

Movement is ubiquitous in life, and the results presented in chapter 2,
3, 4 & 5 suggest that movement-related neural activity is ubiquitous in
the brain as well. Identifying the extent, understanding the neural basis,
and decoding these global motor dynamics may lead to both scientific
and societal impact.

Most immediate, we strengthen the scientific support to look beyond
the motor cortex [1]. A broader perspective of motor decodable informa-
tion may lead to a more comprehensive understanding of the full motor
system. In the context of BCIs, this may uncover new implantation tar-
gets, increasing the available information for motor decoders. Moreover,
motor-related activity can be decoded outside of the motor-cortex, mak-
ing motor-BCIs available for users who have a damaged motor cortex. In
an ideal future, neuroprostheses integrate seamlessly, perform real-time
and decode (near) perfectly. To achieve this, all brain areas that contain
motor-related information essential for decoding need to be captured.
This set of areas is currently unknown, but given the narrow focus on
the motor cortex, there might be unidentified (networks of) regions that
improve motor decoders. A broader focus and decoding endeavors may
uncover these areas.

A potential application of decoding non-motor areas is that global
motor dynamics (chapter 4) may be beneficial for stabilizing decoders.
One of the current problems experienced in motor decoders based on
microelectrode arrays (MEA) is a decrease in performance over time, re-
quiring regular calibration sessions. Stabilizing the decoder would re-
duce calibration sessions, increasing the potential for long-term at home
use. From a manifold perspective, the reduction in performance can
be viewed as a degradation of the underlying manifold due to chang-
ing signal in the electrodes [2]. Given the stability of the global motor
dynamics to loss of signal (stable up to 50% of lost channels, as demon-
strated in chapter 4, Figure 4.3), they might act like a stable anchor to
retain more performance. Increasing long-term stability by decreasing
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(re)calibration of decoders would increase the likelihood of clinical de-
ployment of at home use of BCIs

That same stability may contribute to calibrationless decoders via a
different pathway as well. We demonstrated a proof-of-concept of trans-
fer learning with non-overlapping electrodes, which may be beneficial
to improve or reduce calibration of training of decoders. If we are able
to extract neural structures that are similar between users, then we may
be able to pre-train models based on earlier recorded data. This way, a
decoder may be used as a plug-and-play device. Given that the decod-
ing performance was more reliant on the data or electrode locations of
the target participant, no pre-selection or optimization is required for
initializing a decoder for a new user.

So far, motor BCIs in this thesis have been discussed in the context
of controlling some kind of assistive device. However, the same motor
decoding methods might prove useful for other purposes. For exam-
ple, changes in global motor dynamics may relate to symptom severity
or disease progression in motor neuron diseases. Particularly in treat-
ments where electrodes are implanted already for another clinical goal,
like deep brain stimulation (DBS) in Parkinson’s disease (PD), research
to relate changes in global motor dynamics to clinical measures can be
performed directly. Additionally, if changes in dynamics are related to
symptom severity, then this change might be used as control signal to
adaptive DBS.

Given the number of DBS implantations, 30.000 between 2002 and
2011 in the United States [3], the possible impact of new potential clini-
cal measures like global motor dynamics can be widespread. Moreover,
DBS treatments are expanding from PD to more neurological disorders
and syndromes, including Tourette syndrome, pain, major depression
and obsessive compulsive disorder [4], expanding the potential research
potential and clinical impact even further.
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Summary

Nearly every choice you make eventually leads to a movement. You have
to move to act on your decision, otherwise your decision will have lit-
tle effect. Unfortunately, for some people movement is or becomes a
challenge. Severe paralysis or progressive motor disease may increas-
ingly limit a person’s ability to interact and communicate with their sur-
roundings. One of the most natural ways to increase an individual’s inde-
pendence and ability to move and communicate may be brain-computer
interfaces (BCIs). A BCI records neural activity and translates it into
a control signal for an assistive device. Many options exist to restore
movement, such as motorized wheelchairs, mouse pointers for click-
and-select and robotic arms or neural prostheses to restore reach and
grasp function.

BCIs consists of two main components. First, neural data need to be
recorded at one or more brain areas that contain motor related neu-
ral activity. Secondly, a neural decoder needs to translate the high-
dimensional neural activity into a control signal. To achieve the first
part, many BCIs use data recorded from the motor cortex: an area
demonstrated to contain sufficient information to control robotic arms.
However, recent discoveries in brain-wide recordings reveal that motor-
related neural activity is correlated with movement throughout the brain,
expanding from the local area of the motor cortex. These brain-wide sig-
nals provide new opportunities for motor decoders to reveal the neural
content and improve decoding performance.

The works in this thesis investigate the neural content of these brain-
wide activations by decoding movement from them. In chapter 2, we
provide an initial demonstration that three classes (rest, left hand move-
ment and right hand movement) can be decoded continuously from most
electrode configurations. This led to two insights: first, the brain-
wide coverage of stereotactic-electroencephalography (sEEG) electrodes
captures sufficient information to predict movement in a continuous
paradigm, meaning a prediction could be made 10 times per second.
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This property is essential for future clinical applications because it
allows for real-time control. Secondly, the performance was signifi-
cantly above chance for almost all electrode configurations, meaning
that movement related neural activity may be present in many different
areas.

To further investigate these brain-wide motor related activities, in
chapter 3 and 4 we explored the neural dynamics of a low-dimensional
representation of global motor-related neural activity. By extracting the
neural dynamics from a low dimensional representation of the motor-
related neural activity, we were able to decode movement regardless
of electrode placement. We named these pervasive dynamics ’global
motor dynamics’ and demonstrate that these were similar across tasks
and across participants, even with non-overlapping electrodes configu-
rations. Specifically, by training our decoder on executed movement, we
were able to decode imagined movement. Similarly, by training our de-
coder on one participant, we were on average able to decode movement,
based on the neural activity of another participant. Altogether, the re-
sults indicate that global motor dynamics are a brain-wide phenomenon
and exhibits stable behavior.

We built on these results by expanding our discrete task to a more
complex movement task. In chapter 5, we developed a decoder that
aimed to decode continuous 3D hand kinematics from sEEG recordings.
To do so, we designed a gamified experiment where the participant had
to control a cursor and move it to a target within a 3D space. By us-
ing the preferential subspace identification algorithm, we were able to
reconstruct non-directional hand movement speed and acceleration us-
ing delta activity, alpha-beta power and high-gamma power. As with the
global motor dynamics in chapter 4, the decoder was able to decode hand
speed trajectories significantly above chance for all participants.

Throughout this work and my PhD, we have recorded many datasets
with many participants. To perform these experiments, we had to per-
form many manual actions and checks to start recordings. This resulted
in long setup times and many errors, ultimately reducing the time spent
on recording and the total amount of recorded data. To reduce this prob-
lem, we developed a recording platform called T-Rex (Chapter 6) that
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automates setup and recording. T-Rex is designed to be flexible and is
currently in use in three different hospitals with different recording en-
vironments. Overall, the implementation of T-Rex greatly reduced the
number of errors and setup time, and increased the amount of data re-
corded.

To conclude, we demonstrate that global motor dynamics can be recor-
ded throughout the brain, that these dynamics are similar between tasks
and participants with non-overlapping electrodes, and contain enough
information to decode non-directional hand kinematics. We highlight
that sEEG provides a unique opportunity to explore the largely untapped
potential of high spatial and temporal resolution recordings of brain-
wide motor-related neural activity.

Finally, during this PhD, the COVID-19 pandemic spread around the
world and impacted our lives as well. During this time, our hospital was
on the verge of having insufficient beds to admit all COVID-19 patients.
The intensive care unit from the hospital voiced the need for a clini-
cal decision support system that could provide more information in a
’code black’ situation: the moment where the clinician needs to choose
between patients because there are insufficient beds. Therefore, I di-
verted my attention and resources to develop a model (chapter 7) that
could predict the 21-day all-cause mortality of admitted patients based
on admission data. The model outperformed controversial age-based
rules. Fortunately, the clinical decision support system never needed to
be applied in practice.
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Samenvatting

Vrijwel elke keuze die je maakt zal uiteindelijk leiden tot een beweging.
Om ervoor te zorgen dat jouw beslissing iets veranderd in jouw omgev-
ing is het onvermijdelijk dat je een beweging moet maken. Voor de
meeste mensen gebeurt dit moeiteloos en onbewust, maar voor sommige
mensen is bewegen niet vanzelfsprekend. Een ernstige verlamming of
progressieve motorische aandoening kan het bewegen ernstig beperken.
Het raakt de functionele onafhankelijkheid van de persoon, waardoor
diegene steeds meer zorg van zijn/haar omgeving nodig heeft. Het ver-
beteren van de functionele onafhankelijkheid is een van de belangrijkste
aandachtspunten. Een van de meest natuurlijke manieren van controle
van een hulpmiddel, zoals een robotarm, rolstoel of computercursor, zou
gerealiseerd kunnen worden door middel van een Brain-computer inter-
face (BCI). Deze technologie meet en vertaald hersensignalen direct naar
een controle signaal waarmee het hulpmiddel wordt aangestuurd.

Om een BCI te ontwikkelen zijn er twee hoofdcomponenten van be-
lang. Allereerst moeten het systeem hersensignalen kunnen meten in
een of meerdere hersengebieden die activiteit bevatten met informatie
over een (beoogde) beweging. Als tweede is er een model nodig dat deze
zogenoemde motor-gerelateerde hersenactiviteit vertaald naar een cont-
role signaal om het hulpmiddel aan te sturen. Voor de eerste component
is er historisch gezien veel aandacht besteed aan de motor cortex, een
hersengebied ongeveer tussen je oren dat genoeg informatie bevat voor
de huidige BCI prototypes om een robotarm aan te sturen. Echter, re-
cente ontdekkingen wijzen er op dat motor-gerelateerde hersenactiviteit
door de hele hersenen gemeten kan worden. Het uitbereiden van de aan-
dacht van de motor cortex naar de hele hersenen biedt nieuwe kansen,
zoals betere modellen die ons meer kunnen vertellen over de informatie
in deze motor-gerelateerde hersenactiviteit en een verbetering van de
vertaling van motor-gerelateerde hersenactiviteit naar beweging.

De studies in deze thesis onderzoeken of en hoe we de hersenbreed
gemeten motor-gerelateerde activiteit met machine learning modellen
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kunnen vertalen naar beweging. In hoofdstuk 2 demonsteren we dat
we drie verschillende staten, geen beweging, linkerhand beweging en
rechterhand beweging, elke 100 milliseconden kunnen herleiden van de
data van de meeste combinaties van geïmplanteerde elektrodes. Hieruit
herleidde we twee inzichten: Ten eerste vangen de stereotactische
elektro-encefalografische (sEEG) elektrodes in de meeste gevallen ge-
noeg informatie om bewegingen continue te kunnen herleiden. Voor
een toekomstig klinische toepassing is dit een essentiële voorwaarde.
Ten tweede lukte het model om van bijna alle combinaties van sEEG
elektrodes significant beter dan kans te voorspellen welke beweging de
proefpersoon (niet) maakte. Dit betekend dat motor-gerelateerde herse-
nactiviteit in vele verschillende hersengebieden te meten is.

Om deze hersenbrede motor-gerelateerde activiteit verder te onder-
zoeken hebben we in hoofdstuk 3 en 4 gekeken naar de onderliggende
patronen. Door deze patronen te identificeren en de veranderingen van
deze patronen te analyseren konden we voorspellen of de deelnemer wel
of niet bewoog, onafhankelijk van waar de elektrodes geplaatst waren.
Dit patroon hebben we ‘Global Motor Dynamics’ genoemd, oftewel de
dynamiek van motor-gerelateerde hersenactiviteit door de hele herse-
nen gemeten. In hoofdstuk 4 laten we zien dat Global Motor Dynamics
vergelijkbaar zijn tussen verschillende taken (ingebeelde en uitgevoerde
bewegingen) en verschillende proefpersonen, zelfs als de locaties van
de geïmplanteerde elektrodes niet overeenkomen. Specifiek betekent
dat dat we a.d.h.v. de hersenactiviteit van proefpersoon A kunnen voor-
spellen of proefpersoon B wel of niet bewoog. Samengenomen laten de
resultaten zien dat Global Motor Dynamics een patroon is dat door de
hele hersenen aanwezig lijkt te zijn en dat het stabiele voorspellende
patronen behelst.

Voortbouwend op deze resultaten waren we geïnteresseerd of we ook
een complexere bewegingstaak konden voorspellen. In hoofdstuk 5
hebben we een model gemaakt dat kinematica van drie dimensionale
handbewegingen kan reconstrueren op basis van sEEG metingen. Voor
dit onderzoek hebben we een speciaal spelletje ontwikkeld waarbij de
deelnemers een cursor moest verplaatsen in een kleine 3D ruimte. Door
gebruik van het ‘preferential subspace algoritme’ konden we de snelheid
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en versnelling van de hand continu te voorspellen. Hiervoor gebruikte
we delta, alpha-beta en high-gamma frequenties gemeten in de hersen-
activiteit. Net als bij de resultaten van hoofdstuk 4 kon het model de
handsnelheid en -versnelling significant boven kans voorspellen voor
alle deelnemers aan ons onderzoek.

Tijdens de onderzoeken in deze thesis en van collega’s zijn er vele
verschillende data sets verzameld met verschillende experimenten. Om
deze experimenten uit te voeren was het nodig om veel stappen hand-
matig uit te voeren en te controleren. Hierdoor was er grote kans op
fouten en duurde het opzetten, starten en stoppen van experimenten
lang, terwijl er maar een korte periode was dat we data konden verzame-
len. Om de werklast en kans op fouten te verminderen hebben een meet-
systeem ontwikkeld genaamd T-Rex (hoofdstuk 6), dat het grootste deel
van het opzetten, starten en stoppen van experimenten automatiseert. T-
Rex is ontworpen om flexibel te zijn, waardoor T-Rex al gebruikt wordt
in drie medische centra met verschillende IT-infrastructuur. Tot dusver
heeft de implementatie van T-Rex het aantal fouten aanzienlijk vermin-
derd, evenals de tijd die we spenderen aan opstellen van de experi-
menten. Uiteindelijk heeft het gebruik van T-Rex ervoor gezorgd dat
we meer data kunnen verzamelen.

Concluderend laat het werk in deze thesis zien dat Global Motor Dy-
namics gemeten kunnen worden door vrijwel de hele hersenen en dat
dit patroon vergelijkbaar is tussen verschillende taken en personen, zelf
als de elektrodes op verschillende plekken geïmplanteerd zijn. De dy-
namiek van de onderliggende patronen bevat genoeg informatie om de
hand snelheid en versnelling op elk moment te voorspellen. Deze thesis
onderstreept dat de hoge kwaliteit metingen met sEEG unieke kansen
biedt om het potentieel te ontsluiten van hersenbreed gemeten motor-
gerelateerde activiteit.

Afsluitend, tijdens mijn promotietraject ging de wereld gebukt onder
de COVID-19 pandemie met alle gevolgen van dien. Tijdens de eerste in-
fectiegolven zat het ziekenhuis aan haar grens van het aantal beschikbare
ziekenhuisbedden voor nieuwe COVID-19 patiënten. Vanuit de inten-
sive care was er plotseling een grote vraag naar een ondersteunend sys-
teem dat de beslissing bij een zogenoemde ‘code zwart’ kon verbeteren:
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de situatie waarbij er niet genoeg bedden zijn en een keuze gemaakt
moest worden tussen patiënten. Om mijn maatschappelijke steentje bij
te dragen heb ik mijn aandacht en middelen ingezet om een model te on-
twikkelen (hoofdstuk 7) dat de overleving kans over 21 dagen van nieuwe
COVID-19 patiënten kon voorspellen, gebaseerd op data beschikbaar bij
opname. Het ontwikkelde model voorspelde beter dan controversiële,
maar door noodzaak gedwongen op leeftijd-gebaseerde regels gebruikt
in enkele Europese ziekenhuizen. Uiteindelijk zijn we vooral blij dat dit
ondersteuningssysteem in de praktijk nooit nodig is geweest.
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